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rain-holder about 1 feet high,
1 thick a common molasses hhd. would
and (ill if with grain.
When the
an-wn
11s :.ri to work upon the grain take out,
of the L?rain
After a part of the
iy, I
I'akc

a

grain has been taken out ami the rats get
well baited. again take out nm-i :ln the
Main. Lv .ive a very little at the bottom of
the holder.
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V»w c\eiy r;tt th:it go
will tlnd lie can’t get out.

watched by

Surface
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Manuring.

Nearer

1

1

nured it early in the Fall to induce the red
root seed to grow, so as to plow it under
upaedy } leet high and a little Hairing, in the Spring, and thus clear his land of
•dunking perhaps t.his device might benefit this pest. Hut he found a greater advantage in the fact, that the succeeding crop
some, i send it. to lie published.
was much the best where the manure was
.T. N. 11 \ km on.
Vug. 1, 1 >
thus applied. This led to repeating the experiment several years, and until fully conFine Farms in Portsmouth.
vinced that one load applied to grass or
clover in the Fall did more good than two
Mr Crown
the New England Tanner
used in any other way. Then lie wrote acisiie»l l’ort-mouth recently, mnl in his aecounts of his experience in surface manur< cunt of wind he saw gave a
description of ing to the agricultural papers. These were
’he farm of Messrs. Have.-, which with the ! at lirst doubted and
disputed; but Mr.
dock and tools is vaiued :it >.".0,000 all { Johnstone
persevered, his heavy crops of
made and accumulated lronithe business ol
wheat, corn and grass being the best evifanning alone. In last week s paper lie I dence lie desired. When men doubted the
continues liis note of obs rvation as falbenciits described, he Invited them to coni:
lows
and see lor themselves. Many went, saw
T' l- :s another style ol * nltivating the
and were convinced; the
mad.

i*l

shaved

oar

staves, of ten

bushels

■

very heavy crops,
how* v ;. which we did not fail to look
for which Mr. Johnston is so widely and
ami appreciate.- and
that
is, where
were evidence that could
iustly
celebrated,
means have been secured in other callings,
not l>e doubted. Many tried surface manur»
and fanning engaged in
gratify the taste ing, and also found it. the best course they
and maki
the world more beautiful
A
had ever pursued and not a few have also
of this kind is in the esnot.toh- instain
strongly recommended this >ystein in the
l am Frank Jones, late mayor I
tat. ol lie
papers.
of
>1 tin
Portsmouth.
Tincity
means,
Some of the reasons in favor of surface
liowcva r, which he has -o abundantly and
manuring are, that nearly all the valuable
.uJuieii- iw too, bestowed upon his farm, j
portions of manure being soluble, are
were al i acquired by his own
industry midi washed out and taken into ami completely
skill m mechanical ami mercantile employ
lilfused through the surface soil by the
incuts.
His head and hi- hands- not capiKail rains, so as to be in tlie best possible
tal left. i>v others-have been the power
dtuatiim and condition to be used by the
which have brought hm alllm-nee and drs•

,.

at

j

Homo.

'Think ortho chance to win thy love, for
A Shipload of Elephants.
know, young sir, Carmola returns (hy
The
passion, and weeps hitler tears when she of the New York papers give an account
arrival in that city often elephants
thinks ol the obstacles that
separate you from
Ceylon. They were brought oh
from her.”
“I consent; give me the ducat,” cried Saturday to the foot of Thirteenth street,
Nearer my Father's house.
North River, on board the bark NeliomiGaetano, desperately.
Where the many mansions l>e
ah (libson,
Smalley, which arHis lingers closed upon the
Nearer the great white throne.
gold piece, rived after aCaptain
four months’ voyage from
Nearer the crystal sea.
a shrill
laugh rung in his ears, and lie sat
Ceylon.
alone before the fire.
Nearer the hound of life.
The reporters of course, visited the ves******
Where we lay our burdens down
sel. and in talking with Smalley about
Nearer leaving the cross.
ii is live years since that
solthe
the elephants, ho furnished the following
night
Nearer gaining the crown.
diers of the Foreign Legion held their wild account
of the trade in those boasts in the
wassail in the little inn, and the stranger
But the waves of that silent sea
East Indias: “If you want to buy eleHull dark before my sight.
appeared to Captain Gaetano. In those phants cheap in Ceylon,” said the CapThat brightly the other side
live years much had happened. The
tain, “you must go to your hotel, throw
Break on a shore of light.
Duke of Milan still ruled the helpless
yourself back in a chair, stick your
citizens with an iron hand. But
(>h if mv mortal feet
though thumbs in your vest, and sat’, I want to
his alt airs had prospered at home, abroad
Have almost gained the brink,
some elephants.
The native dealers
I f it be 1 am nearer home
ill-fortune had befallen him. He had be- buy
will seek you out eagerly and tell you
l'ven to-day than 1 think.
come involved in war with Venice.
The
yarns about the fine beasts they have on
army of the Republic, led by a young hand for
Father, perfect my trust,
Stroke
your consideration.
soldier, sprung, no one knew from where,
I.et my spirit feel in death
your chin musingly and tell them to fetch
had met the soldiers of Milan and utterly
That her feet are firmly set
the elephants for your inspection,
(In Hu Bock of a living faith.
routed them—a result caused by the along
and they will do it. If you want one you
of
two
battalions of the Foreign will be showim hundred. The
treachery
elephants
Legion, who had deserted to the enemy aboard my vessel, however, were bargainat
from
the
the
Fiend.
lirst
of
the
Borrowing
tight. The troops of ed lor at the jungle. They are all fine
Venice laid close siege to Milan. The beasts
and no mistake. They were all
In a small inn that nestled under the
terms they demanded were hard ones.
shadow of Milan’s proud dural palace sat
trapped in the jungles of the Hannah Disa certain sum ot
First,
the
money; next,
a half score or more of soldiers
trict, in Ceylon, and all of them with one
drinking hand of the Duke's daughter
for the young
merrily. The soldiers all belonged to General of the
exception, a chap about thirty years of
Republic.
the
Duke’s
age, were freshly caught and wild. The
body-guard—the Foreign
The Visconti at last consented.
The one referred to had been about two
Legion, as it was called by the Milanese gates wore
years
and
the
of
Yenarmy
opened
in the custody of the native dealers.
—a battalion of veteran
soldiers,-compos- |j ice entered tin* city. The bridal
night
“We received the elephants at Colomed of men o( all nations, tried and hardy
had come that was to wed the soldier of
warriors.
bo, (Ceylon), and the beasts were got
Duke Alphonse 1<* Visconti,
fortune to the heiress of the Visconti’s
on board
elected at first by the people to rub* over
by means of canvas slings and
line. The Venetian captain wore the
Milan as its Duke, quietly, under pretense
ropes and pulleys hung from the rigging
visor of his helmet down.
“A vow,” he and main-sail
boom. Eleven of them in
of protecting the city from foreign enemies,
said, “never to show his taee to mortal
all were safely stowed away between
enlisted all the soldiers of fortune whose
Due -woolly >olenm thought
Comes to me o’er and oYr;
I'm nearer my home to-day
Than 1 ever have been before.

till In* was a wedded man.” The rites of
steel gold could purchase in his service;
the (’hurch were over. The beat of drums,
and when the time expired tor which he
the trumpet's call, and the loud thunder
had been elected, by the aid ot his hireof the artillery had announced the triumph
ling oldiers, he proclaimed himself Duke of Venice.
over Milan forever.
The citizens rose in
The bride and bridegroom stood within
And then there is little
'rowing plant.
revolt, and struck valiantly for their tin*
um. Lion.
hance tor loss, as when manure is spread
wedding chamber—she, a gentle,
All th<' buihling.-, liel.ifences, gardens,
rights against the traitor who had betray- blue-eved
ill fermentation stops, and no more ainmaid, clad in the white robe of
m tin- farm allord examyards, tools. ;.
nonia is formed or set free but. the strength ed the trust reposed in him.
with orange blossoms twined
The struggle was brie! but severe. innocence,
i*h■ ior imitation, l ands that for ages had
*1 the manure is washed into ami retained
in
her
golden hair, but on her face a look
"■» u
want ol drainage and
uuj-r- -duel *••
the surface soil. The leading agricul- The Foreign Legion made short work of of
j
>y
painful resignation ; he, stalwart ware a k i 11
Mu- sun and air, were teem- I
g
j
ural chemist shows that as Dr. (’ameron the city bands, and Milan soon lay pros- rior. clad from head to foot in
golden
grass ami grain, and pay
-ps
ri-g w iLii
trate beneath the loot of the tyrant.
At
j ays, “by a beautiful provision of nature
his face hid by the closed visor of
mail,
a handsome iuter»‘st a I
or >loo pur
lie absorbtive power of soils—they will be the time that our story opens the Visconti
his
helmet.
From
his
shoulder
.ere. for agricultural purposes.
drooped
elained until required to nourish the had reigned supreme over Milan for a
a heavy cloak of \ civet.
In subduing this laud, and making it proj bants
l.iebig also states that if “water, year. Tim Milanese grumbled, but ’Iwas
dm tiv«
lie not. only gralilies jiitaste ami !
••\\ h\ it sail, sweet wife?” the soldier
miding in solution ammonia, potash, phos- in whispers. One fate alone, the head- asked.
-ecim-s health, but increases the valuation !
dioric or silicic acids, be brought in eonman’s ax, awaited those who dared to
of the town, ami in a doiil.de ratio the land
“Shall I speak the truth ?” the maiden
act with the soil, these substances disap- I lest the
power of tin* usurper.
of his neighbors lying m the vicinity of his |
Apart
‘ear almost immediately from the solution,
| from the revelers sal a young and stal- questioned.
own.
IE is no only a public benefactor in !
“Yes.”
j lie soil withdrawing them from the water.” j wart soldier. He
1
joined not with the rest ;
proihably producing two sp. 49.- of gras.“1 do not love you, and 1 love another !”
iut
to the practical farmer, the i
in wild carnival, and the look upon his
where only om or none. gr>w i>el»>re. but ! | >est perhaps
j she exclaimed desperately.
proof of all is that his crops iinu the face was stern ami
in uHording an
xample oi what an acre of;
high. Two of the
of the manure just where and
“You do?” said the soldier in a sad
ami i.s * apa'hc ol piudm ing, under proper ) tlength
wild
revelers
at the table noticed the
vhen they want it; that corn, thus manured j
voice.
Mr Join
ullivatii-n.
not being at home, i
he previous Fall, conies up rank and vigor- silent Captain, seated by the huge fire1 do not know whether he be
“Yes.
We Were noL able to get detail* of his meth- j
nn.l
1.III....
(
place. gazing dreamily into the blazing living or dead, lie was
ods ol culture.
only a simple
i vlieii manured with the same amount
mass.
of
Mur next vi-i. was fo tie* farm ol Col. !
captain in my father’s Foreign l egion,
Oaetano is m dream-land as usual,
, uauure
in any other way.
This I have
but 1 loved him.
Five years ago he disloshua Pit r> «•. « [ P-u i.-mout h.
His priuci- I mind to i>e the ease on a
heavy s<»d; hut.! aid tin* elder o! (In* two, a burly Lnglish- appeared. If he still lives. I love him if
rusiness through a long life has been
pa
;
plien manure is plowed under it docs not 1 m:tn, known as Talbot.
• "«
he be dead, my heart is buried in his
cantile. Highly appr** lat ing rural life i n
so well
When the corn is small and 1
•Vos, In* is seldom otherwise,” roplioil
ami it-' labors ami euiovnn nts. he lias given
elp is most needed to give the crop a start his companion, a dashing Fi'onoli gallant, grave.”
non h time and thought to the cultivation of
“His name ?”
j , he manure is mainly out of reach, and the 1 ailed
Toto ill* Noii.
the soil, rearing of stoel
and fruit culture,
“Gaetano.”
j orn, if on sod, looks rather yellow and
“What can ho (ho cause of this soitloil
I In farm is u >v\ a prim ely estate, it eonThe solilii'r cut. t lie helmet from him.
oor: and it is said that it must have time I
Talbot asked
-ist- a! l.Joo acres of most <xcrlkm jaml.
| | >r the sod to rot, and for the roots to get, melancholy?”
Due l<»ok. uiiil,
tin* maid rushed
< ol. Pierce is now
“Hy my faith. comrade, it would take into his m ins. joyously,
nearly or «juite eighty ^ jrough to tin* manure, before the crop can !
•vitaa himself to toll you !" exclaimed the
years of age, dot's not often i-il the farm, c 0 well.
Tim
when
covered
:
Venetian
the
(Jcnoral was Gaetano.
Besides,
up by
but trusts its management to bis agent, Mr.
j j irrow, the rains do not as readily reach Frenchman, coughing
In a lew words he told the blushing
Walter Scot,!. Six pait- ol oxen were win“Hut was ho always llms?”
nd dissolve the manure, and spread it all
j
how
love
for
her had urged tiie sol•eied on the tarm la*' winter, none <*f which !
\ trough the surface soil, where it will be j “Oh, no: there was a time when a girl
dier to seize the laurel erown ofthooonwere ol less girth, than six ami one-half
wilder
than
this
same
silent
j xmd and taken up by the roots of plants,
gallant
feet, and so on up to nine leet !
The whole j lence tln re is
•uddier never drew sword or kissed the querer.
no way in which manure can
Then with a sudden start, as a rememnumber oI r-.'M wintered was ninety-four ;
of
( e as thoroughly diffused through the soil,
a
lair woman, (lealano and mylips
head, eleven
Inaneer shot aeross her mind, Carmola
1l'ses ;.l .1 t W 11 ty -1 li lie
sheep. | ist where it is needed and easiest and best self served in Flanders
under
together
i -c !i.i> cn.p :ist \ uar was suilicieiit In
] >und by the roots of plants, as by surface the Duke of Alva. He is Milanese l.»y elung closer t«» the breast ot her lover.
Iced a
t" ■!; mem it»m d abn\ e, and Mo
l!m
“You are in danger," she murmured.
| (
unless it be by liquid manuring,
hirth.”
lanuriug
M'ii- l•
the market.
Phi.- car, Mr. Scott.
“I kmger from whom ?”
ml that is but another way of surface m i1
be
“Can
it
the
iron
rule
of
the
Visconti
thought the ! :.y
p \vouiii be reduced one,
“My lather/’
so
his
native
half
pressing
Pile Indian corn crop last year was ! uriiifi.
cit\
heavy upon
“Does lie dare to brave the power of
It is also found that manure spread in the
hat allliels him ?”
c "1'
a-)., is oi lairs.
Some years i.N>0 I
\ eniee
the soldier asked, with a frown.
ill is a
mulch ; that it gives grass and
bushels ! ave Immui rai-t '.
“No; were that so the Foreign Legion
lie i.- milking (1 lover good
a good
j
“No, not openly/1 replied the girl:
start, and that this extra would soon lose its best
(raelano
twenty o\v- this summer. ami making butcaptain,
with the manure, is a
rowth,
“.you are to be. summoned shortly to visit :
i*11! 1
-iinl till;:- out I>rfnre six ill the
rves under no banner but
T aluable together
that of his
As you cross the court-yard the
him.
protection of the land and roots
u
an,! milk- al .-. \ at night.
The 1 (
>wn tree will.
He has the making of a
1 the grasses through Ur* winter,
n i*
assassins will spring upon you/’
st,o k
A line pair of j
1
pur* Sh et-horn.
great captain in him.
inemo.-i. m
1 si.> found that when manure is applied to
“Do
not tear;
win name tne.design.”
J
oxen nea: the I ...ru,t led: had not been yoked. I
^ du at, whether spread before sowing and Flanders once, he held the Castle of Tulle
A servant announced the duke.
Would W< ii*h lleai'lv
pounds.
j rorked into the surface, or finely spread igainst William of Orange, the Silent
lb-tire,
love.”
This t'il'lii ap{
11'• •! t.«* US a- We suppose i
who led a thousand men.
The
oon afterwards, it answers the same pur- ; Frinee,
Obedient, tin* girl departed. The duke I
t tlii
mai:
a.
Pi gland wonUltrom
-fat
jI ove. giving the crops a better ami a strong- | great Duke of Alva—a bettor soldier entered,
o!
d«
ilifiit
which
we
haw
read.
(’ourtonu.-ly the soldier receiviplioiis
r giowtli, and makiug it less liable to | never lived
him
-publicly
complimented
ed the host \vIni was to play the part of
I he [i-dds
large, vicu and enclosed with , ec/.e out; while the
and the j in presence of the whole army."1
larger
growth
the assassin. The duke gazed long upon
sui'stanLia! b liecs, amt most of the roads i latum* is a
“It. seems a pity that, such a heavy
protection to both the roots
the lace ot the soldier.
tiirough the bum are ::ikm1 with line forest ! ml the soil. Grass thus manured in the j
should
his
soul,”
said
gloom
j
hang
upon
A specially «d t,
treePierce has been : ‘t all will
“Gaetano!” he exclaimed in wonder.
start much earlier and better in
lhe Hngiishman musingly.
to plant for* >t
i• much of flic farm,
“The same, my lord,” tin* Venetian
,* he Spring, and may be made to furnish
j The two then turned (heir attention to chief
even il tin v
i*» waled the cult.i\at Oil crops a {
uite a growth to turn under for corn;! Ihe revelers.
replied.
little, ami in pn.-serve all trees with serupu- v diile this
“How have you risen to your present
green and succulent sod will rot i
nil! are, seemcu iikc
naeiaim,
1
i)y
!”
rank
the duke asked.
inch sooner and more largely help the
mini
in :t waking dream,
lie was
Then to the wondering ears ot the Vistop; >o that surface manuring in the Fall |
Practical Hints about Milking.
mused 1'roin his abstraction by a hand
as the threefold effect of enriching the j
conti the soldier told the story of the
laid upon his shoulder.
! mil. mulching ami protecting the soil and
Looking lip he Devil's ducat, and the compact with the
AH owners of
>ws should thoroughly
behold a dark-visaged stranger, wrapped
t a; wheat, clover and grass roots, and
understand the print iph s of. and be able to
Evil ()no.
perform tin- operation «H milking ns it 1 Hiking a start for green manuring in the n a sable cloak and wearing a conical
“Is it possible 1’” cried the duke.
also
bat,
black, from the side of which
should be done*. Very many persons, child- *v pring.
“Behold tin* proof!” and the soldier !
rose
a
Another advantage of thus manuring in
ren and grown persons, see about and are
single slender red feather. The showed the ducat. “If you wish I will
face of the man was st range— high cheektrusted with the business of milking who t tie Fall, is that there is time to pile, fersell it to you. Then he told tin* condin-lit and rot the manure, and thus put it
never perform their part properly, although
bones, a nose curved like the eagle’s tions.
1 much better condition to be used as food
they may have practiced lor years.
beak, and eyes that shone like coal:] of
Gladly the duke purchased it, then
Almost all cows in milk are nervous ani- * »r the plants. It is very generally knowu
lire. A strange shudder came over the
turned to depart.
i hat the principal value of manure consists
mals. it not often w illful, and in order that
stalwart form of the young soldier as lie
“The air is chill,” said Gaetano; “take
i
tlie amount of available ammonia it may ! looked
vou may obtain all the milk they are capaupon the face of the stranger.
cloak.”
< ontnin.
Dr. Voclcker, an Knglish cliem- |
:»ie of giving, they
must be treated with
‘•('an I have a word with you. Captain my
The Duke wrapped himself in the real
the utmost gentleness, and that at all times, i
who has investigated this point at great ,
Gaetano?”
said
the
cloaked
in
a
man,
1
II a cow stands
a tear, perhaps
cloak of the Venetian and departed.
trembling, 1 mgth, says “perfectly fresh barnyard m:ipeculiar metallic voice, that grated harshof your blow.-, kicks or threats, site will
ure contains but a small proportion of free
Gaetano sprang to the window, which
on the soldier’s ear.
ly
a mmonia, and comparatively but little nitro- !
very likely withhold her milk ; at all events,
looked down upon the court-yard.
What
“1
am at
the
pleasure,”
it will alt eel either the quality or quantity
and
of
course
but
your
£ en,
little ammonia exyoung he had anticipated came to pass. The
a nr- ater or less extent.
i <Ls in fresh dung in a state in which it can ; man replied.
There are seiDuke, clothed in the red mantle, was misThe stranger sat down on the rude
do111 oases requi iug eliastisc-ment ; more
1 e used by the growing plants.”
Also that |
taken by the assassins for the soldier.
bench by the side of the soldier.
most of the nitrogen is gradually liberated
frequently kindness, with limitless, will
j
from their ambush and
answer a mm li
better put pose. In most f s the fermentation of the dung progresses
‘‘You are called Gaetano, and your They sprang
buried their daggers in his breast.
With
ises where chastisement. is administered,
iL being found that there is a regular inadd
the
words
‘The
Silent.’
companions
j
a hoarse groan of anguish the Visconti
an expectation of a
reuse of soluble organic matters, including | lh>
full quantity of milk
you wish a cure for your melancholy?” fell
prostrate upon the earth. Then the
will be disappointed.
t itrogeu, which keeps pace with the proand the stranger looked searehingly in the
horror-stricken eyes ot Gaetano beheld
l iie covv should be Hist brought to a
It also appears
'f cess of fermentation."
lace ot the young man.
the ligure of the fiend vise from the
t hat “in fresh manures (with abundant litproper position by approaching her on the
“My cure is impossible,” the soldier ground.
ngliL side, stool and pail ready ; place the t er) the largest part of the insoluble organic
du
replied,
ly.
stool, sit. down on H, and with the
The mocking laugh of the Evil One
latter consists of straw in an almost enrigthand
“young soldier you do not know my rung on the air. The Duke had died
brush the bag ami teats clean before com- t irely undecomposed state.
In rotting
1 know the secret that clouds
power.
mem iiiii to ill;.w the
milk.
the
is
into
with
tin* devil's ducal, in his possession,
straw
converted
lamire,
humus,
Jhiring this
Listen. Over Milan rules
operat mu the milk Hows in rapidly, and all t lie compounds of which, with potash, soda your brow.
and his soul was lost lorcver.
As the
Puke
the
the
head of the son-in-law of the
the duets ,i ading to tiie teats are filled comAlphonse,
: ml ammonia, are soluble, and of a darkVisconti, the soldier of
l
ouse
of
a
race
in
Visconti,
pleteiy. flie iaster and sooner it is com- I rown color. The humus mostly fixes the haughty
fortune clutched the Ducal crown of
whose veins traitor’s blood has crept ever
11awn out, with gentleness, the
piei< is
of
: mmonia that results from the decay
he proved a iust and able ruler,
Milan;
more likely you
since
the
Hood.
The
will be to get the whole.
Viscontis
are
ty- and the Milanese blessed the
itrogenous matters." At the same time
day when
I'lie milker who sits and talks, or in any
Like
tlier valuable matters are brought into a rants born, lalso and merciless.
the false Visconti fell beneath the assasw i>
nore soluble and available condition.
delays hi- 'uisiness, will never obtain
not
from
produces like; grapes grow
sin’s steel.
ill the milk the cow is capable of yielding.
True, it is said that there is a loss of am- j thorns; yet from the false Visconti rose
the .stripping, i<> obtain the last drop,
nonia by fermentation; and this may be
the gentle Carmola, the fairest flower
A Jolly Flnkkal. We see periodically
should be done with great gentleness, by
he ease when manure is spread out in tho j that ever breathed Italian air, has
sprung.” in the
papers abstract ot the wills of deworking the udder somewhat in imitation ; ard, or where there is no straw or other
At the mention of the name of the
ceased persons who have left more or
Ol a calf sucking.
A person who under.bsorbeut mixed in the pile; but with ina- ! Duke’s
the
belle
acknowledged
daughter,
stands and faithfully performs the operation
less of the good things of life behind them
lure as made here, this is not the case. Dr. j
o( Milan, the soldier started, and the hot
ol milking, will cause the cow to yield milk
/oelcker says that “during the fer men tain tin; shape ot worldly riches; and the
blood
his
Hushed
face.
The
evil
manly
that will make one-quarter more butter
lon of dung, utmic, humic, and other j
mouths of some of us have possibly someof the stranger noted all.
eyes
than one-ha’! tin eummon irrowu persons
acids
lix
the
are
which
formed,
>rganic
times watered that we had not a
j “Foolish
in
boy, you betray your passion the corner of some said will. place
who d" tin milking will. This is a strong
immonia generated in the decomposition !
But the
>1‘ the nitrogeni/.ed constituents.”
Dr. in your face at the bare mention of the most curious
assertion, but no stronger than we believe
will we ever remember to
name of the woman whom
the facts will warrant.
’ameron says that it is an error to suppose
you have dar- have read of is one made
by an inhabitant
aii jcgmiuTs snouiu I•<* properly taugnt
hat the manure loses by fermentation, if ed to love, although she is the daughter
of Monfcgaillard, who died 1822. His last
of a Duke and you are but a hireling
•it first how to take hold of the teat.*, ami
n a compact state; all thal evaporates is
will and testament was as follows:
when once learned, they will remember.
vater, and a small quantity of carbonic soldier. Now, mark mv word; 1 can
“It, is my will that any one ot my relaThis is seldom explained or taught to beicid; hardly a trace of ammonia escapes. give Carmola to you.”
tions who shall presume to shed tears at
“You.”
ginners, and lienee each chooses their own
‘During the fermentation of manure, its
my tuneral shall be disinherited. He on
mode of milking. They should be instruct“Yes.”
litrogeu, (for there is uo ammonia in fresh
the other hand, who laughs the most heartmtural manure,) is converted slowly into
ed that II they would milk with ease, the
“How ? Who are you ?”
shall be sole heir. I order that neither
hand should be kept very near the extremiimmonia; at the same time other constitu“1 am——” and the stranger pointed ily
the church nor the hearse shall be hung
ents of the dung—carbonic, hydrogen, &«.,
ty of the teats, not so near, however, as
downward.
mysteriously
ire couverted into certain acids which cornwith black cloth, but that on the day of
that the milk will strike any part of the
“The Foil One !” murmured the soldier
due with and lix the ammonia.”
It is said
hand or lingers.
They should sit down
my burial, the hearse and church shall be
in
terror.
.hat most of the foul odors that arise from
dose to tiie cow, not arms length away ; the
decorated with llowcrs and green boughs.
“Hush; no names!” cried the cloaked Instead of the
It* It arm should always press against, or be
mch manure, when spread out, as wcdl as
tolling ot bells, I will have
“Look
at
this
in
ducat
man,
in close proximity to the leg of the cow,
warning.
are
due
to
the
n the pile,
escape of eardrums, fiddles and tiles. All the musicians
of
the
lie
from
his
and
drew
and then if .she kicks or
carburetted
and
piece
money
other
can
I
)ouic
acid,
hydrogen,
steps, you
in Montgaillard and its environs shall at“It is a charmed one, and brings
ward oft the force and protect yourself and
oul gases, that are not of much value in pocket.
tend the funeral. Fifty of them shall open
I’ll give the ducat
pail of milk.
As ammonia constitutes the larger luck to its possessor.
nanure.
the procession with hunting tunes, waltzes
With proper handlin', oi heifers
to thee; the ducat will give thee rank,
>art of the value of manure, and much
young and previous to calving, there is I nore can be formed and saved by ferinen- power, and the woman you love.”
very little liability to have kicking cows.
.ation than can be secured in any other
“But the price ?”
Sometimes a heifer with her first calf, and ,vay, of course the system of piling, ferSorrow is the lieir-loom of all; the
“In ten years your soul is mine.”
even older rows get their teats sore, crackthe
and
Summer,
rottening through
neuting
“Never!” I will not consent,” cried the great heritage of human kind. Not a sun
ed or otherwise, and this will cause them to iml applying in the Fall, may be expected soldier in horror.
sets in the west that does not see rising
In all such eases they should
kick or step.
That it actually
o give the best results.
cried the from the earth a mist of tears. Not a
and
listen,”
“1‘atienee,
and
dealt
be humored, coaxed,
gently by, Iocs give much the best results, as shown
“There is a way to bright smile gleams on the human face
and even caressed and fed some choice bite, ibove, is probably the best proof the prac- stranger, quietly.
that is not intermingled with the shadow
escape the penalty. You are at liberty to
after milking. 11 would be well to have a tical farmer can have.
sell the duplicate to another at any time of tear, of trouble or sorrow. This sorIu conclusion, I wish to state that my
pot of soft grease, lrorn top of the pot
row, this common heritage, we may dewhere pork ami greens have been boiled, to remarks relate solely to what is known as before the expiration of the ten years, but
be sold at a less price than its pend upon it, is fell in royal palaces, in
apply to soften the cracks, etc., previous to coarse manure. When uo litter is mixed it must
noble halls, as well as looking up from
inilkiug, and again afterward. The above In the manure, and no absorbents are used value as a simple ducat. Yon cannot the
damp cellar below the street, or lookmentioned grease is the best application the in the compost, there may be a loss by fer- lose it, but you can sell it, although you
ing down from the wretched garret that
writer ever used to soften and heal cracked
mentation ; and I am inclined to believe the are obliged to tell the purchaser the conis
above.
The royal mother feels when
and sor« teats cm cows.
[ VV. II. White, sooner such manure is applied to the soil ditions.”
South Windsor, Conn.
the better. LCountry Gentleman.
“But no one will buy it, knowing the she loses her flrst-born, as keenly as the
poorest beggar-woman. There is a dead
conditions."
in answer to a correspondent who asks
A pullet hatched early in spring begins to
for he has the same privilege to level on which humanity ties; and if you
“Yes,
what is the best grain to fatten
pigs, the lay at the approach of winter, and pullets sell, but it must lie at a less sum than he can disrobe the greatest noble and take
Kural New Yorker says:
“The best food hatched late iu summer begin to lay in the
his rags off the most wretched beggar,
gave, so that in the end, when it is sold
—quality ol pork and rapidity of fattening ensuing spring; and it is by saving a cer- for
coin know, the owner you will lind there is the same human
the
lowest
we
ever
of
from
the early
considered
pallets
gave pigs, was boiled tain proportion
heart and the same immortal soul in both.
in my palace below.”
Without looking up and late broods that you make sure of win- visits me
peas and potatoes.
“But if the possessor of the ducat lie
hatched
chickens
to
a
few
the
and
<>*
ter
disprove
relative
early
prove
A New York girl in the interior of the State
analysis
eggs,
?”
has a prairie t;ose-bush trailed over the sides
fattening properties of the compounds with for catching the highest markets, and a killed
“lie comes to me straight;” and the of her room, and last week it had one thouother feed, we speak of practical and profit- numerous flock of chickens in the warm
able results.51
stranger leered into the lace of the soldier. sand roses upon it. A bower of roses, trulv.
months, when rearing is least precarious.
<
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Poodle.

a

a
large-sized Spanish poodle
slightly limped with his left fore leg
The sandy-haired man finally aeeosted
the man with the dog:
T say, stranger, it’s very dull here;

that

Having tried nearly all of the various
modes of using manure, and dually conI roe nth caught- _s rats in one night bv cluded that surface
manuring is the best, 1
thm method.
Cut how should 1 kill them:
propose to give some of lire reasons for
I linally <• meluded
coming to this conclusion. In doing this
i’hi- h i- 1 !ie ;u
*<>n.
I ^!iall only refer to such manure as is made
to tic them with boiling water.
This or- i
in the stables and barnyards in Western
deal soor. tamed tiwiii
l;or months prior I New York, where a large amount of straw
making lids big haul of them, they had | and other litter is mixed with the manure.
The lirst one to discover fully the advan1 * n
destructive. .-itch a nuisance, that
tages of surface manuring, was John Johni :i 11d:\ knew 11.■ \\ .>
Now I
ndiire them.
This was
ston, of near Geneva, N. Y.
m
In
done accidentally, in this way: Having
iromi l my premises.
laud
!i
■;
badly infested with red root, lie maI
w Mcli 1
-isight t hem in was
that hold*

by

Ou Saturday evening. Juno 17, a listless party were sitting in the main cabin
ol' the Providence steamer Metis. A disagreeable northeaster made it unpleasant
to remain on deck. A middle-aged, keeneyed. sandy-haired man was the most
restless individual in the cabin. He appeared to lie somewhat annoyed by the
walking backward and forward of a darkhaired, line-looking young man, whose
every step was followed and movements

holding the rope with him. lie had not The Alleged Poisoning of a Wealthy Ohio
Farmer by His Wife.
proceeded far before. two of the keepers
managed to get before him, and by the
aid of their spears stopped him.
lie was
The Buflinbargcr poisoning ease, as it can't we get up a game of euchre ?”
1 don’t eare much about
brought hack, and reached the door of is called, is 1 lie prominent sensational
playing, sir;
the ear, when he suddenly turned around
hut my dog here plays a tolerably fair
topic of Hie Western papers. Bulliubargand repeated his previous manoeuvre. cr was a wealthy farmer and stock-raiser, game. Perhaps he will try a hand with
Again he was brought back, but blows owning between 5000 and liono acres of you.”
“No jokes, if you please; I am an old
from tTio sticks and spears could not make rich
land, within eight miles of London,
the unruly and obstinate brute enter the Ohio. His entire
was valued at euchre player, and very fond of the game,
property
cars.
Until 1854 he had lived a i once played three nights in succession
oyer $500,000.
with Gen. Hillyer, and beat him two
At last Captain Smalley suggested that
bachelor, being then over 00 years old.
to his one,” said the sandv-haired
the baby should be brought out of the car In that
year he married the daughter of a games
again, with the idea that when ltajah saw neighboring farmer named Hudson, the man, rather sternly.
“I
am not .joking, sir; I tell you honit come out anil re-enter he would follow
young wife being but eighteen years of
that my dog can play a good game
it. After a little coaxing and a sop of
age. Soon after the marriage he and estly
of
euchre.
I’ll warm him up a little, and
sponge cake and sugar candy t ho Cap- Mrs. Buflinbarger made the aef|uaintanee
show you wlmt he can do before you play
tain's idea had the desired effect. Slow- ol Mr. Richard T. Colburn, a
journalist,
ly feeling every inch of his way, and not in Cincinnati, and this gentleman seems with him.”
By this time the conversation had atmoving more than an inch at a time. Ra- to have been made a welcome visitor at
jah at las„ walked into the car. No soon- the homo in Madison county. The ac- tracted the attention of the other passener had the feat been
accomplished than quaintance continued until tiie death of gers, and they had gathered round the
and man.
trusses of hay and barrels of water were Mr.
Buflinbarger, which oceured in Oct., dog
“Now gentlemen, please to step back,
placed in each car, the barrels being 1$07, when lie was nearly, if not quite,
screwed to the sides and bottoms.
1 lie 75 years old. He died intestate, and the so as to form a good-sized ring, and we'll
Superintendent of the line also ordered large estate was divided among the v ite show von some specimens of canine saa
carpenter to bore several holes in each and her two daughters, according to law. gacity that may astonish you,” said the
car two inches in diameter, in order to
In a little over a year after the death of owner of the dog.
As soon as the ring had been made the
give the animals plenty of air. A bag- her first husband, Mrs. Butlinbarger margage and passenger ear was furnished ried Mr. Colburn. Concerning the scan- dog man shouted:
twilit', opun, gi\t;
for the keeper- and others, and soon af- dal to which ‘.he various relations above
on 3'our ear."
ter they were loaded a powerful engine, indicated have
given rise, little need be
was attached and the train started off on
Sport immediately raised himself on his
said, because it is impossible to distinguish
its journey.
between mere idle gossip, the possible tore legs, and walked around the circle
with his head close to the
his lame
■

its

Professional

Pride.

What becomes of the soul of
when he

a

man

malice of interested persons, and truth
ll is claimed by friendly neighbors that
old Bullinbarger took great pleasure n
hearing the voting journalist describe the
many interesting scenes which he passed
through, especially during the war, and
that he was welcomed by the husband as

gets to be a sign-board ? In the
patent duplex ventilating chimney, with
the tin whirligig atop, that passes up
decks. Forty-five natives were employ- and down broad way on two logs all day a guest and an honorable menu to the
Nothing has yet been published j
ed in the work of hoisting and lowering long, are there separate identities of man last.
and chimney? Does the latter walk the which justifies the public in concluding
them aboard ship.
This number was
streets at night—in spirit— after the legs that any but friendly relations existed bemore than was needed, but labor is cheap
in Ceylon, and 1 thought I might as well have stepped from under it ? And does tween them. Some time last fall a Mr.
the man take perforce to his pipe when Yandevender, a nephew of Peter Hullinhave enough of them while 1 was about
he goes back at last to his own family barger, about 4-"> years of age. went to
it.
“1 made good preparation for them ; 1 and fireside? Is it a man with a soul of London, Irom Illinois, and made an ina chimney, or a chimney with the soul of
vestigation of the a Hairs of the family and
had stalls built of teak wood, strong
a man ; or is it
something altogether sol- the estate ot his uncle. I In returned in
enough on ail sides to resist a pressure
and
?
soulless
February last, with his brother, a doctor
of 2000 pounds, and so constructed as to itary
We wonder how the old follow It*It of medicine, and they called for a corkeep each animal in his place securely when he first
in
his
oner’s
woodinquest on the remains of the deseparated from the others in the roughest en uniform; paraded what brightof morceased, which were disinterred for that
through
stages
weather. We sailed on t he 20th of March
and experienced the best kind of weath- tification lie passed, wliaf martyrdom of purpose. The stomach and viscera were
manhood! Dr, may be—more pathetic submitted for chemical analysis to Prof.
er until we reached the Cape of (loud
still—It was a line thing from the begin- Worniley of Columbus, ()., who is said to
Hope. We had some little trouble and
asocial uplift, a most distin- have furnished the coroner with a stateMost of ning; quite
anxiety about the elephants
For lie.
proud ment to the effect that he had found
them got sea-sick, which was manifested guished occupation.
You can see that in his mar- j arsenic in all the organs, and gave it as
in their refusing either to eat or drink for of it now.
several days, but they soon got oyer their tial mein; in the occasional patronizing! his opinion that the poison had not been
of a rival sign-board, like taken in a dose, but in several doses,
qualmishness and were able to eat as recognition
the Iron Dukes’s reply to the salute of a. which in that way hail time to pervade tin*
heartily as when on dry land. At the London
intestinal organs and produce slow but
cabby.
Cape of (food Hope we began to have
Perhaps you knew old Tom who Hag- certain death. There has as yet. however,
rough weather. We had three terrific gales while rounding the Cape, and geil at the Cherry street crossing; a with- been no oilieial publication of tin* chemithe rough weather continued from the j ered. Icatherly old Irishman win* had liv- cal analysis, and the family physician has
ed cm and around the railroad ever since j testilied in the inquest now in progress
lllh to the 22d of May.
We all felt a
it was built,
lie began by stealing coals ; that he discovered no evidence of poison
great deal of anxiety about the elephants, and
peaches, and adventurous rich's; was j having been administered to Mr. Huffmwho sometimes set up a fearful roaring,
when he attended him in his la-t
but luckily the bark weathered tlie gales promoted to water boy ; afterlliat, wielded barger,
and hammer on the track. There was ; illness, and says that In* died of consumpsuccessfully, and the elephants, thanks pick
a bad smash-up ol Hat cars one day. and
tion.
It is claimed by the friends of Mrs.
to tlie excellent precautions taken to fasTom, wi ll a wooden leg, the gift, of the Colburn that the proceedings against her
ten them securely in their stalls, came
are
found himsclt at tinpart of a deep-laid plot to blast her
through it uninjured. As I showed you company,ofsuddenly
his ambition, in charge of tin* j reputation, defame her husband, and obwhen below, there were the two iron summit
crossing; his own trim slum tain possession of the immense property
ring-bolts driven and riveted into the Cherrylield
far otV.
comprising the estate of Peter lUitlinbargsides of the vessel, and the strong bar of ty not
Il was a lesson in lil«*, just t.» <ee Old er. (>ne correspondent says:
teak wood well lashed to the front of the
Tom announce the coming of a train.
A
“Unfortunately for the prosecution, it
stalls.
glance up the road, a portentous stride* is instigated and conducted by a man of
i:ii, mi,
across the'trark toward the depot, a pause,
infamous character and reputation. Peter
to lie tin-ir hind legs to lint ring-holts,
of the brow, a sudden straight- Piiillinbargor was buried on his place,
anil thr* beasts would themselves wrap a pucker
which was visited last fall, by one of his
ol the lank form, and the sentence
their trunks around tint wooden bar bo- ening
—half menace, half command -is jerked | relatives and again in February last by
fortt then) ami hold last, and in this posias the clang of the loco- i the same relatives, accompanied
by his
tion the warns might toss thn vessel as forth, startling
motive bell; “All aboard for New York.” brother, who is represented as a medical
much as they pleased but they couldn’t
V dignified hobble back, and the -ha 1 •!• \ ! doctor,
lioth these men arc active in fulthrow the elephants off their feet.
Somewhite Hag is unbilled as by one who ha
minating stories derogatory to Mrs. (\»1times, to be sure, an extraordinary lurch
inil'll's character before and after the death
announced the king’s approach, and now
to one side or the other of the craft would
stands proudly waving the royal stan- of hri first husband, and they instituted
throw the elephants back up against the
the coroner’s inquest.
Had Peter Hullmdard before him.
deck overhead, but this did not: happen
One morning a new llagman appe ared 1 larger not married, his immense property
often enough to give them much annoywould
have
at‘Cherrv street. A groin-, of early pasance.
YVe j,m III :u .Si, II,
tnl.-n in
passed into the hands of these
1.1
i,
„as
vpftiv’o connected bv
gat lie re* | arome: mu:.
a fresh supply of water, and to
-*[''••• in
get some sengers
the two coinin’ to once on him, and the* marriage.
Now,
proof of the claim o| j
We took in
green feed for the beasts.
here is the fact that no ques- I
boon gallons id' water there and treated down train bein’ an extra like, am! not conspiracy,
lion was raised from September, I Nil?,
lookin' that way, and ’’he pointed to at
the elephants to a feast of green grass,
ominous dark spot on the plank between when Peter Hullinbarger died, till Fcbru ;
which they eat with a hearty relish, and
ary, 1S71, a space considerably over three (
showed m their elephantine fashion the the rails.
The. new llagman had a spic and span years, and then the sudden suspicion of!
liveliest gratitude to those who fed them.
new
Tom’s Hag and Old 'Tom poison is announced, and a post-mortem j
They used 2.1,01*0 gallons of water on had llag—Old
Hut somewhere and examination is entered upon.”
gone together.
this passage, and eat up 125 bales of hay
sometime we think we shall see him
27b
which
pounds per day,
averaging
with the old proud look on hi
food was in addition to two bushels of again,
Howto (Jet Ri< ii. Josh Hillings ought
face. [Scribner's for August.
and
to have this secret.
Hut he’s a little late
granun
paddy : the last rolled up in leathery
hi

m»u"ii

wimuh'i

u>

«i -«■«i

I.,

tin- form of little balls or cakes, and fed
to them from the hands of their Singhalese keepers.
••Every individual on board would occasionally give them a sea-biscuit, which
was esteemed
by the elephants to be a
great luxury. We selected names for
some of
the elephants on the voyage,
w hich I suppose they will always retain.
One of them was known as Mandoy.
This animal was the king elephant of the
whole crew of them, lie belongs to what
the natives call high caste, and all the
oilier beasts were afraid of him.
He was
without doubt, with the exception of another high caste elephant that was my favorite, and whom I called Nehemiali < Jibson, the most knowing creature in the
whole lot. Mandoy was everybody’s favorite, and I believe he will make his
mark in the States. Another one that we
called Rajah was the largest animal
among them, and weighs 2000 pounds.
Then there was the baby elephant, only
eight years old, and weighing son pounds.
Tiie elephant that died on the passage
had everything dane to save him that was
possible, but nothing would avail.”
Oil Saturday the elephants were landed. The arrangements for hoisting the
animals from the hark to the pier were
ropes and pulleys fastened in the rigging,
and canvas slings. There was no trouble
The fourth
in landing the first three.
one
was the elephant called Mandoy.
This brute became quite unruly before
the sling was lixed, and roared and threw
his trunk about in a rage. The men handling him became frightened, and the captain went below anil finally succeeded in
pacifying him. He was finally trapped
and as he was hauled up and suspended
in the air he Happed his big ears, worked
his huge legs and threw his trunk around
wildly. When lie landed on the pier lie
showed some signs of rage at the jeering
crowd who were looking on, and at the
same time the. three elephants already
landed broke from their fastening to a
post on the pier. The animals were all
secured again, and were led off toward
the depot of the Hudson River Railroad,
and they were lodged for the night in a
yard in connection with the stables of
that railway, on Eleventh avenue.

a

walk

aiouuu

carpet,

leg giving

him the appearance of

sliding

his car.
I'he man next took a ten cent stamp,
rolled it up into a little newspaper ball,
made a dozen other halls of the same
size and appearance, mixed them
up and
threw them on the carpet.
“Now, Sport, pick out the one with the
stamp on it.”
Sport immediately walked round tin*
paper wads, looked at them eagerly, and
pulled out tiie one with the stamp.

on

Sport’s

master

now

pulled

a

pack

oi

•ards, about tin; size of ordinary playing
•urds, from his pocket. Each card had a

black letter
were

placed

printed

on

around in

a

it.
The cards
circle with tie

letter uppermost.
“Sport, tell these ladies and gentlemen
where you came from this evening.”
Sport walked round the cards until he
•ame to the letter 1\ this he took in his
mouth and laid one side, and then took
he letter R and placed beside it. and so
in until he had spelled Providence.
“Sport, old tellow, where are you
lound for?”
Spoyt spelled out New York in the
?ame

manner.

The little cards were now taken up ami
pack ol playing cards laid in their place.
‘‘Well, Sport, what do you say to playng a game of euchre with this gentlenan !J” inquired his master.
Sport, didn't appear to he very eager,
mt hung his head a little, as it tired.
“Oh, there is plenty ol time; you
lever retire until nine you know,
.fuM
look at my watch.”
Sport jumped to his master’s knees and
ooked at the watch, which was held be'ore his eyes.
“Now Sport, tell us the right time to a
ninute.”
Sport walked round the cards again
md took a nine spot in his mouth, which
ic laid on one side of the
ring. Then he
licked up a seven spot and laid it a short
listanee from the nine spot.
He follow
*d this ui> by placing a tray and a ten
the
seven.
The
man
then
show(pot by
•d his watch to the spectators.
It want'd just twenty minutes to nine.
“lielbre you commence the game,
'port, 1 want to si*t: whether your head is
dear.
Suppose you were playing a
;ame of old sledge with Ross Tweed for
charter of a railroad against a million
lollars, and the game stood six to six,
md it was your deal, what card would
you like to turn up ?”
....I

*

l».

>lMil

timed up the jack of spades.
“Right, old Sport, your head is level,”
•aid the master putting the dog fondly.
Then turning to fien. Hillyer’s friend,
n? said
“In playing with Sport it will be necessary tor you to deal his cards lace up.
I'his will give you an advantage.
In oiler 111 make tin' game even deal Sport
am cards.
As soon as the trump is made
n* will
pick out live and throw the rest
iside.
When Sport passes he will turn
me of his cards over.
When lie orders
.’on up in* will nod his head.”
Iren. Hillyer’s friend agreed to the ur•angemeiit, shuttled the cards, dealt
>port ten cards and live to himself, tuning up the nine of diamonds. Sport pass'd, and (Jen. lTillyer’s friend took it up.
sport then selected the queen ol diamonds,
en of diamonds,
eight ol diamonds, and
ice and king of hearts.
Sport led with
lie ace, (Jen. Hillyer’s friend followed
■uit and lost the trick.
Sport then laid
lovvix the queen ; (Jen. Hillyer’s triend
ook it with the left bower. The right
mwer was then slung at Sport; he laid
lie eight spot on it. Taking up the trick,
Jen. ilillyer’s friend laid down the nine
(pot. Sport taking it with the ten. The
log then shoved the king of hearts at
lillyer’s friend, who had to hand over
he (jiieeu of clubs, with the exclamation

and so we fix it up for him, as a contribuTm: SF.Nsrmt; (luori.i;.
The Ww
tion tor his next “alluiinax.” A couple j
buryporl Herald tells of a grocer who for of uneducated but apparently well-to-do
merly kept shop there, and was noted for Hoslon men, in active business, on Saturhis grasping disposition
day last came together upon a busy street
Due day he nailed a salt cod on one of: corner, where for a few minutes the}' had
the shutters of his shop, and underneath a red-hot chat over some trivial business
it he wrote in eluilk. “Codfish lor sale i matter. The pith ol the thing was this:
cheap lor cash here.’’ Presently, in came One had been doing something for the
an acquaintance, and said: “What do other, and to get even for his work had
1
you have ‘here’ on that sign above codfish sent in a bill, which was regarded rather
for? You don’t sell codfish or any other steep.
After a little savage and rather
goods in any place, but here. Any fool profane talk, the man who had done tinwould know where you sold them with- work straightened himself out and sugar“That’s so,” said the : ed the thing off into a bit of “Josh”
out that word.’’
grocer; “boy, wipe out the word ‘here1 on philosophy, and in a very cool but dignifithe codfish sign.” The boy obeyed, and ed manner said to him interrogatively
the next day another critic appeared. “Well, ain’t it better to be a d—d hog
Said he, “For cash! who ever knew von and get good pay for what von do, than
to trust tor any goods ? Why do you say to be a good fellow and get kicked from
that you sell codfish for cash, when every- pillar to post?” If that remark don’t con
body knows that you sell all your goods lain, in a nutshell, the secret of success in j
for cash?” “You are right,” said the business, then what does?
“Euchred, as sure as fate, by a poodle!”
Two more hands were played. Sport
grocer—“boy, wipe out. the words ‘for j
cash’ from the codfish sign.” 'This was
the game.
Society is to be reconstructed on tin* rvinning
done, and shortly •'liter a third critic came j
•Now,'’ said the owner of the dog, “lie
of
A
woman’s
toil.
vast
majorit y
to the shop, objected t<> the word ‘cheap.’ ! subject
lown and rest, Sport; von have done noof those who would have woman industri“Who ever knew you to undersell other
bly.”
j
ous, shut her up to a few kinds of work.
dealers?” said lie, “you don't sell any
The dog lay down with outstretched
My judgment in this matter is, that a wo- I md stiffened
cheaper than they. Your price is just tlie | man
legs, as if he were dead.
a
she
can
do
has
to
do
anything
right
same as theirs and more if you can gel it.
His master pulled first one leg and then
well. There should be no department of
Cheap? cheap? whatdo you have that word merchandise, mechanism, art or science mother, then pushed and shoved him
for?”
“Well, it is not of much use,” I
ibout, but he gave no signs of life. Sud
If Miss Hosmer has
said the grocer; “boy, wipe out the word barred against her.
lenly he sung out.
a
a chisel.
her
lor
sculpture, give
‘chea; from the codfish sign.” Again | It genius
“Sport, you rascal, you have been
sketchfor
lias
loudness
RosaBonheur
a
the boy did as his master bade, and the I
gambling; here comes the police.”
let her make “The Horse
animals,
ing
same day, critic number four found fault |
Sport was oft* like a shot tor tin* forFair.” If Miss Mitchell will study astron- ward
with the ph *ase “for sale.” Said lie,
end of the cabin.
If
her mount the starry ladder.
let
omy,
A Sun man wlm witnessed these won*
“For sale ! no one ever knew you to y ive j
a be merchant, let her sell
will
Lydia
Icrful tricks could detect no signal beaway codfish. Of course you keep them !
If Liiicretia Mott will preach the
for sale, there is no occasion for tolling | purple.
tween the dog and
his master. Sport
! gospel, let her thrill, with her womanly
people; what everybody knows.” “There
ippoared to do everything from the work*
the Quaker meeting-houses.
eloquence,
!
is something in that,” said the grocer;
His master’s
ng of his own brains.
Witt Ta l m ad go.
lame is R. M. Dodd.
He stated to tin*
“boy, wipe out ‘for sale’ from the codfish j [He
!
fish
>uu
man that he
was a
left
the
salt
and
the
'This
sign.”
drug clerk in
Ail awful warning to scolding wives
A illiainsburg. and had spent three years
single word “codfish” beneath. It was
in that
n educating Sport.
but a few minutes after that a customer, ; comes Irom Milwaukee. A woman
Sport is seven years
if age.
who came in to buy some goods, remark- city was “jawing” her children, the
ed to the grocer, “what a tunny sign neighbors, a hired girl, and everybody
L'l.ii.n Hoi.i>ek. The Natick Bulletin
husband entered and
you’ve got out here; what darned fool in general, when her
;elis the following story of life in Ossipec
wouldn’t know that is a codfish nailed on interposed a mild word. She opened her
,’egion:
“So they would,” was mouth for an angry reply, but a spasm
your shutter.”
fell
Squire K., a well known barrister of
the reply; “boy, wipe out the word ‘cod- contracted her cheek, her lower jaw
her
nor
shut
neither
could
Belknap, having occasion to transact
speak
fish’ bom that sign.” 'The boy obeyed, and she
and the fish remained with no inscription. mouth, but remain in that condition, her some business at the Ossipce court, touml
tongue hung out, and her eyes nearly t few days at his disposal which he deOn Sunday morning about 9 o’clock, it
ertnined to spend in trouting in the
started out of their sockets. She had diswas made known that they would lea e
In company with an
lioimtain brooks.
A pleasant piece of poetic justice is re- located her jaw bone in her violent effort
that place for the railway station between
irList friend he wandered several miles
from a town in Oregon. One morn- to make a stinging reply to her husband.
Ninth and Tenth Avenues; and a large ported
nto the country.
a young man called upon the editor of
A surgeon was called, who reduced the
Night came down and
Soon the largest ing
crowd assembled.
he sportsman concluded to spend the
the only paper in the county, and asked dislocation, bound up her head, and pregates were thrown open, the elephants
The old mail is now
to look at the files of that pa- scribed a gruel diet.
light at a farm house, if permission could
marched out, and the distance to the de- permission
ie obtained, and return
It was granted. While the enjoying the quietest time he has had for
early next mowiper for
pot was soon accomplished. Five large editor was in bed,
ng to the village. A cherry-faced old
waiting till his wife forty years.
produce cars were drawn up for their re- could wash his
ady granted permission to remain under
shirt, that young man carception near the passengers’ platform, ried
ler roof that
Now, as it was
night.
away the file, nor was it ever seen
Beautiful Allegory. Mr. Crittenwhich was surrounded by a number of
until his lawyer offered it in evi- den, of
lecessary that our legal (fiend should be
was at one time engagKentucky,
employees of the Company, and a few fa- again
it
court
at
dence during the trial of an action for ed in
eight next day, the good
defending a man who had been invored outsiders who gained admittance
$5,000 damages for an alleged libel, which dicted for a capital offence. After an lame arose early and prepared breakfast
at the entrance-gate.
the
the
editor.
man
that young
brought against
light of a tallow candle. The
elaborate and powerful defence, he closed jy
The arrangements for moving the aniIt is gratifying to learn that the plaintiff his effort with the following striking and
tnglers were seated at the table in a
mals irom the platform to the ears were
lark corner of the kitchen, while the old
recovered t! 1-2 cents damages, and was beautiful allegory:
very simple. Strong planks were laid arrested
a
by the editor on a charge of steal“When (fod in his eternal council con- lady was engaged over sizzling fryingdown irom the platform to the cars, and
hooks, convicted and sent to the Peni- ceived the thought of man’s creation, he van on the stove.
the ears being only a few inches higher ing
‘•How’s this steak, T.. tough, eh ?”
for seven years.
called to him the three ministers who wait
than the platform, the incline they had to tentiary
isked the lawyer, sotto voce.
constantly upon the throne—Justice.Truth
ascend was very slight." Two were plac“Don’t know ; why?”
A Colorado saloon-keeper said of a and Mercy—and thus addressed, them:
ed in each ear, and there was very little
“l!y dove. I can’t chew the stuff!” controuble in getting the first four couples rough crowd: “I couldn’t get their whis- ‘Shall we make man ?’ Then said Justice,
inued he.
into the first four cars. The remaining key strong enough for them, so, after trying •(>, (iod make him not. for lie will tramWiping the sweat from his forehead, he
of ple upon thy laws.’ Truth made answer
couple consisted of the baby elephant, every way, I at last made a mixture
wide another effort to masticate the
he will
and the largest one in the troupe, called poison oak and butternut. That fetched also, •(), (iod, make him not, for
nouthful, then shouted, "My good woBut Mercy,
Rajah. After some little difficulty the them. I called it the sheep-herder’s delight pollute thy sanctuaries.’and
looking up nan, will you be kind enough to see why
baby was got in, but Rajah seemed de- and it was a popular drink. The first Pike dropped upon her knees,
his steak is so very tough.”
God
termined not to enter his new domicile, I tried it on yelled with delight; the next through her tears, exclaimed, ‘O,
The pleasant-faced old lady appeared
him with
lie roared and threw himsclt about when one took two drinks and tinned a double make him—I will watch over
with her candle, wiped the moisture from
A my care through all the dark paths which
it was attempted to pull and push him in somerset in the road before the house
tread.’ Then God made lier spectacles and looked at the plate,
by force, lie would not stir an inch. peddler came along, and after lie took he may have to to
him. ‘O man thou art dropped the tallow candle into the lawsaid
of
and
drinks
several
the
in
man,
my sheep-herder’s delight
Presently he made a sudden dart
and shouted with horror : “Great
of
off
his
child
went
and
stole
the
he
own
and
hid
Mercy;
go and deal with thy yer’s lay
he
wantwas
pack
opposite direction to which
State of Hampshire! I've fried my holder!"
brother.’
ed to go, dragging tho men who were it in the woods.”

Fearful Railroad Accident Near

A frightful accident occmad t"-ni”lit on the Maine Central liailroad,
:ii>l a> tin* tram \v;i' entering this eitv, 1 »y the
:i\ iii. aw in of tlic* bridge aero-s the Hampden
road. The 1rain consisted of the engine, tender,
mail and express car, smoking ear, three pasThe
-iMn. er cars and one Pullman palaee ear.
tram \v:i> about half an hour behind time and
at
a
\va> ruuniim
good rate of speed to gel in
before tlie time for the nigh! train to leave this
ei 1 y.
The mvine and tender had got aeross
the bridge, and a portion of the mail ami express ear. when thestruetmv went down taking the rear trucks of the maii ear. but the
trenvtli of the hackle- kept it upon the track,
'idle smoking ear plunged down into the stro* t
a
distam-e of 1w out v feet, and w as eompletelv
demolished. Ill-n hardly being a piece of it. left

tt

o

a*

HIT ('(>i;« >NE!;S

Coroner .1. II. Wilson

lXtpTsy.

to-day summoned

a

jury, an I commenced an investigation of the
lad', oncerniug the railroad disaster. The
jury i eiini]io'C. 1 of .Jnab W. Palmer foreman,

amtiel 1>. i'hurspm. Ceorge Ladd, dolm P.
.1. s. Wheelwright and II. II. Fogg.
they had viewed Hie body of 'Phomas
Callaghcr and the s» one of the disaster, they

Crosby,
After

until to-morrow for the purpose of
hearing evidence. The whole number of cusualties mot up two kill< d and .v:♦ wounded.
'the first witness called was Col. A. AT.
W ildes of Skowhegan, mie of the Slate liaiload C<*mmissi"ner>. lb’ wa-sworn and testified a. follow
Am one of tin Pailroa 1 < ■•mmis-ioners of the
Slate, and with mv associates examine the
I
tracks and bridges oi'tlie railroad- in Maine.
pas.-ed over the Maine Ce.nt.ral in dune, IsTi :
Mr. (iiliMin, th. bridge man emploved by the
Alain. Central Companv, and Mr. Terry, the
road master, were with me when the bridge
over Hi
Hampden road was inspected. We
borrowed a ladder at a neighboring house, and
1 exall three of Us Went up into the bridge.
amine hridgi
by striking 1he timbers and
a
bv
with
knife,
sometimes
boring:
probing
<ini not bore in tin- ease.
Always examine the
joints. In this bridge they showed no signs of
opening. After we had examined the bridge,
a freight train came along and I stood by the
biibge and watched to see how it bore’ the
w. ight.
I thought it sprung a little too much
and remarked to Hibson that it ought to be
trengthened by arches, as it was subjected to
When 1 made a
icater strains than before.
re. ord of Hie repairs, I think J used this language: “'I’lie Bridge over the Hampden I!oad

adjourned

s

satis-

fied a> to the cause of the disaster. It might
have happened from rotten wood; it might
have been caused bv some of the nuts working
otf the ends of the rods.
Mr. Moves. The nuts are all in place ^ I have

and examined them.
Mr. Corser. The fact is then. L suppose,
there was not strength enough in the timber
If the bridge bad been composed of
to hold it.
sound timber, it would not have broken down.
The company has increased the weight of their
seen

favor of the

Lynch

bill

The Democrats
full House, and
gave 21 votes for the bill. The republicans numbered 109, ami gave but 30 votes
for the bill! Let our radical friends apply the rule of proportions to the affirmative vote, and see which party favored the
relict of shipping.
numbered but 09 in a

impress upon the editor
of the Bangor Whig the policy and even
necessity of being truthful in the conduct
of that paper. We have besought the
misguided man who spreads out upon
foolscap the daily allowance ot ink required by that shoot, not to further outrage the public sense of justice by his
shocking misrepresentations of his cotomporaries. We even imposed upon ourself the hard conditions of an offer to publish a column of his dreary nonsense, if'
lie would copy one of our articles as it
appeared, instead of running it through
his eccentric mental

machinery

it over with falsehood.

ing

and si

Bill

it

linwas

spirit

Portland, Oreron, July 29.
Wo

place day before site

to this

came

the overland

yesterday, by

vested

route

from

Sacramento. A railroad is now built front
Sacramento to Sesrna, 122 miles, which
is to be extende I to meet one from this
which is now built to Harrisburg,
100 miles, and graded to Kugene City, 18

The individual who is

the

-i 11

frov

L'U'n„l:

n

11

iiao,

Ic M

i*nn fro lit

11 mfr

c

<

the west section ol the upper chord and
tho west piece was rotten. Did not see this
rotten place when I examined the bridge.
When wo find defects in a bridge that render
it unsafe, we have no right to order a road to
'-top running trains. The law is that wc give
1 lie company reasonable notice to make repairs,
then if they fail to make them, we must go to
the courts for an injunction, and have a hearing; meantime the road can run the trains if
they choose.
I f 1 had at the examination seen the condition of this bridge as I see it now, when the
timber is broken so as to expose the decay, I
should have notified the company that it wa»s
not sale to run trains over it. The shell of the
timber being broken now shows the rot in the
interior; I could not have seen the place at our
examination. I have, I think, travelled over
Hie bridge but once since my examination.
Should think two weeks after notification by
the Commissioners, would be a reasonable
time in whieluthe company could make neceswas

soon

lip

as

Ito to

New York

buildings are
place will
Portland what Brooklyn is to
if the anticipations of those
and this

most interested should be realized.
In

former communication 1 gave the
seen on the I’a-

a

names

of some few I had

we had about 100 miles to cillo Coast, who had formerly resided in
travel by stage.
And should the indi- Belfast and vicinity.
1 now add tinvidual who tempted the Savior, take me names ol Clarence Hanson, of Oakland :
to the top of Mount Shasta, which we Kbcn Wells, of Sacramento ; David Blake,
passed on the way, and say to me “All at Soda Spring, who had rcccivi d a

the land within

will I

sight

give

unto

thee

ifthou will take anolherovcrland journey”
I would say ‘diet hchinil me, Satan.”
For what would it profit a man it he should

wound trom

gunshot
cripple

er

of Yreka.

a man

;

M imasseli

of inllueiu

Tuesday, given

m-

><

Mr. E. I.. I’atterson, formerly of Searsport.
it <^uccn <‘ity, Missouri, lost his barn
b\ lire, last month, with gram, horses, cowh-.gs, wagons, Ac—in all about $400). Suspi
eion of incendiaries is entertained, and some
arrest have been made.

Sleep-

and

a par
lieular favorite in the community when*
lie lives: Charles Whiting and wile, of
•

ot

residing

in the shoulder and

become almost a

of

wrul fatalities in that eity and virility. hani. i |l. Norwood, in an altercation
vith
Law. was kicked in the groin, from
he rfleets of which h- died.
All Englishman
tamed dames KoUins.tii, while intoxicated, fell
roni
the window of a hoarding house mi
Columbia street, and (lied from concussion of
he brain. On Monday, o!lic< r Pratt an sh d
man named Foley, for beating his wife,
md
while in custody Foley drew a knife a. i,.-s hir.vii lliront. inflicting an ugly but not
dangenm
wound. John Marsh, of Huckspovt, hung him
self in his barn on Saturday night. He had »
large family, was out of health, and destitute.

new

by magic,

li.mgoi Whi.ic,

I’li.
ount>

the oppo-

on

miles—so

since the bridge was built.
thorough examination is to get under a
an engine is run over it. try the
nuts, see if the blocks are in place and the rods
Weakness of the timber caused this
all right.

engines one-third
A

Now a

bridge while

u a-

-,

noses

i<

a

on

conn r-

can*

r«

a

so

a

a

to

a

a

as
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a

|
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where I put them through the winter, for I <nw
them in the snow.
I Hunk the* cause of the* accident was tfio de
cay of the wood. There was one breal- near
the middle of Hie bridge where the timber was
rotten and another place near the northeast corner.
From the fact that a number of wheels
were torn oil and laid against the abutment. I
think the bridge first broke near the northeast
corner.
Gentlemen, of whom Col. V/ildcs was
one came to my house in June or Julv for a
balder. They examined the bridge and went
I believe, that by boring the rot
up into it.
could have been discovered, but have seen no
where
examination with a jaek-knite
place
would reveal the rot. 1 have seen no rotten
where
there was not a shell an inch or
place
two thick over it. < >no of the middle chords is
very rotten at a joint in the middle of the bridge,
for a distance of a foot and a half. There ianother break near the northeast corner.
I
have never seen any now timber put into the
bridge except, those two braces, 'flic bridge
stood live years without covering, then it was
covered; soon after a high wind blew part of
the covering off, blit it was replaced and has
remained till the accident.
IMwin Noves, sworn and testified:
Am
Superintendent of the Maine Central Ilailroad:
never personally got up into and examined the
interior of this bridge. Have always employed
the best men I could find to inspect and repair
the bridges on this road. The llr.-t man so omployed was Doa. S. Seammon. from IsH to iSfiO.
The next was Mr. Gibson, who lmd been cmployed tinder Seammon, and who took his
place when his age untitled him to bear the expo«urc and fatigue indicated i«> the duties of the
position. Their Directors have been to examine the Kendall's Mills bridge once a week,
the longer bridges below once a month, an.I the
short bridges not so often, sav three or four
I believe both bridge masters
times a year.
have fully done their duty.
They have from
time to time reported to me the results of their
investigations and what was necessary to be
done. Then for some years we have had Itailioad Commissioners
>'•-[■<
\\ uom
nave requested to make thorough investigations into the condition of the track and
bridges, and if anything was needed to warn
Once a year 1 myself have taken
me at once.
an engine or hand car and gone over Hie road,
taking with me one man, sometimes Seammon.
'ometimes Gibson, and sometimes Cn|. Wildes.
The longer bridges 1 have been through myself,
and in addition have sent Dea. Seammon. at
least once a year to see it he bridge inspectors
had given me all the necessary information.
|
have also occasionally employed another man—
Mr, Osgood—to inspect the bridges while the
other men were at work elsewhere.
LaO November, when the gauge was hanged
two of these men looked over the Hampden
Hoad bridge, putting in these lateral braces and
screwing up the nuts on the cross-rods. The
lateral braces, while they add nothing to the
strength of the short bridges, prevent the men
from screwing up the rods too tight, a- well as
hindering lateral vibration. These men reported the bridge to be one of the stillest on tinroad. Tn the spring examination Mr. Gibson
renorted the same.
(>n tlie first 'lays of July, < ol. \\ iMcs,
i*.
Gibson Mini the'road-master inspected the
track and bridges, on his return. Gibson reOn tin* tilth of July I reported them all
ceived the communication bofoie alluded to, hv
Col. Wildes. The week following, 1 met him
in the cars, and he told me he found the bridges all right. but said he had made some suggestions in his communication.
I replied that
his
were exactly what 1 intended
to do, for in the spring I had planned the arching o| the Newport, Ifermon Fond, and Hamden Hoad bridges, and had commenced getting together the necessary stuif, which as it required very wide, clear pine planks, was hard
to obtain immediately.
A number of years ago, without suggest ions
from anybody, 1 commenced arching bridges,
and from year to year our bridges, commencing with the longer spans, have had arches added increasing their strength. AL Pittsfield I
had a pier put under the middle of the span.
The longest spans at this end of the road are
To feet, or less, and I had this year, arranged
to put arches in all of them. Gibson and 1 concluded last spring that it would he cheaper to
rebuild the “Damascus” bridge (Newport)
than to repair it, and T had obtained stuif for a
new bridge.
The new track timbers for the
short bridge over the road to Crosby's ship
yard were sawed before Col. Wildes’ recommendation was made, as the sap on the top of
the old timbers had rotted so that they would
easily take tire. As regards strength, tin* new
ones are no better than the old.
In May, I was under the Hampden Road
bridge when a heavy train was passing over

rigid.

suggestions

[

|
|

and ::: Park liow, New York, are onr authorized
Agents for procuring subscriptions and lorwarding
advertisements.
4srr* S. It. Nii.tvS, No. 1 ScollayV- building, Court
St., Poston, is authorized to receive advertisements
for this paper.
4fcar"T. c. Kvans, tod Washington Street, is an
aut horized agent lor this paper.
P. Itowm.i, & Co., 10 Park Row, New
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest ratea. Their orders will receive prompt
attention.
&tj~ iI. >t:a< !•; I)i»i>t>, V.*l Washington St., Un-ton,
is an authorized Agent for the .loitrnal.

volved in the

quotation

which we have

made from the record.

pened
of Hon.

Death

Woodbury Davis.

linn. Woodbury Davis died at his home
in Portland on Sunday evening, after an
lie
illness of several weeks duration,

For (inventor

CHARLES r.

KIMBALL,

OF PORTLAND.

Stop

That

Lie !

tle poem
as

following very touching
appeared in the columns of the
will lie seen, in praise of Orangeliangor Whig and Courier.
OUR MISSION.
n.

Wo (jiiiek to sec, be prompt to strike,
Where bigot hatred shows its head
On shining coat or frieze alike,
Let tailing blows like hail be shed.
Uunwed by foreign church or clan,
l ,'nawed by hireling, speech or pen
To each and all the rights of man,
From each and all the acts ol men.
Encircled by heroic stoel,
To do whate’er his creed invites,
le t him who seeks our nation f.-.
We give him nothing less than kk.ii ;
Low in its grave sleeps Slavery’s wrong
And shall we have another race
Enchained by worse than tale or song
Have told in any time or place?

strong mental powers, clear,

In (.Oil’s good time, whatever stains
I'lm whole world’s searching eyes cm show,
•Shall lade away in Heaven’s sweet rains.
Ami leave our ’scutcheon white as snow.

many able articles to the litera-

ofthe country.
In private life, Judge
Davis bore an unblemished reputation.

ture

considerate

as

lit-

itv m. m.

Treasurer, and subsequently
a Judge of the Supreme Court.
He was
removed lroiu the Supreme Bench in lSotl,
by (low Wells, on address from the Legislature, but was re-appointed the following year. At the time of his death, he
was Postmaster of Portland.
Judge Davis

Kindly,

far

the

! For tho

He was State

of defence against the terrible logic of
Ibe lhets given, they resort to the baldest
falsehood.
We Hip a few lli.-if have fallen

so

ism—

Maine Daw, was a strong
abolitionist, and took on active part in
forming the republican party in Maine.

tributed

Whig, having
vocabulary ot abuse up-

tile Irish citizens New York,

cates of the

man ol

The

it could in prose, at last, like Mr. Wcgg,
“dropped into poetry.” On Saturday

Whig,

upon its practice in this city.
Mr. Davis was one of the earliest advo-

publication
prominent shipbuilders of Maine upon the
causes of the State s
decay, and the ruin
of American shipping, has made the radicals fairly desperate. Having no semblance

><U,,.
under nnv
Mr. < ’artel* tinds that the turiif is the principal
obstacle t<> prosperity in that branch of indu
try. It will be remembered that Mr. (’aider and
neai*lv :iii tin* otli.-i* shipbuilders ol Maine proposed a plan designed to give relief in this
direction. but tlie bill niel tlic opposition of
‘“vt-rv Democratic Congressman
except two or
tliree. [Portland Press,
I. t it be remembered that the very bills which
Mr. Lynch of the first «lis;ri«*t introduced into
Congress to give relii»f to our shipbuilding interests, and which had the approval of the shipbuilders of Maine, and tin* support of President
< I rant, were
opposed by nearly everv denioerat
Congressman. [Lewiston Journal.
Our Maine delegation did their utmost to
secure favorable aelion.
Put the bill was defeated, and the dissension showed very little
eLanee ol any similar bill being passed. Strong

on

entered

was a

of the views of

exhausted all its

morning,

logical convincing, and an aide lawyer,
He was a man of literary taste, and con-

The roeent

in this wise.

born in It rooks, in this eonnty, fiftythree years ago, and studied law and
was

Subscribers nr* requested to take notice of the date
on the colored slips attached to the paper.
It is the
only form of receipt now used. For instance, la
May 71. means that the .subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment Is made, the date will
be immediately changed to correspond, and thus a
receipt in full is sent with every paper. Subscribers
in arrears are requested to lorward the sums due,
&ij- In sending money, state Till1’. POST OFFICP.
to whicli the paper i- sent..<*&

Press.
! who have turned their attention someWe said at the outset that the Whig what to
cultivating the soil when mining,
had been found truthful at last. It hap- lor
reason, fai’.ed them, and a lew

sympathizing,
his memory will be cherished by many
who dissented from iiis extreme political

• ml when the.

bow

pf peace
its

m

from two to thro* hundred feet in
The face of the

length.
country, excepting these

limber lands, appears barren and of little
It is said that some parts are
value.
valuable lor
look

on

them

as

l

but

grazing,

stopped

\\re

could

such.

at

Soda

one

ent

tribes cone from far in the interior to

catch salmon near the. head of the Sacramento river
Seeing great numbers of

them pass the place where

ping,

we

were

in. uired where
told

up t

ie

they

were

we

they

were

stop-

going,

would encamp at some
We struck on.* of

river.

their trails, and soon found the
.'»«

day,

seen,

never

'I’li-- iVmales
iMv*'impmi‘iil
the packs.
The males, as

*

place of

.nrlcil
a

all

general

going
thing, riding horseback,
carrying nothing but their guns and spears,
If tin' genius of the Whig had heeded and
perhaps a few skins under their arms.
tral Bailroad should have been visited the words of the opening line, and lieen
Their manner of encamping, mode of livwith a succession ol them, ending with a “quick to see,” he would have perceived
ing and method of catching lisli were all
frightful bridge catastrophe at Bangor. a good deal more than slurs on ('atholie
very interesting, which l have not time
The reputation ol the road has been first ism and the Irish.
As it was, the young now to d< scribe.
rate -with the public, and travellers have
The Siskiyou Mountains extend into
Napoleon fell into an ambush. The readfell secure in a thorough and searching er will perceive that the lines are an
Oregon, and far beyond the county ol the
supervision of its road and machinery. acrostic, and that by reading the initial same name, which is in Oalifornia, joinBlame for the last catastrophe falls some- letter of every other line, they are made
ing Oregon. TSie name here given is the
where.
Its exact location, so far as legal to declare that
Bui tki.i.r rs an \s-” or
Indian name of an old white hobtailed
inquiry goes, will be determined by the taken with the heading, “Our Mission
horse, l.T in this country by a Frenchopposition came from the leading democrats of verdict of the jury of inquest, which is not Boutclle is an ass.” If that was the roe
man, the lirst white person who ever visthe New York York delegation, who it was
known at this writing. Thatfinding.it sion on which he came to Bangor, never ited the
place. The Indians called the
hoped and expected would support the bill.
<h(f'/ tln'ic <h iii> >r /•(//.s* in l/ic I In
f'tvi>i’ril is hoped, will satisfy the public mind, and was one more faithfully fulfilled,
hog- horse by the name of Siskiyou, so that not
if. [Prog. Age.
guard against not only the probability berry desired it to lie remembered that he only the county (which is as large as the
1 ho sui)staneo of tin* above has appoarbut the possibility of any like disaster in was an ass, although it was not written state of
Massachusetts) hut the whole
o»l in every radical paper in Maine.
We
the future.
down—but tiie guide and exemplar of range of mountains is called the Siskiyou
now appeal to tin* record, to
the
prove
The Directors ol the Central road, de- the Whig, writes the laet plainly in bi- Mountains. After
leaving Soda Springs
utter falsity of this declaration.
termined that the public shall lie satislied own columns, with a frankness that is
we passed some small settlements before
The Lynch hill to revive the commerof the safety of their road, at. a recent commendable.
Truly, the l.'s-ons ol this reaching Oregon, among which was
cial interests of the United States was ina committee to make brilliant leader ol tin- Maine press to the
Yrcka, which was not only a settlement
meeting
appointed
troduced into the llonse by its author,
personal examination of every bridge on slower knights of the profession are of miners, but a village of manufactures
1x70.
It
was
iJSlh,
debated
a
April
great the line,
ol dillerent kinds. This village has lateaccompanied by an engineer and marvellous to behold.
many times, and various amendments
The scenes and incidents in Bangor, ly suilered severely Irom lire, which burnThere can be
practical
bridge-builder.
were proposed, some ofwhieh were
adopt- no doubt that in the future
every precau- alter the issue of Saturday'- Whig, were ed nearly one-half of all its buildings.
ed. At length, on May .‘list, a decisive
tion which can devised to insure the safety of the funniest kind.
Kvervbody was on
Passing into Oregon, we found the valvote was had.
We quote from the ConKeen the party Iriends
the broad grin.
of travellers will be adopted.
leys
larger, the mountains not so high,
Clobo
of
t
hat
date
gressional
—

It is remarkable that after twenty year’s
exemption Irom accidents, the Maine Cen-

or

on

foot

Kangor, Aug. 7.

it S'

of the

The question recurred upon agreeing 1o Mr.
Lynch’s sulxlitulo. as amended, which is a- follows :
That upon all imported lumber, timber, hemp,
Manila, lead, copper, and copper sheathing, and lor
iron and steel not advanced beyond rod bars and
bolts, plates, beams, and forgings, which may be
used and wrought up into the construction of steam
or sail vessels built in the
United States, and finished after the passage of this act, whether lor the
hull,
rigging, equipment, or machinery of $uch vessels,
there shall b:• allowed and paid by the Secretary of
the Treasury, under such regulations as he may
prescribe, a rebate or drawback equal to the duties
which may have been paid on such material.
Skc. 2. Ami he it further enacted, That all shipstores and coal, to bo used and consumed by anv ves-

—The

New England

himself at home
we

had

a

Yankee make.1!

everywhere.

call from Mr. Josiali

Last week

Simpson,

tended

paper, couldn’t repress very exFat and jolly burghers
smiles.

leaned

against

their sides.

buildings

and shook

The Irish citizen

with their

the

and the appearance of the country much
better (or agriculture and grazing, there

having
season

been much
has

been

more

the

amounts to nothing at all. Deacon Scammon
dug out a small piece of sap rot on the upper
chord, not in the least involving the strength
of the bridge.
I consider that (Job Wildes’
note concerning the Newport bridge as applying to the roof, which was shattered when the
gauge was changed, and I have purchased new
iron for it.
I have seen Col. Wildes twice
since receiving his report, and he has assured
me that the bridges were all safe, and that
what he suggested were improvements. If I
had known the Hampden Road bridge to be
rotted as badly as it appears now, I should
have stopped the running of trains over it at
once, and not allowed them to come nearer
this city until a new bridge was built. There
was a shell one or two inches thick over all
the decay in the timbers, and in falling, this
shell was knocked off. The outer surface was
hard and it was the inner parts where the rot
was.
If the bridge man had struck the rotten

not in the substitute.

The Speaker. The Chair stands corrected.
The amendment of the gentleman from New
York

[Mr. Schumaker] applies

to the

original

formerly

rain, though tin*

for many
River valley, so call-

dryest

of this

eity

anil Ellsworth, hut

keen

dozen years past a resident of Masaya, in Central America. He is engaged
in eoll'ee raising, and being an ingenious
for

a

cently published, alleging

abuse of his

the passage front San Francisco
to Liverpool,
lie says there was no dis-

crew

on

halo around his name, may long lie suffered to adorn his present station. lie

scattered in the sparse crowd. The
various candidates lor the lucrative olhee ol County
were

Attorney, the one which seemed to be chielly long- d
fur, gathered their adherents in little knots in the
corners.

the

Some

curious Democrats

in

looked

large and of good quality, and all the
way through to Eugene City there is more
or less timber, and the grazing country
1 letter than in the northern part of Cali-

other refreshments, Mr. Anv.I,
Winterport, elevating him self in the assemid'
moved that Yose and Smart, the s.-natoi-i.u .andi
dates of last year, be rc.nominated bv acclamation,
it there was anybody to oppose, there was no time
to rally, for it went with a snap, and was declared to
be a vote.
Then came the candidate for County Attorney.
For this position four aspirants presented then,
t
selves. Col. Fooler and (ieo. F. .Johnson. I*’.-«i

Belfast, A. F. Watson, F.s«|.,of
Bunnells, Fsq., of .Sear-port.

Unity,

and W.

I

was

.o re

can

An mutation of the grain of loutlior is now
produced !t_v «•!«■£• tr<»tv|*ii»ir. An
ropy .1
lilt* skin de-iiv.l i- proum*#••!. whi< h is attached
1 mandril
an I pa—ed >ut llir leather. alhi
W llirll pl’Oer-s i(
all hardly In* distinguish' 1

vt

Hid the 1,1-11-1 .*

A

tie

ot

h.

a.

p.--p!<

Kut*0|

eii

An ol I soldier. who resides mar l.ouT-s ill*-,
lias j. jtiiarly 1 .an ring quarrel- wtfii his win*
V1 i'iirli time- hi lakr-i his tent, a frying pan
01..'
ui.l
pioid
imp. nit until hi*,
wit.
hunts him up and nle.t- a reronriHutiou.
■

:;hl
bv-

"in
who pretends to know, say* that -1
olorad' polalo hug. without a do-cclldailt
world, tindrr favorable conditions, mav he-

<

tin*

ot

—

••

twcntv-t.ui

now !
said It
u.
k,ami now
'*

Y**s answered
w ill pul in

they

It is said the hero of th-* exploit ol bringing
tliii'' k i*s of gunpowdn out *t a burning
gro. a ry. was laboring under a mistake—hr
liiouvlii it was brandy. Thus are our idols
s||i\ rt. d
1

••.

I
idi

*i>i

1

Tripp,

d T'» years, rnuiiuitled

ro

-ui-

Friday u> tIn* woods m ar his result 11
V ininiiih, by shooting himsrlf with

\"flh

II

the Journal.
t

1 on
is
rauip-nt.'rting
N\ iptoti .'Ill*polr• -ail

a

till- rail\
advam
iu

“t

-•

those ol constant visitors

or operator- ;
particular ..eca-ion th.
same people, though residing at point.- reim-ie .i
scattered, have been observed together, moved by

somewhere auil upon

within

How fast tin v i. 11 ii.i hoi
•■'I’li* y I■• un th it 1» 111 Iin• a I
I ltr\ ar- puttin** in tin* 1 it'lil-.
his li irn I. ami tin* m*\t wrrk

It ha been remarked by those who arc a
iiaiul*
with Wall tit reel life, that during a panic lb-i
to be eeen upon the street si rang- familial fact
not

,t-'-ran.li .!Iter

oinr

hours.

Letter from Rock port.
t.'orrespoudenct

plan.”

an

man

Tin* 1 oiiinii'>ioi. of I loii. 1 harle- l,Ytma\daui- a- Arbitrator on (hr pari >f llir l nihd
'Mates in tin- tribunal lo inert ai Prtu v.i, un.li t
tin* treaty of \v 1 11 i 11 ltI**ii. ha- been signed t
flu* l,r«*sidei»t and Secretary ol Siatr.

that Brother Watson, would say something in
upport of his remarks. But Brother Watson had lied,
1 he lirst ballot tor County Commissioner developed seven candidates, but on the second balb-t A. I’.
Clark, ol Winterport was nominated.
If. if, Forbes, of Belfast, was put in nmuiu.itimi
for County Treasurer, and the body adjourn- 1. Ii
was the smallest and hu-t fUthll-oa-tic ia-,.uhle au
assembled in this

Nashville. recently,

In llir nauir "I Fulmar made a pair *1
wilin'.. an*l altrinplrd lo llv from the top of a
lour 'lory building, out iu Indiana, llir otlin
day. Hr 1- iiosv trying lo sell his wings tor
m w pair of Inf'.
A

>■

ever

m

I »>• -oniothing in a 11 tun*, for llir
There in a
« i*v 110II1.P if •".ton journals rail tln*ir Foundling
\-\ In in a
f. 11 AiiouvimoU' Infants.'
11. 1 iii.
while 1 In- ago, w tilt llir most finished etiquette
•-•nuounrrs a “It inrln* for halites horn on the

noxious

convention

'lit“11

liolr.

l>
it had made a constitution that wa- very
This idea v
tie
to the Democracy.
speaker’s strong point, to be lalle-ii back upon win a
ir tin.
bothered, and was made a refuge thrv or
in a few minules. In conclusion, the speak, 1 nm<
cause

original.

young lml'

leaving a prt mocking bird. While Hip bird
\v:i.< singing. 1 few 1 lay* Prion* she died, tin*
li.lv said:
Mil'll, birdie. you annoy me.’
l*r »ni that linn* tin- Pinl lit- not uttered 1 sin:*I.

certainly

It.

i.-

j.urt

republican party deserved well

tin*

rum

c.

I

.i

interest. Von wonder when and wlur-.
Then taking a retrospective view through \v> k
mouths or even years, you urri\ e at the laet th.il -i
tin* last great panic these yt-ry men were upon (In
it panic pm
same Held buying stock and scctirii
and taking home their cheap bought tiva-unhold until a brighter sun sh mid diiue up n tinbv
more healthy
street again, ami values iuerea
>

■•-

pril

s,

I>i* ki»1 11 made -I'P'Min last year l-v
le.iuiing on tin* -bs u|\antagi s of being a wotl she bad only brrii .1 mail sin* would
man.
il.aS bi-rll W II paid.

t

common

now
iu lull
I tie letldullfY
Old I'lolhrs lim* market |s to all

I"

Anna

ome

•'

\ gentleman
1'. hlliibai!.
II
fore him oil tin
ri' at.

\.
Unit
arriage—( baricwill undoubtedly ram-all b
II1I1 pr.mm *.
(.Maine l»em<»«•

t in i.ilv,- I'alio* an I Central 1’ 1. 1 li- Itailroa
tuuml will hr live mill's long, through solid
granite. 1 ■» t'ert in height, and dt fret wide.
to

Tin* most nii-erahlr day iu a man’s life i said
be the onr preeeding iiis weddingdav. when
give- up a certainty lor an umvrtainty.

hr
This illustration

applies to ill kinds o( hwim--.to a greater nr less extent every win m.
vessel laden with corn met with tdi-:t

and is verified
Lust week
ter at

a

one

of

charged in

a

our wharves, and In-r cargo v\
-Ii
damaged condition. The underwr it,
u
agent was summoned by the wires, and wa
Parties here int.-mb d
upon the ground.
pm
1

chase the corn, and expia ted
all they wanted at low prices.

to be aid--to pi-.cm
Tin y did i.««t r. :■ ml

it as necessary to engage a specified amount,
douht the greater part would huv t.»
auction, after all that could !>-• had ! u .itat private sale. Scarcely, liow.-v. r, lent a pi
i•

d

arranged, than strangers

came

flocking

directions, In an hour our streets were
blocked with teams from far and mar,

fr->m

in

loinph-teh
prepai•-1 i->

with oats from Prince
i.lwurdIsland, put
into this port in distress, and her cargo was .-old at
auction. These same parties were here then ami
took stock in that operation. They have never since
been seen in Itoekport. The result of their l t
visit is that parties here have got very little wet coi
to trouble them, and the loss will perhaps bear h s
heavily upon “whom ir may concern.
The first term of Trinity School commenced S. t,
4th, and promises t > add much to the present \--.
lent educational facilities of this place.
Its lociii-.n
is unrivaled and the Interest manifested by our h .1

was

The Kmperor of Brazil. in a remt tnterv i»*w
was hi-- present intention to vi-it
the I'iiiir.| -lafes before returning to Brazil.

stated that il

\110i1nl- from Newfoundland nv to the rt
fn! that lie li hi iiirn at l,ahrad*ir have been
doing 1 o-t 11 1 than for many years.

a

a

ex

—

or-

The li',htiiing at
last nltiverrd
p.t tor.
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«
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imiunati mi Thursday eva*
llUlcIl steeple ami stuum I

1
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Men living ::u miles away, and
carry away corn
beyond the reach of telegraph or other means of immediate communication, were here seemingly by
accident. They w. re stranger.-, and yet they w«i«here once before. Ten years ago avess.-l lo.i!. d

a

IP
’There is an o\rr-tork of iec m Maine.
twri‘11 '.*<Ml.lMMl III I '.OU.OOU toil
a IV said to b,
-till -lined, nio-ily Mil I lie Krnnebrr.

I

<

illy be spared now, when his ereturbance on board, no cruelty, no blow while
budding ears have sprouted to such
struck, and that the food and drink of the magnitude, and his corresponding finali- forma. Still, there is here a
tute.
great ileal Ing citizens in its behalf, insures its succc-s. Dai
Mr. Beck. 1 beg to correct the Chair. There crew was as
good as that used in the ties are self-confessed. Long may yon of waste land. From Eugene City to
is another very important difference. The first
cabin. He heard no complaint from the wave, P.outelle, and
section of the substitute coniines the operations
Letter from Bueksport.
long may your ex- Portland is what is called the Willamette
of the bill to vessels built after the passage of
crew, and the whole story is a ridiculous uberant ears continue to flap in the gen- valley.
This is said by Oregonians to be
this act, while the original bill refers to vessels
Correspondence of the Journal.
that may have been finished ten years ago.
fabrication.
tle snphyrs of the Penobscot.
superior to the Sacramento, and I think
BrcKspoisT, Aug. 15, i-;i.
Mr. Burr. Is it in order to move to attach
Mr. John Marsh, oi tills village, committed *uieid«
have the advantage this year, as it
the amendment of the gentleman from New
ever resulted from
they
—Mo
Rood
permanent
last Saturday evening, at ten o’clock, by hanging
York [Mr. Schumaker] to the substitute?
policy. l)o the. right, and leave the rest with
—Our readers will not fail to notice the has not suffered so much from drought,
soldi* r
himself to
beam in his barn. He
The Speaker. Only by unanimous consent.
Providence. [Houlton Times.
of
there
fine
oats
wheat,
Mr. Kelsey. T object.
crops
in the army of the rebellion, and from wounds r
being very
—There’s a man in this city who dissents views of lion. N. Q. Ilichborn upon shipThe question was put on agreeing to the subhis
Of
late
mind
has
ceived has suffered ever since.
&c. At the principal stations from EuIlis house was burned, ping interests of Maine, as copied from
from the above.
stitute; and there were—nays 04, noes fit.
been irritated by his pains in such
degree that I:.*
store
to
houses
Portland,
So
the
Boston
substitute
was
large
Post in another column of this gene City
agreed to.
place he would have known it, if he had struck
and lie says that $3000 worth of good re- the
appeared almost distracted at times, and it is sup
The question recurred upon ordering the bill,
a foot on either side, he would not have disIt is the same story as told by are being erected for the storage of grain, posed that in a fit of desperation the act was com.
lie did’nt leave paper.
covered it. A blow on one timber of the chord as amended, to be engrossed and read a third sulted from his policy,
sary repairs.
to be taken on the cars to the latter place
milted, He had retired to bed for the night in an xWe were tip in the bridge three-quarters of would not detect rot in either of the oilier two time.
it with Providence, but with Hartford. other ship-builders, of ruin by tariff and
Mr. Ileevcs. Is it in order now to move to
1 rode over the
timbers. [Mr. Noyes here made a diagram
an hour at our examination.
for shipment, Portland seems to be the cited state of mind, but in a short time made an
taxation.
annex
the
Cox
amendment
of
&
Field, agents.
my colleague, [Mr.
cuse to get up to dress his wounds, and being absent
bridge last Monday night and had no fears lor showing the position of the timbers and the excentre of a large portion of the northern
tent they were affected by decay.]
Schumaker?]
my personal safety.
—We really hope the Bangor Whig
some time the family became alarmed, and search
The cause of the accident, was, F think, the
The Speaker. Only by unanimous consent.
The trains run no faster here than on other
—Portland is bothered by an insane
also
of
of
the
southern
Oregon,
part being made, bis oldest son found him as above stalMr. Kelsey. T object.
will rise to explain the extravagance of part
parts of the road, and no unusual strain comes breaking of the lower chord of the bridge, from
who
broke
out
at
the
Post No. 25 4•. A. It. took charge of the funeral
ed.
of Washington Territory, and being the
almshouse,
Mr. Allison. 1 call for the yeas and nays on pauper
on the bridge.
From what I have seen since, rot, and do not see any evidence that any of
its city government, as set forth by the
the cars got off the rails until the
I think that without boring, the rot could iu>t
broke. ordering the bill to be engrossed and read a of his room, armed himself with a club,
of the Oregon and California and paid all expenses, the family being very destibridge
terminus
I see no indications that the
time.
have lieen delected in our examination.
Democrat. Its readers are much more
tute.
My
inspection of the third
and with a wash-tub for a shield, “went
The yeas and nays were ordered.
railroad, when finished, as well as of
recollection of the decayed timber is that it had bridge was not thorough. Rot commences
Our Cornet Hand received a new set of first class
interested in it than in New York squanfirst, around keys, where wood is
The
was taken; and it was decided
a 'dioll on the outside.
question
for” the whole institution.
He was
put together
the Pacific Steamship Transportation German silver instruments to day. They;cost over
! A copy of Col. Wildes’ report on the condi- with the grain running in different directions, in the negative—yeas GO, nays 111, not voting
derings.
knocked down and secured.
tion of the bridges on this division of the Maine or where different kinds of wood are in con- at); as follows:
Company, I cannot well see how trade $500, and were made expressly for this town, by
—The Bangor Whig has an article on
tact. It is usual to make a more thorough exMessrs. Hall & (Juimhy, Boston. The money for
< Vntral railroad, was here submitted to the JuYkas
Messrs. Archer, Axtcll, Ayer, Banks,
There
can bo diverted from this place.
when
a
amination
the
“Fifteenth
—A vessel called
Amendtheir purchase was raised by our citizens, and the inly by Superintendent Noyes, and identified by
bridge has been built a num- Barry, Benjamin, Bennett, Benton, Higgs. Bingham,
“paradoxical sentiment and defective mo- seems to be a spirit of enterprise mani- struments
Col. Wildes. The report concerning the bridge ber of years. This bridge was covered on the Hooker, Bowen, James /{rooks, Calkin, Churchill, ment” lias been launched at
are to be held in trust by a committee
Hucksport. rality”—supposed to refer to poems which
5th year. It is not usual to cover until the Cleveland, Davis, Fla, Kldridge, Farnsworth, Forover the Hamden road is as previously stated
fested here, greater than at any other chosen by the donors—the band having the use of
second year, to give the wood a chance to sea- riss, Fitch, Vox, Griswold, Haight, Hole, Harris, She is a sloop, and is not to be abridged
by Col. Wildes. It is dated July 17. 1871.]
editor hasn’t read with sufficient care.
Alexander
II.
the
them
Holman,
Hotchkiss,
Johnson,
Jencks,
only. This method will always insure an
son.
I don’t think, judging from what I see
June Sth is written in my' memorandum
place 1 have seen. Steamship and railJones. Kellogg, Ketcham, Baffin, Lash,Lynch, Mayon account ol race, color or previous conband in our village. The members have
book as the date on which ] commenced an ex- now, that the inspection was what it should
ham, McKenzie, Morgan, Samuel 1*. Morrill, Morri—There is to be an extensive horse fair road accommodations are being furnished ganized
made marked improvement during the summer, an l
dition of servitude.
amination of the further end of the Maine Cen- have been. If they had hammered and bored sey; Perce, Peters, Platt, Holler, Reeves, Hoots, Sarof
the
editor
this
The
fall.
at Augusta
tral railroad. Cannot say exactly when I ex- every part, they would have found the rotten gent, Sawyer, Schumaker, Lincoln A. Sheldon,
to a very great extent compared with any- now take possession of this new set oi instruments
I give no instructions to my men who Slocum, Starkweather. Tanner, Wallace, Wells,
amined the bridge over the Hamden road; think place.
—rfhc Boston & Maine ltailroad is lo- Bangor Whig can’t be entered for premexcelled by the
to be
Wheeler, Eugene M. Wilson, and Wood—00.
thing done heretofore. Railroads being with a determination not
it was between the sth and 12th of June. Un- go with the Railroad Commissioners to examtowns—and duly appreciating this gilt
Nays—Messrs. Adams, Allison, Ambler, Arm- cating and preparing to let its extension
ium in that exhibition.
derstand the repairs I suggested in the New- ine the track and bridges. Have furnished
built
and to be built, appear to have given neighboring
strong,
Atwood,
Hancock
Asper,
Bailey, Beaman, Beatty,
of the fellow towusmeu.
port bridge, the short bridge over the passage to the Commissioners with an engine until this
Blair, Boles, George M. Brooks, Boffin ton, Burchard. from Berwick to Portland.
The many friends of Conductor (!ray, this impetus to business, and real estate
Hnrr, Benjamin F. Butler, Cake, Sidney, Clarke,
Crosby's ship yard, and the bridge over Trout year. This yenr there was no spare engine.
Brook near Burnham, are now being made.
—The paper credit report i.-t printed,
Coburn, Cook, Conger, Crebs, Cullom, Degener,
S. T. Corser, sworn and testified: Am one
—Spearing sturgeon is one ol the of the Maine Central, will be glad to has risen in many places fifty per cent,
Dickinson, Donley, Dor, Duval, Dyer, Fisher, CarI cannot say when I examined this bridge be- of the State Railroad
Commissioners. Our du- field,
last
Whether
or
and
we shall soon know nil about—perthe
not
within
his
that
is
from
Gel:,
know
he
year.
injuramusements
at
Brunswick—but
Cillillan,
It
was
Haldcman,
fore.
ITamill, Hawkins,
Tenney
recovering
inspected last year by Messrs* ty is to examine the railroad tracks and
Hawley, Hay, Hays, Heflin, Hill, Hoar, Hooper, In
Corset* and J'lake. Think that my statement bridges in Maine. I examined the
this is to be a permanent and healthy rise. haps.
ies at the Bangor accident.
bridge over gersoll, Judd, Kelley, Kelsey, Kerr, Knoll, Law- hasn’t got his fishway yet.
bill and not to the substitute. That is the onlv
difference.
Mr. Allison. That ought to he in the substi-

useful in
The < hronicle says that on*last w>. k, dc-sc McLain. o| New Sharon,
was informed that they were chasing his thick.
Ilf 'tartfcl out and found that out of a flock *>t
ihirly-nme, one was dead, seven had been badly
lorn and bitten, and six could nowhere be found

Franklin county.

lack of candidates. Col, Fogler won .-.i.-dly ,-u
the lirst ballot. When the vot*- was declared, Bunnells moved to make it unanimous, and on tint p-.-g
proceeded to hang .» spt <-ch relating to the -t it. ot
the

killed while

day

no

t

were

moving through the street.-,.
The dogs .are making themselves

it

doorway.

dinner and

Springs

viz: real Indian life, removed from all civilization.
Here dilVerbul

deputies

not

and witnessed what l have often read of

place

Our blessed land,
homes and bower
Securing -ill that's dear to man,
Shame will be ttftcir.s, and glory ours.

»>■

Michigan.

and

All seeming ills that threaten de if li,
Are but the pathways that aspire
Tot to be proved except by faith,
As the old prophets walked tiir<

and

the gods, and that the bearers

Then Mr. fucker of the Revenue Service, was ap
pointed Secretary. Mr. Murray, ot Montville, who
joined the llichborn bolt and looked as though he

any’
was sorry for it, was forgiven and made another
have raised very good crops. As far as Secretary. Then there arose a great calm. The
with his highly intellectual head, looked
mv observation went, l do not think one i chairman,
down from the bench. I'ncle Sylvanu- Roberts,:;
fourth pari of this country is covered by
if to give swift testimony if needed, had taken the
limber of any value.
Though a part of witness stand, within supporting distance of tin
The soldierly figure of Con, Wei,-ter.
Siskiyou county, which joins Oregon, chair.
sor of Internal Revenue, sat within the bar, tappim:
there is a heavy growth of valuable timhis foot with a cane. Mr. Jlowe, Collector of diit
ber, mostly of the Sugar Fine, which F paced to and fro near the door, with a face whereon
said to he eipial to any thing found in “deliberation sat uud public care." Sheritf Cablerwood sat regardful of the assembly, wliile his
The trees are very large and

perception ol fun, gathered in years. The Rogue
and discussed the discomfiture of ed, Irom six to ten miles wide, and from
groups
Hi* addition of arches 1o the truss." I left one
In offices, shops
the
common
of
with
mv
enemy.
•«>|*>
report
AssistantSuperintendent
twenty-live to thirty miles in length, is
I in* »1 h at Augusta, for .Superintendent Noyes,
and stores, the inmates assembled around very fertile, producing excellent, crops of
.in I another copy at Judge Rice’s office.
the Whig, and observed its self-labelling. wheat, oats, Are., and here l think the cliI could see ihe inside of the chords of the
mechanic, has invented machinery for
hridsre and the bottom, tlie top was covered
At the hotels it was relished a good deal mate, from what 1 could learn, the host 1
the
and
it
for
A
examination
could
not
perfect
cleansing
by boarding.
berry
preparing
better than chops and coffee. There was have seen. Tin* mountains around this
!».- mad* except by uncovering. The fact that
market. Mr. S. visits the United States
llie joints are light i> indisputable evidence
sel on its voyage from any port of the United States
a rush for tlie papers, and they went, up
valley are very rich in mines of gold and
1 hr\t :i bridge i< not giving: but timbers
may and could see no deflection. Afterwards eaine to any foreign port, may, in such quantity ami under for the purpose of procuring machinery
such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury
who had them silver, so that from the products of these
to fabulous prices.
be rotten and 1 lie joints still tight.
The iron
Boys
with a 27 ton engine to test the bridges, and
to
the
with
which
supply
may prescribe, bo taken in whole packages in bond,
eity, of 15,000
work appeared well, I saw what is called “sap’Erc’s mines and the soil, the inhabitants scorn
made little fortunes by shouting
determine when new iron should be laid. and disposed of tor such purposes, free of import
rot" on the, corners, and probed it with my
inhabitants, with water, for which he has
Tried every bridge from Newport to this eitv, and internal duty ami tax.
all about tlie editor’s to
it
not
also
was
examined
the
timknife;
deep;
your
Whig,
Bangor
get good returns for their labor. 'The
the
back
and
a
contract.
forth
overit
by running
engine
The Speaker. The Clmir believes that the
profitable
bers by striking. Have examined the bridge
while I sighted along with my eve to the rail. substitute is identical with the hill as
an ass!”
towns of Oakland and Jacksonville, in
it now
since the accident and found decay J did liot
No
deflection
was visible on any of them.
stands.
In conclusion, wo nny be permitted to
discover when t inspected the bridge in June.
—Capt. E. F. Cunningham, of this city,
this valley, are very flourishing villages.
Mr. Lynch. There was an amendment adoptNo man ever reported to me any defect in
The cause of the accident was that rot. One*
late in command of the ship Sardis, deSoon after leaving this valley we came
express the, hope that the brilliant young
hard pine key between the timbers of the chord this or any other bridge, rendering them un- ed to the original hill on motion of the gentleman
in
from
New
nies
safe.
York [Mr. Sehumaker] which is
The defect in the Newport bridge
was rotten and Ihe chord was rotten inside.
It
every particular the statement re- man whose performances have shed snoli to timber lands, where the timber is
very
■ n)

in real estate

side of tl-.e river,

rising

place

—

alt in vain.

largely

Generalities.

seems

own

j

injured reaches fifty.

fully

[Correspondence of the Journal, j

have labored to

One man, named !
to lie the nia-to
in all this movement. He has in-

Halliday,

REITHLTCAN JOURNAL.
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1 >a\<u• I. Aug. 10. The -uilercrs from tin
Maine ( enlrnl disaster are all doing well, and
in a fair wa\ of ultimate recovery, so tar as it
i po-ihle p. a'■certain. The following additional <:i-naUie> are reported:
William u.
A yer of Bangor. head ent and right hip injured :
Mis. Aver of Pangor, left shoulder, hip and
•-ide bruised: Marion Ayer, two years old,
bruised in tin- lef! side and shoulder; Miss
Man 1.. Puli'
of Kllsworth. severe ent
if,,
i rein temple and similar euts on the neek
Kliza .lane Haggett of I raver•uid right -ide:
hill. M-a-s., se\erely bruised on head and neck:
S. Pennell oi Piun-wirk. previously reportI, had a fractured rib; Mi— Minnie II. Burk
of Chelsea, Mass., previously reported, proved
A coroner’s
io ha\ e 111e right elbow dislocated.
iiujnest is si lting upon the body of Thomas
(.alhigher. and will afterwards adjourn to the
place uf the disaster. The whole number of the

Am not

put in
that, instead of
three, there were twenty-four Democrats
who voted with the Maine delegation in
It will lie seen

Ben

a

■

rwt-

over.

The names of Democrats are

italic.

remains to be seen.

Letters from' the Pacific.

we

><

■

wn.i—rrnmr.i:

was run

111.

earnestly

<\

ir
h 11

Ticri.Ans.

engine

loci:, O’Neill, Orth, Packard, I’acker, Paine, Peck,
Phelps, Pomeroy, Randall, Ridffway, Schneck, Sooiield, Sherrod, John A. Smith, Joseph S. Smith,
William J. Smith, Worthington C. Smith, William
Smyth, Stiles, Stokes, Stone, Stoughton, Strader,
Strickland, Strong, Swann, Sweeney, Taylor, Tillman, Townsend, Tynes, Upson,
Voorliees, Ward,
William Ji. Washburn, Welker, Whitmore, Wilkinson, Williams, Winans, Witcher, and Woodward—

The Bangor Whig Truthful at Last.
Our readers know how

a

-1

noixti

au

Lewis, Logan. Lou "bridge, Marshall, Maynard, McCarthy, McUrew, McXccly, Mercur, Milne's,
rcnce,

Eiiakim H. Moore, Jesse H. Moore, William Moore,
Daniel J. Morrell, Myers, N eg ley, Newsham, Nib-

permitted by
gain the whole of California and have his
l>r. liobert A. * oney, ;i prominent citi/en of
glance at the negative vote. Out proprietor of the Whig to run this extra- life
pounded out in an old stage coach. Vancouver, from whom we re- .ived t AngiMa, died suddenly in that city on Sunday
ol 111 votes against the bill, the Demo- ordinary career bears the name of Bouafternoon.
Had we '.mown the hardship of a journey tentions such as we could not
exp- t loan
crats cast 20, and the radicals 80.
Of tolle. He acquired his knowledge of the
1 siippo>e we have a right to remove
disaster.
on
i111
this route, we certainly should not those with whom we had had
in I.
»n.m n inu-il Dahoney, P
a.light
boards from abridge in making an examina- their small vote tho Democrats cast 11 profession of journalism, strange to say,
■■oiij.ii' ui barrel*, ui ale upon his temn mi.
have untaken it, but would have gone up
<M. Smith, ol l’oi
Samuel
tion. The statue requires the I tail road Com- less than one-half their whole number
lim;
uni* of them, started in!-,
quaintanoe;
down
upon
in forecastle and on deck in the mermissioners. if they find bridges or track unsafe,
!. n tlu 1 >\vi r hea I burst out, s< n I
the coast by steamer.
land, who is a man of wealth and inllu- oft
to notify the company; order them to reduce
against the bill, while of their enormous chant service, and during a briet period
barrel in-1 tin* man will' irreat force into imr.
The Sacramento valley would be one of
the speed of the trains, and then apply to the
I VlllOlli
struck :iLf:iills| a lallip-pOit tell fri‘t
onee, and who entertained us with a cor
preponderance the radicals cast but two of the war in (lie navy. We are told that
We have been obliged to rail on the
courts.
distant, and broke his arm in two place-. He
the finest in this country wen* ii not for dialilv not to be
less than one-half of their whole strength he
expected trom one who
but never on the Maine
courts m some case
taken tu tin'Mussiti husetta iieneruI Hosonce, and only once, held a command, tin4 fears of an
i< generally very prompt in making repairs.
annual overflow of water, tlie
Tin* lateral’braces are not morticed in, and not < 'mitral.
lapse of time had rendered almost a pital. im I afterward in his home His iv- u v
the billand then retired like the ollieiat who
Mdwin Noyes, recalled:
is doul.tful.
Ilf is l*»
Dp m the time of against
caused by the melting of the snow on the
old* and ha- famiessential to support the bridge, but are merely
stranger. We have heard of -nine lew ly. P.oston Herald. years
This
vote virtually killed the Lynch
“went into office with little opposition,
used to prevent lateral working. They might consolidation, the average weight of our enmountains.
For
more,
than
loo
miles
wood
and
water
was
*27
tons:
with
in,
others
whom we have lfot seen. We
lull out by the loosening of the nuts on the lat- gines
bill. It was subsecpienUy recommitted, and went out with none at all.” 11 is
Smiie. ipieer
cues ensue in Wyoming, where
Our ears were
now the average is ;5J tons.
pe- lmm Red 15lulls (at the upper end of the shall leave for
eral rods’; should think it might not injure a
Puget Sound tomorrow the women vote, serve on juries, ete., like their
into Maine
but such was the determined hostility of culiar notions of the
of a
bridge seriously if one pair of lateral braces originally the largest ever brought
management
lords amt master'
Recently six married ladies
wheels and
feet long, weighing from 10
valley) to Mount Shasta, and a width of mormng.
dropped out. if the others were retained in —Hi
the radical parly to its passage, that its
and as many gentlemen were impanneled upon
public journal were probably acquired, country averaging from f>u to 100 miles,
I did not notice the absence of the to is tons each. The Pullman sleeping ears
place.
murder
ease there, and il heeauie necessary in
is
1
The
ear
7s:
each.
friends
made
no
parlor
weigh
pounds
further ef- like Ca.pt. Kidd’s plunder, “As lie sailed,
braces when 1 examined the bridge.
discouraged
loek them up all night. Three of the husband.'
The Radical County Convention.
all tin* waters centre in the Sacramento
a few pounds heavier.
Bowen lfolman, sworn and testified : 1 saw
fort in its behalf.
'I*iruied and raved al the judge, and a half dozen
as lie sailed”—although it is only since
the accident Wednesday night; was looking out
No one could pass over this
The credulous men and brethren of Waldo ('minty,
river.
In; r.n made the eourt house ring with (lieu
The Democrats are opposed to govern- he
of the window of my house, about TOO tect west
who believe in the Ht:rtsmanshij <d (iru.i. tie !.-mjoined the Whig that he hoisted the country without not ing the
el'll--. I'll! the judge Was inexorable, and put
First saw the
of and opposite the bridge.
great danger
ment subsidies, oil principle.
Those who corsair’s
tie in under loek and key.
devotion of t'erham, and tie nrtv, in. .>i
[.erance
and
a
war
Hag,
waged piratical
second baggage ear run otf the track and turn
to this valley.
U is very level, and the
in the public crib, not at
I
keeping their
voted for the Lynch bill did so because of on truth.
nl» Kisenhardt.
Ww York huteher, at
over to the right; the other ears followed in
soil very productive, having evidently the Court House in this city,
succession the same way. The next ear from
Wednesday. T!..- leinpli-d to punish his two year t»ld son for
a desire to check the
decrease
AUGUST
IT,
1871.
It
alarming
was
accounted
the
faithful
a
TlirUSDAY,
misdemeanor
tritium
usual
great been formed by what is called the wash
the Pullman ran under and changed the course
by
yesterday and thrust him
preliminary meeting ol the night pivceding
into a dark closet. In doing so Kisenhardt
of our commercial power, and as a temof the second ear ahead.—changed its course so
was not held.
IJrother Tucker came lrom Linc.dufor radical journalism when Bontellc from tin*
<
day
of
the
>n
forced I he child against a broken pane of glass
higher parts
T have examined
country.
that it pointed down river.
rum,i-11ed i.vi-.nv Thursday moumnu
ville, and a IVw strayed in from the lurther
porary measure. They did not believe entered the service of the Whig.
His a
sitting him terribly on the left leg, severing an
Have
the bridge a hundred times or more.
part of this valley the crop of wheat ot the county,but the spirit seemed to have gone out artery
and eausing his death in a few minutes.
that Congress should stab the shipping
stood within *20 feet of it. in the road, and also
was the sword ol Saladin, which should
from
them.
leaned
corners and
of
the
this
is
a
on
account
the
The
father who was almost crazed with griet
They
against
failure,
year
in my garden, and watched, a great many times,
looked pensively up and down Liu streets lor the
was arrested and taken to the police stution.
WILLIAM IL. SIMPSON. interest with one hand, and offer to heal slay1 without mercy all unbelievers. The drought. On the
to see if it settled under passing trains: but
part nearest the moun- button
that didn't come, flu-re were no aniit with the other.
Had the bill provided
have never been able to discover the least viThe telegraph wire betwvcn Mt. Desert and
l.DITOi: ANO I'Uol’UIKToli,
Bayard of the quill, lie was to be without tains the crop is fair, 1ml not as good as mated holing
bration.
Have looked at the timbers of the
denunciations of copperheads and traitors as
I he mainland lets been removed from the poles
ot
for
an
absolute
the
duties
on
repeal
fear and without reproach.
All
brr.si ini'l l.>x ir.uMs,
In advance. $d.00 a year; t
the last
bridge, from the ground, and saw no defect in within
on the bridge and is now working under water.
to tie
year, when the average was ;>S of old, but some respectful conjecture
tli.' year,
: at tin' expiration ol the
them. About a year ago two bract's that went
shipping material, every Democrat in treasuries of learning and resources of bushels to the aero. One man
The cable was laid under'the direction of Mr.
didates ol “the Democratic party.”
across the bridge to prevent its swaying, fell out.
owning
< has. K. I‘li's, Manager ot the Western ! in *n
Advkktisini
For one square, (one! Congress would have voted for it.
'i'KitMs.
On
But
the
slu.w
was
rather
Wednesday morning,
the journalistic art were to bo bis by intuI picked them up and laid them up on the but- inch ol
is,non acres put 11,0*0 into wheat, rais- better, although tlie faithful
Telegraph oilice in this eity. [liangor Wliig.
length in coimmi,) $1.tor throe weeks,
tress. whore they laid for months. S >mo time and
pomhd slowly to tie
from the radicals who are almost to man ition. The columns of the
cents lor each subsequent insertion.
A lraeWhig, like the ing 1IS,000 bushels. This year the crop Court House bell, much like that ol a ioconiuti
The war on poly gamy in Utah has eoinmeu*
afterwards, the end of another similar brace tion ol square charged as lull one.
in favor of a high lari 11, such a bill could Garden of
ed ii. aruest.
\ woman, whose Mormon kiu
as to give an impression that the train was about
Eden, were to lie guarded by i- not one half as much as last.
dropped out ami it hung there some time. I
band
has taken
second w'ife, brings a charge
Some
Adminim'katous. Kxkcitok.s and (iiwnniANS got no support.
saw these braces were not important.
start. At length enough were riot together
,u-:;
flaming swords from aught that might be
<>l adultery against the intruder, and the eourlFrom Red BlutVs through to Oregon the
I think
desiring their advertisements published in the
men came and replaced some of them.
and tin; convention w.i called to
iy
organization,
The
Portland
Lewiston
Journal
will
so
state
the
to
Court.
Press,
.Journal,
lu
please
are
have
nice time of it before tie
carried
oil.
as
these
men
some that fell out were
likely
noxious. The older but less gifted edicountry is very mountainous, and very order and Mr. W. 1\ llarriinan, ot Rellast, named ease i' lini'le d.
put in several new ones. 1 heard Mr. Hutchinand Progressive Age having so greviously tors of the state were to be
Si IISCKim.ltS desiring to have the address of
lessons
Ins
chairman,
iieforo
seat
at
the
ot
to.
taking
taught
apex
little of the land F lit for cultivation.
son, a neighbor, say he considered the bridge
Three hea\ y gulden \ ases were lately found
papers changed, must state the Post Ollice to which misstated the acts of the Democratic ConConvention,Mr, Harrimauindulged in little speed,
unsafe and had notified some one whose duty it
in the art of newpaper warfare, by this TJ re are some few
the paper has been sent, as well
to which it is
in l’ompeii, in tin* middle of a street only a lew
valleys where small to the effect that times were dangerous and
was to repair the bridge; the braces were atlcrto go.
the
wo
call
this
bill,
et under 11n* ground.
upon
It
gressmen upon
believed they were
Nelson of the navy and Napoleon of the settlements have been made
wards put in place. I have no doubt these
by miners, party would have all it could do to take care of its.-It. I earned by priests
in
profession to propitiate
S. M. Pi: i'EXi; I u, .Sc Co., f. State St., Poston those
braces laid out six or eight months. They laid
papers to make the correction in-

--

ix.irm:i>

Superintendent at
was with me through
the

Did not think danger to this bridge was imminent. and only recommended that it be
strengthened on account of the rolling stock being heavier. Think the examination was made
the sth of June. My report is dated July 17th.
Think there must he a mistake in one of the
dates. Have been in the habit of making a report when 1 have gone over a division ot the
road. Was in Bangor June sth. I suggested
to Hibson when we examined the bridge, that
a new floor timber should be put in.
Spent
more time than usual in the bridge and thoroughly examined it. Mill when under the
bridge, 1 didn't feel satisfied; knew they were
running heavier trains and more of them, and
thought the bridge ought to be strengthened by
arches.
Before my report was made, Mr.
Noyes knew, to a certain extent, what it would
be, as we talked the matter over. Mr. Noyes

,d
^Tightest.

tuf.

duty to notify
The bridge man

my

us.

imaged by contact with the preceding car, but
nmieot the pa-s, ngi-rs in it being injured in the
William Pereival of Watorvillo was
br ikennm of the third passenger ear. and stood
at bis post on ihe lirst platform when it plunged 1 lir<'Ugh the 1.ridge, and was instantly killed,
re.. i\ ing several wounds on the head, either of
which must have proved fatal, besides having
his It ft arm and leg tearfully crushed. There
was a very small number of passengers or
otherwise ih,. fat:ilit\ must have been fearful.
As it was. some thirty persons were more or
s,
I.
i, usly injured, but only one n> yet
faiallv.—Thomas (iallagher, a boiler maker belonging at No. ‘2 Pnion place. Past Boston. but
a! present emtdoved inline city,
lie was fear!1111\ crushed, and died just after being taken
to his boarding place.
The following is !is(
of thi Injured so far a- i* lias been possible to
a lain
I., rtildreth. of lbmgor,
11i-nigli! :
head cut ami hand erusltod; Mrs. Abram \V »odI. of P.angor. head cut and a severe conu-i-n of the neck, rendering her insensible;
Mi
Maivia Woodward, severely bruised:
«'aptain William Flowers, of P.angor. cut on
1 he head and leg, not serious; Mrs. Flowers,
bruised and supposed to be injured internally;
Mi-. 1,‘nt b. a s..iiIt and daughter, of P.angor,
ail -c
r-l\ injured: (
S. Pennell of P.mnsv i. K.
slightly injured; the Bov. (ieovge W.
P.'-au of Sk'ONvlicgan. severe ilesh wounds: I,.
I >. Pun son of Waterville. cut in the head: .1.
\\
1 >a.N is of Boston. nose ami jaw broken and
cnc
injund: Mrs. William 1\ Burk, daughter
ud -i-1. r. cl Cliel-ca. Mass., -lightly injured;
Henry Williams of < Jivcnbusli, badly cut in the
id: don.
Andrew- of Venzie. two ribs
broken and sever' ly cut and bruised, and hi'.ighter Aila, arm broken: Mrs. Brown of
IP.Ih. -evcfely bruised and her tNVo children
'I'd: Mi-~ Magoiin of Path, slightly bruised :
Peter Ifopkins of Ibmgor. severely bruised;
too. <
Boberts of Boston, slight bruises;
A. M.ad o| Boston, slight bruises; 1>.
Wlnniey oi New Vol k, side injured—his wife
v. auninjured: dames A. Towle, severely
iu-iii-ioI; P. A. Bailey of Portland, bruised;
<
Inn ri'l of rorinna. badly bruised:
dohu Wright of Lewiston, Nvrist jammed and
Tad cut: (ieorge H. 1 >av ot Boston, shoulder
okeu—his wife and child escaped unharmed:
Mr-.T. P. \datn- of Minneapolis. Minnesota,
bruised and cut on head and face and sidi
I..11ainductor. was ill 1 ho smoking
ay,
!i
and \va- nit on the side iniii hack of lln*
!. ami hi- hark wa> injured.
Hr N .sj>iltin<r
io I. and i-ii11| Misrd to have ruptured a hlood
I.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiilicc of Hath, and
Mi— Wiggin of Bath. wore slightlv injured.
Tin- only won Irr in connection with the acrini ithat any e-eaped alive, as the whole
train. with 11a rx< eptioii ofthe Pullman car. is
a
complete in a-- of ruins. Many ofthe passengers w -re due out from ih masses of the debris
ind < 'raped without a seratrh. The Pullman
ar rout.nurd .-ixh rn pa—engers, among whom
w
r«• the lion. .John A. lYter> and ladv of this
Py. and all r'raped unharmed. The raid* of
the disaster was the inserure rondition of the
hr lav. tie timhers as exposed by the accident
proving to he fearfully decayed. N« w timbers
lo replace the "Id had commenced to he hauled
A< soon as tie’ news
'•n to the ground to-day.
of the accident reached Ihe city thousands of
medieal assistance hurried
citizens with the 1»«•
to the scene o| disaster :m«l did everythin" in
tlieir power to alleviate the suilerings of the iniiired. The ae« ident and it- too apparent cause
are the theme ofthe whole community, who
will demand a searching investigation as to
where the truth lies.
Hx-Mavor Thurston was
riding by when the accident occurred, and says
that the bridge gave wav when the engine passid over, hut did not fall through until after the
engine, lender and mail ear lia 1 got across.
So far as can he learned up to midnight, all the
injured are doing well.

was

the whole examination of this division. The
man in charge of the bridges always goes with

a

ear

<

was

once.

table-leaf. This was followed by
wlii< h eamo down upon its
passenger
de and was also completely stove to pieces.
eeond pa--.mger earshot across the street
\
at rigid angles with the tirst and was also demolished. The third and last regular passenger ear plunged down the aby-s, striking upon
the fore ard end. ern-dring it in. while the rear
end was suspended at an angle of to degrees bv
1 lie broken timbers and abutment-. The Pullman ear being the. last on the train remained
upon tin track, the front end being somewhat
large

a

tin’

imminent. Mr Noyes always immediately looked after the repairs 1
suggested, and I did not use so strong language
t»n
this as I should on other roads, on thi> ac(•mint. The examination was made between
dune «Lli and 12th according to the date in my
memorandum hook, but I may have inadvertenth written dime instead of duly, as niv report is date 1 July 17th, and T have been accustomed to report it the close of the examination
of each division of the road.
1 eommeneed at
Kendalls "Mills on this division, and worked
this way. but my attention was called to points
on the lower mud and 1 went down several
times. If 1 had discovered indications of rot
suilieient to render the bridge unsafe for travel,

that the danger

\ug.

p

Hampden Koad, giving it what I call a thorough test, two years ago, in company with Col.
Willies ami one of the Maine Central men. V,'e
ha«l an engine anil stood under the bridge
while it was run back and forth. We then examined the bridge for rot, the blocks to see if
they drew, and tried the nuts on the bolts We
Don’t like to bore
did not bore or hammer.
Have examined the
a< il weakens a bridge.
bridge since it fell, and find the timbers a Heeled by dry rot. Wet rot ahvavs shows on the
outside; dry rot works on the inside. This
bridge was built when lighter engines were
run.
1 -aid to Mr. Noyes ihut as they were increasing the weight of the rolling stock, it was
A
desirable to pul arches into the bridges.
year ago 1 went into the Hampden Hoad bridge
and examined ii. Did not stay under it while

that this bridge needed strengthening. would
not give the officers of the road the impression

Bangor.
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\ I 'Wi-ton market gardener claims that the
he In bestowed upon his garden tins \
u
will pay him "".'it per duv.
turn

A *vt. r inieiito bride has commenced her
horn vmoon with a
lno o.ui check from •the old
man.”
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< .rmwal .Me< 1, llau has
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I*. Cunningham, Ks.p.of the llaii^eoek
l».ar intends to locale at 1 M*laml.
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grey.

\ horned roo-ter i- the latest
North < arolina.

Another Coal-Mine

production

ot

Disaster.

1*1 ITSTON, l*a., Aug. 1 ».
A
lin damp explosion occurred this
morning in tin* Ivigle shaft, operated by
Alva Tompkins. Twenty men were work
ing in a new gangway at the time of the
explosion, which tore away the timbers
supporting the root, causing to tall ami
leaving the men imprisoned behind the
rocks with no means of escape till the
Benj. Da
debris shall be cleared away.
vis, who was working outside the gangthe
killed
by
exploway, was instantly
sion. The men imprisoned will probahl)
can
be
before
dead
reached.
be
they
Of the twenty men working in the mine
sixteen were employed on a new gangway and are imprisoned by the falling
Three others working in other
root
pari "f the mine escaped uninjured.
S« i:\ntox,

l*a., Aug. 14.

The bodies of live victims of the Pittslon
disaster have been recovered. A large
force ot men are at work removing debris, and every ctfort is being made to
recover the bodies of others, who are
known to he Id in^mmber.
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republicans are claiming a victoKentucky, because the Democrats
only hfiioo majority !
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DECAY.

A Visit to Stockton The Deserted Streets
and Yards A Conversation with Hon. N.
(i. Hiehborn, President ot' the ShipBuilders Association-Republican Testimony An Earnest Republican Spenk3
Earnestly Concerning the Ruinous Tariff
and the Shipping Interest, Etc., Etc.
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i- an attractive little village
mi
i.
<l\ oil Mom!:;1
mi*
!'
lt> ;• n .. ot
prettily built upon the si tic of a hili, wills
roiom-r
\\ ha,-:
..!.*?;
Col' the
long roads sloping down to the land-lock:
1,1
\
w
!, .eh ''ill
oin.j. tin
ed harbor. broken into picturesque irreguI
i'
1
11!«•
ir
>|i'
will
rack
i.l'iii:/
wli
\va
ill
!’o>
larity by tfle narrow, curv'd and indented
1
!; Mil M
li
-j i: OWIMT- w ill
('apedcllison on the one hand, and bribe
•'.
'i'
tin
V -o' v
ill-! I\
• »< :mtil'ul island home ol‘ one of Host oil's
>• ||. li1 III:' W l|;ilT
l!
111 '' 'll >
wealthy citizens—-David »Sears. F.-q. on
tin1 other,
li is the cradle, ol the IVnoh>h
\ lent. ni'! In* nhligt ,| to pay
srol Valley, tor at the Fort Fownal. on
O
li
M’s
I' nlill-r to -Ji ! till' ri«(ht of \V;i\
( ape .lellison, was made the first perman"m
will tri-o tlio privilege of winning out
ent settlement on the Penobscot. in 17.*1 ♦
mi if,.mi track
i.-ro" tin* tl ah to muuo person
Hut the place ottering no natural advant-oM'
w iio u ill ui.derlaki to !>uiM.
'll.
ages other than good harbors and easy ea
No !•" I. wiili hi- i-u:t| sli ivp eve to !»u*ino><,
communication, the people gradually dis
»r 11n•
itiii.
it l.• I
.M !io \\ li.ii ve>,
poised to other settlements, <o that t went v1* .litiii
ii i11* road i no! exN*vrn years ago, where is now the pres"i
;
'in,
i.cl will ilone
(*nl tow
>1 Sioeklon, was to he found
o in
i■ v hiii.
I lie owin r> of
only about six houses. In the fall <>l that
ll1
il Hal. I ln |o\V will Under\ear. 1st!
Hon. N (I. Hiehborn erected
iio,-: •>: -ii ,-h
i..• •.i-uro
upon theii
th.e lirst store ever built there, and two
i in oiij
( ! .iio- iiie I lack
went to building vc-.scls.
years later
v>. !
:n
,li
\\ .ilt
ii .11' -t tin
!
an tin- time tin- prosperity of the place
|y i' to,
’U'
a mini,
no*
u. hit
itisured. and -o rapidly did it increase
w a
that
it
in w i• a!ih and population that it enue to
i.il
w ill l», ! "I mil
our p -oplc •,re
U considered the most enterprising and
I no raiaoad duveton
il.t
tv t In
hum
lls six
it
o gling village in the State,
'■‘low
,vha! i' to In- dmwith their immense business,
-hipvard*
iluhl,
M C hlYUli-lr 1 I.
W !
(ill ,1
drew together in this diorl time some
M oolay.
Il eon-i'l' of
•ooo
inhabitants, built all these mans
v{>i«*-convenient, elegant residences. tin**
o' ol oar, a
ii,-w
iiokinc
|o--,'iui r
anii In- and nice school-buildings, and
They are shorter an,I ii_rhi«• (In,. th »'o
all literally taken Irom the ocean; for
o. the main line, hut aro m .,k
..r
ml v
scaredv a man is to be found in the limits
,fori.
li ill eolorlined o'
They a
ol the town that is not in some way eonI in
i'. and iiphol.-i
I with dark |>iu>h.
Hut a change
net ted with ship-building.
'• 11,
•! the pahi
r car have hut
has come. An individual riding through
-l st lili-t iivul-.r
::l,t
HI
like miniaI nil
it now, would hardly he able to identify
i\
\\
lows, well oili lain*' iii'load of
it
Where once reigned the i’.le, amina
* u o 111!
111 I
Me h mi
painted a -Haw lion and bustle of prosperous business, it»...
o,|o iio uni. !: pi, .imm with lln-ir
now
the sobering tjuiet and depressing
,< w
a voinniodation-.
d!ghl ot inactivity In their once crowdin
I'M
u 11 rj, lit.
ed and thriving stores now stand solitary
:>ciir v .nr ,ti li.'lI'
•
derks idly ontemplatiiig the unsold goods
ha> l»«' ii .ilau.loui-il. It iv.civ i*.| lilt I lhvor
In their shipyards,
-hi "in liM'liiisj riti/' ih. \vhi> pi-r.-niv♦*.| inui
upon the counter
once humming with industry and entermin (..'r-. in-, ■.villi, nit iiii'iii
"Vit*- hn In*!
>i
jnise, tin* birds unmolested build their
t1'■ Il*i11
'tut11
tin m. w mil !
-u!
nests in the batten'd shops or dilapidated
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The object of our business in Stockton
w as to talk with Hon. N. (1. Hiehborn. a
gentleman who has acquired a national as
well a> a State reputation in connection
with ship-building,
Politically he* has al
ways bet-ii identified with the Kepubliran
party, and has tilled several important
offices, among them tin* responsible one
of Slate Treasurer of Main*'. Two 3 ears
S ago he commanded a large vote as the
Ibr (lovenior of
I temperance candidate
So successful, enterprising and
! ,\1 lint
! 1 u« ge(it ha> lit.- always proved liim.-elt to
be, that tlie associated ship-builders ol
.Maine have made him their President, and
to the question of the depression of shipbuilding he has given a vast deal of lime
and research until he probably understands it various bearings as well as, if
not better than, any other man in the
in personal appearance .Mr. IliehState,
horn is a man of about medium height,
lie is
and of not a very vigorous lorm.
ea>v, atVablc and courteous in addivs-.
His countenance speech and action indicate shrewdness, foresight and determination. A! his tastefully-built, delightfullyh »cat‘*d residence, surrounded by his
agreeable family and all the comfort and
elegancies of an attractive home, w found
him, and after a most cordial greeting ami
some pleasant preliminary conversation
; we came to the all-absorbing topic of .Hiip-
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I have been talking. Mr. Hi h
bo!
:i- you know, with some of the
hip
1
ill
i»uii<h*i
ot jour Stale, and they li:i\ <
1
h
I
sou
ht
anxious
it
should
I
you and
obi
ii \t)ur views.
Would you 1x3 wiilin-' io yivi' me some lads from your
s.
Hons lbi* publication in tIn Ho am
| Ho-:
1 shall In* very glad to
.Mr. Hichborn.
I
do so
I have been away out ol the State
ml haye not read your letters to the
Host, bill I haye heard them fully discussed and am prepared t o enti>orse Tin 11:
Too much cannot be said
sentiments.
about this terrible blight on our shipping
interest.
Coitc
How long have you been engaged in this business ?
M; Hichborn. About twenty-live year-.
11id during all that time have been eontrudiug and sailing vessels.
( 'oitc
11ow much tonnage has heen
mull. mi an average, in this town during
l.al time
Mr Hicliborn
loom lour to live thou
.-and
Thi- w.t- distributed among from
ten
lift ecu vessels, and.—neee.-ity,
g.iva- employment t.» a greffF many laborerPhis year we have built only about
Em tontwo small vessels demanded
tor bay and river purposes.
You can
easily draw the natural inference.
Horn*That your mechanics arc mil
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Iliehhorn.
Whieh is lake.
In
Massachusetts, Connecticut and New
York", a-, I under.-dand from close inquiry,
is to be found tin* best
machinery in the
world.
A- to the mechanic", the only
practical Icm ! have was obtained from a
.skilful builder in New York.
Dining Unwar he received au order lor three lirsl
cla-.s monitors.
fearing the skill and
adaptation cn hi- own workmen, he des*n! him
pateheil to England, and had
iroiu the yards of [lie Clyde twelve of
their be
workmen.
Slid he. ’•'" •mucli
j more skilful were
my own workmen, that
j in le"." than three months,
working b\
the piee. and at eqii.ii ia!es, they had
eompletely driven the Eugli-:hmen from
the yard.'’
Corn's.
t!i<* great
What. then. itrouble ''
M r. 1 i ii-hborn.
I’he want of a- fi ieud1 \ h i■ l iti<'ii as the shipwright" ol fagI.iikI enjoy.
(’ones.
What d * you dema.nd
Mr. lliehbuin.
More practical men in
Congi’es ; ;i reduction of the taritf wit.h a
tiew to revenue only; more economy in
the admini-tration of atfairs, and possibly
a ."lower payment ol the
national debt.
With regard lotbi- latter question I here
i a matter of d-mbl.
1 myself have always been in favor of speedily settling
the debt.
I’u! you are free to say tin; 1
am deeid dly ill favor of a low I II ill'.
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H I' pacing :i «!:*> at (
imp Alharlo, »*:mi^lit
ti'oiu, in (plantain. moIc Fond, one measoi
iiiif.-u in !i.'- ni I weighing two pounds:
Mu-other heing mi in.-liov; in lengt 11. ( ilt-liMoul in those waters i>
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repair (lie crossings,
in-oil.' people will think lie is
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».m h
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Charles 15. Sanford, from Bangor,
i.'iiched m Ini.
tlurclay evening, remainfavored us
ing some time.A little to
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(not, loth amendWednesday.Bit kl. n iue
coming inlo the market.We
noticed one ol our -nmmer vi-ilors departments)
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ll lias had trials for highway rob-
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which

a

rape, and a stabbing
man’s eye was cut out.

but blends in Hancock

allair

in

County will

notice the call for a Convention ol' the
Democrats of that County, in to-day’s paper.

hundredth anniversary of the bit Lli of Sir Walter Scott,
and his admirer all over the world are
celebrating the occasion.
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Here the lateness «.i the hour m ule a
sal ion ol conversation neees.s.irv, and
alter thanking Mr. Iliehhorn lor lii- kimlne
and coin te -v. we wit hdrew
l*i i;« n
fl'Youi tin* l’.an&or Democrat, j
Homo

A

Contrast.

j

niennnru.

»>o

iar

:is mir popula\\V lost our l'.iir
proportion of men during the war. Imt
not any morn than oilier States in which
then* is an increase of population. So
far as our property is concerned, you have
touched an important point. The vast
hulk of the properly of Maine was in
vessels floating proudly upon the ocean.
'This the Government did not, perhaps
could not, protect, and while it was being
sunk to tin* bottom of the ocean, or transferred to other Hags tor protection, tingreat manufacturing and grain-growing
States were reaping their harvests of
wealth. The war did all this for us, and
it stopped our business both at home and
abroad, which we bore cheerfully; but
now the war is closed and they letter us
hand and foot so that we cannot get back
I tell you that so rank inour properly.
justice was never done any people as is
now being done to the Slate of Maine.
Is a man, with one particle ol State prides
going to tie himself up to party and calmly
stand by ami see his State destroyed?
Corves.
You speak earnestly, Mr.
I liehborn.
Mr. I liehborn. Because I led earnestly. Here in about lifty seaport towns of
Maunone half the valuation of our
State; this I know lrom my experience
as State Treasurer.
Now what is tin*

concerned,

no.

onsc.jimnce?

Dry up our shipyards,
mechanics, fail to gjve praceducation to our sailors, and we
no means to
extemporize a navy,

itter our

tical
have
no sailors to
command it, and one-lmll'of
the properly of Maine
exposed to the very
liisl fn e ol the enemy’s
guns in rase of

We have a more
exposed searoast than any other State, nearer other
inereantile nations, and affording hotter
places of shelter for vessels than the
war

length of coast anywhere else to he
found; and our Government would take

same

lrom ns every means of resistance in ease
of an attack. Skilled mechanics and efficiently trained sailors are the hone and

sinew of all nations. Why, during our
late war a large number of men was tak-

from each Maine regiment, and sent
South to open the Bed river, simply because they were sailors and mechanics,
en

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Mon pay, Aug. H, lsri.
IH m;i: MV quote line New York ami Vermont
luiUer at 2;a2do per lb, with selections at 2da2uc
good
1'* ~da24c; line M cstern at PJ.rJlc; common and interior do at 1 lalTo: inferior and bakers’ butt'r sells
at 12a13c.
CUKESi: We quote line New York and Vermont
factory at Halo 1 2c per lt»; Ohio factory at "a 10c:
choice dairy at H l-2.it* l-2c; common do at 5a?c.
'«*;s
I’he market continues dull at 22c per do/,
idr Kastern, and 2o.i2le for Northern and Canada.
PLAN'S M e quote choice pea beans at $2, ;,oa:;
and choice medium at *?2 00; common pea beans s:;a
common medium $2 12a2 2d; yellow eyes at
* 1 20
pel hlish.
1* A
\\ quote prime Pastern and Northern hay
,l
t |ft
ton; New York do $2.Sa:>0; common
•.
ha)
ton. Straw S-tla'll per ton.
pi

SPECI AL NOTICES.

I’.
The Democrats ol Prospect
• re requeued to meet in Caucus at
the SCHOOL
llol SC, in Dist. No. If, in Prospect, on Ttiursday
Hi
21th inst., at I o’clock, I*. M., for the purpose id
electing delegates to attend the County Convention,
i.i be
hidden at it. lfast, on the 2iith of August, fm
the nomination of County Attorney, County ( onimi -inner-. ('ouuty Tn asuiv’s and Senators.’
l’er Order.
TllOlllVktlH I?.
The Democrats of Thorndike are requested to meet at tin OWN tlOUSF,
iu said town, on Wednesday tin 2
at 5 ..’clock,
P. M., to choose delegates to the Democratic County
Convention, to he hidden at HelLisi, the 20th day of
Pi r Order.
August.
Thorndike, Aug. II, 1S71.
\Oit18irORI'.

port

1 he

Democrats «d North-

requested to meet at the Saturday Cove,
SCHOOL IIOCSI*’., on Saturday, Aug, 10, at 0 o'clock
P. -M.,to choose delegate' t<> the County Convenare

tion.

Per Order.

Northport, Aug. 12,

Is;

1.

>lOVI\ aa.M-'. The Democrats ot Montville
leqin Med to meet at the North Uidgc M F.11 UNO
HoP.sK, in -aid town, on Saturday, Aug. Id, at
o'clock, P. M..to choose delegates to the County
onveution.
Per v)rdcr.
H e

IIKI. 'll OHThe Democrats of Helmont

are

requested to meet at the SCHOOL HOLM-;, near
Hall's Corner,on Saturday the loth inst., at r. o’clock
I’. M.ito choose ilelegates to the County Convention.

Slate 'i':iv
< aunt v T

!
;

lint'.Si', 1-. W

VUK

ysiilM. Im\

Si.

Per Order.
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Till: CU.WKSSIO.NS OF M IWALIfk
P. LIS

11 KD as a warning and for the heiiclit of
V inii/ men mi<f others, who suffer from Nervous
Debiluy, \a\, supplying 1 It E M KAN.S Ot- '.El.l-i I llK.
Wripi-n by one who cured liim-elf, and sent live
on rediving a post-paid directed envelope.
Aildres-, N v 11 \mki. ,M A v v 11:, Brooklyn, N. Y.

1>l

(im45sp:

1»«:. L. U. Cl.AUKI.' Vl.iiKTAUl.E Sill KEY WtNi.
ke
are a certain cure lor h male sickness,
by
a wine-glass half full before
getting out of bed
iu the morning.
Delicate Ladies wilt lind it ot
great service by using it three or four times a day.
Sold by all dealers in medicines,
-p
>

Hi

taking

Coiisiuuiit ion,
TIKI.

;'7:?.S00
7.s:5i>

100. or,
rio.ii ir»

11,1st

17.0S7

1*0:1,027
Including Sewers.
iIncluding Police,
In making their report, lor some reas.»n, the Finance Commit!
liave mailft
some change in the funds,
Their report
exact Jy is as follows
so*.», 117

Iligliw

I»«

a\

}.'!

Fire

Schoii|>

“0,71 r»
iiO.-lOO

Pa

I 7,000

ii

per

Salaries

7,110

I ntere-1

21,000

Poliefi

0.000

Sewers
<

4.000
: 1*200

as

Diseomil

on

Incidental

on
<

Payment nl

Taxo

F\)ieuse-

’ily I >el»i

20.000
O.100

12,000

Total
*100,025
lo order to make the contrast apparent,
in the first table we have added tin* Sewers lo tin?
Highway, as’they were included in the Highway in 1KI>0. So we have
added the Police item of 11,000 to Salaries,
as that item was included in Salaries in
ISijo.
We have also included Has, Discount, Incidentals and City Debt under
the head of Contingent, as in 1SG0.
As extravagant as these appropriations
are, and as startling as they must lie to
the tax-payers of Danger, they do not tell
the whole story. For example the report
of Ihe Finance Committee recommend an
appropriation of only $1,000 for sewers.
\\’e are credibly informed that bills already presented lo the Committee on Accounts and Claims for this year's expenditures f»n sewers, amount to over $12,000.
Again, we ljnd that the report appropriates but $12,0(h) for the payment of
the City Debt falling due this year. Now
In mi the Mayor's address last Spring, as
well as from the Treasurer’s report, we
learn that $.‘15,000 ot the city debt falls
due this year.
If we add the $12,000 already expended in sewers, to the highway appropriation recommended by the Finance Committee, we shall have as the total expenditures mi our highways this year, the
modest rum of $!S,0on, or nearly three
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By J. H. SCHENCK, M. D.

iit. I>>

i.i.ii. i■ 111lias parsed away, t'.-r wli.- death
■
<•!!.«r nason than 111•
negleet «>f known
.mil iii-ii.'i -itabh proved means of rare
ii. araiul
1
.r
l.i:mlv
:nl friends are .-I «-j.i11-; :!i•
dreamless
i.• i*• -i‘ into which, had
they calmly adopted

Man..

irrliu-a, 1 >\sonterv, and cholera Morbus.

*»K.

.»r i.
; are always l.i.•
prevalent during, and
until, batch
:if;er the heated season.
And
ein
t.» In a general mhund-rstanding
; tie iv
What an* enllcd
! "I He* pr..per 11 ii mem.
j .'lie, kin-.: Illedi- ineare ti-iiailv lifs! resorted
I-..
Tin hi--lory -in.11-Ii\ ^i-»;• *._r\ iM Ihe-ediseases
l«> I-.- a great mistake, and it often
!1 'how 111i
The prop* rand safest
proves i" be a fatal uin
Fill- and Wing's
| wa\ i I»' make me m' Win.:
< "a!h• »11.>n iii t In- follow in:: manner:
a- of the
‘;oineiini.
each
evening IV»r a
piils
-lioi t time i- often all that is necessary to euro.
Hilt II tin
a-,
iattended With lliiteh pain,
i imm* diat. h lake two or three of the pills, ihen
to alia v all pain, fake oil-- te a-spoonful of Wing's
I Catli Mieon in three final spoonsful of wilier.
Alter I lie \limehtar>
(anal has been duly
; cleansed, take the ante dose o| < alhnlieon ofl.-n
! eiimi-jh to suhdii.- ill pain, sav from three to
live time- for twenty-four hour
also one pill
e:|i ll
lllflll. and a elliv will Iplicklv lie elfei led.
lliai would lay tIn-foundali-m for future food
dm’i'J.
j health.

JOSI.PII

—

e

MI.

tiu:

SCIIENCK’S
t m i:\t.

SIMI‘1.1,

-.

would not have fallen.
in las own ca
pro\eu im.i
that vitality, by ids
«im s and his .1
ctions for tiu-ir use, is quick,' u<.
healthful vi./or.
In this staii n nt there is nothin" prestunpt
To the J'.iiti. ci tim invalid is made no repres. a
■a- and times substantiat'd by In
the theory of the enroll. in- s. ).<iniple as it i. unfailing lu pliii,,

.•

■

CO.\ MUMPl lO\.
The .Mandrake fills an eoinposed of one of Nature's
iioljlc<t -ills—the fedophilluin feltaliim. Th.-v p...-, -s all
lie hi.l-'. archin/, altelati-• pi i».ili.,.i
d..me!. but
unlike calomel, they

“LEAVE

1

HI.:
Ammmii i. <

A I lev .III lor !•>

emnpoM'il

ii K Vi:X

PiU.
l! i> ii«* more Mrange than Inio 111:tl
halfof ill,- -(.lull population sutler with iuI• r*i 11. e\P'i'ii:il. bleeding, or itching Piles.
It
is admitted lie cmimnt tneilie.il men that :i reliable Irilieily litll-l and u ill have nil e\b n-bvc
-lie
ill!
t In*
Ins been
liiumtst 1 tilt .1 b\
woiulfi fill iie ie q-mg sole of Dr. Brio's Pile
lioim ili;-.. Tlie |>r,r«
of llii- disease, in itvarious form-, i- arreMod. :iml some of 1 lie most
surprising euros have been olfoo|o«l l»v its use.
Sold by Kiohard S. Moody. S. A. Howes A Co..
Belfast, I.. Curl is dr., Soaisporl, Roberts A
llieliborn. Si oe |» i on .MudgHI ,(• Sibly Prospeel,
d. W.Sejiw Fi nnlJdrl, and Pruirgislsevnerallv.
If
linnv \\i» P.mix are well !»:»]aneed the Momaeh i- eapabie of re.-toring Lhe
wa-le; but when I lie brain i- large in proportion. the sloiuaili is incapable of supply inn; i!;
in oilier words, the o\i•"iidiltiro is too largo
lor 1 lie ineonie.
Here lies Hie eaice of sODllli'll ;
>ullering from Diseases oi the Heart, Liver,
Sloinaeii and Ininas, which is produced by
taxing 1 lie Nervous System too severely : and
l-’KIXOWS' PoMI'OI ni»’ SVItttP OK Hypoihios- I
i’ll l'lvs is the only preparation known which
imparls this vitality direeily, ami eouseipienily
Hie power lo overcome disease.
(iuiin Tints. The “good lime coining” has
a! last, arrived, especially to our lady friends.
We to-day witnessed I In* working of I he most
remarkable invention of the ago, and we are
Ibreed to admit that an object long vainly
“ought, and generally deemed impossible is at
last accomplished. Science has wrought many
remarkable changes heretofore, but none that
excel in intrinsic worth, it- present victory

the Washing Board.
the aid of the “DOLLAR REWARD
SOAP,” any ordinary washing is done without Waslhboard or Slaehine of any kind, in
two hours time.
The manufacturers will pay One Dollar on
demand lo anv p-tsoii using their Soap, if il
fails in doing as claimed.
Also, ten times the
value of all articles that mav be injured by its
use.
Charles 1!. Moody A Co. Boston, Agents
for New England.
With

BRIGHTON

CATTLE

despair of

The directions for taking 1 he medicines arc
adapted to
the intelligence even of a child, follow these
directions,
and kind Nature will do the rest, excepting that, in somo
casestlmMandrake fills are to lie taken iu increased
doses; the three medicines need no other accompaniments
than tlm ample instructions that accompany them
first,
create appetite. Of returning health hunger is the most
welcome symptom. When it comes, as it will come, let
the despairing at once be of good cheer.
Hood blood at
mice follows, the
cough loosens, the night sweat is abated.
I n a short time both of these morbid symptoms are pone

over

Hr. Schcnok's medicines are constantly kept in tens of
thousands of families. As a laxative or purgative, the
Mandrake fills are a standard preparation: while the
Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure of coughs and colds, may be
regarded as a pruphylactcric against consumption in any

j

i>f it-* t>iruis.
1'ii. e of the Pulmonic
Syrup aiul Seaweed Tonic, $l.bO
a l"'ttlv, '*r f 7.ri0 a half dozen.
Mandrake Pills, 25emits
a box.
I i.r sal by all druggists and dealers.
Y
HKtl. t.\ < ioonWlX A: CO., Agents, Boston.

and Lambs 1-\H5 Swine5000; veals 105. Last, week
Cattle TVs'. ;Shecp and Lambs 11 ,888 ;Swine 5700 jveals
Kin. From Maine 1st cattle; 507 sheep.
Prices o! Heel Cattle, per 100 lbs, the total weight
of hides, tallow and dressed Iteef—ICxtra quality
$7u7 50; lirst quality f» 5ua(i 75; second quality $0a025;
Lbird quality 5 T>a575; poorest grade ol Cows,Oxen,
Hulls. &c., $ t 5t»a5.
Hides and Tallow Hrighton Hides 7 5-4a8c; Hriglitoq fallow 5a0 l-‘Jc; Country Hides 7a7 1-g; Country
fallow 5a5 l--,’o; Calf Skins 10a 18c; Sheen Skins, $1.

Working Oxen—ICxtra, $170ag00; ordinary, $125a
150; poor Oxen from $50 to $00 per pair.
Store Cattle—Yearlings, $0a20; g year olds, $15a-S,
Most of (tie steers that are in a
:i year olds, $‘i?al5.

fair condition are sold for beeves.
Cows—ICxtra $70.i00; ordinary, $45a05
Mileli
Cows, $ ’5,u55. Most of the cows
per head.intoStore
market lor sale are of a common grade.
brought
Sheep and Lambs—ICxtra and selected lots, $'t 50a
oua.'l i’5; or from
l-ki7e per !b.
oou; Ordinary,
Swine—Store pigs, wholesale, 0a7c; retail, 0 I- A18C
v.
per pound. Fat Hogs 5a5
Poultry—ICxtra, 10 l-Tibi a-lc; medium, 15 l-'ialG
1-ie; poor, 15.il5 l-'4c per lb.
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able Court to be inhumed that 'In wa- lawlully
married to Caul II. Ky in.torm. il .d aid liellast
but whose present place ot residence is to join
libellant unknown, at \\ a 1.1... in said Count> oil thr
;'d day ot April, 1n'-1, ami ha- h.d by him o'.m child
now living, to wit1 rainier M. K\ in, aged'• v.-ai
that on the tenth day of I '• 1,u .r\ Is,.I, Imr -aid
husband Went to Calib *1111.1 ::I!.I 11.<- l.i
1 l. I m il.
that tor more than live
ai
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reived no support It mi him,ami it...: I..• mis i.
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ot by publishing an atte't 1 e.*p\
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thl’i e
d.'Ul.ial, a p

order tin rcoii,

week-,

'tie.a

In So. Montvillo, Au». ITS, by Rev. K. Knowlton,
Arthur L, Ripley oi' Appleton, and Miss Medora A.
Gilmore oi Searsniont.

I >1 ED.
| Obituary notices, beyond the. date, name, ami at/e,
must be paid for. ]
In Searsmont, Aug. 0, Mrs. Mary 1£., wile oi Capt.
J. Urceii llaskell, aged :i? years.

sriir*

isriowr.

1*0Itff OF BELFANT.
AUK IV KL>.
Aug, y. Sells Abby Weld, Sylvester, New York;
iMlantl Queen, Johuson, do; Planet, Pratt, do; AdaInle, Darby, Boston ; N. Clitlbrd, Sliute, do.
Id. Sell Artie, Hall, New York.
1*». Sell Abby Hale, Uyan, Boston.
SAILKD.
Sell Orion, Osborn, Roundout,
Sells Islaud Queen, Kastport; Hon. Meade,
Cunningham,St. George, .lack Downing, Patterson,

Aug. y.
1~.

Kockland; Bauner, Mathews, Bangor.

H, Sells Artie, Hall, Kockland; N. Clifford.
Orland.
lo. Sell Adaline, Darby, Bangor,
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diool lor boys. \Y ith a competi lit corps ot 1 eacbers
thorough course ot instruction guaranteed.
V El. I F'.RM commence- Sept., 4tIi.
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R. \\. A 1 \\ FEE. Rector.
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H.KVI* W 1MTEU. Male and
""I Female, to sell two articles ie. salable aFlour, and needed in every family.
Samples sent
live by mail, with terms lu dear $;> to &lo per day.
This is no gift enterprise or humbug, but they are
new articles of null merit.
Reader, ii you want
drolitalde and honorable .•mploymcnt, send on your
name and post-office addros, and receive lull particulars, with sample free, by return mail. Address
iiuD
N. It. WHITE Newuk New Jersey.
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A
INK SITUATION IN \\A EDORORO, 1
containing House, Bam, and Wood ll.mse. a well j
"i good water; an Orchard ol thirty or t.»rI> trees,
with I’lum aial Cherry; Red and Black Currants.
Cranberry Bog, and land enough to keep two < ow?
handy to mills and wilhina tew minutes walk to tie-ti .iinhoat and cars,
l’o he sold a! a bargain it sp
plied for soon. For further particulars inquire <■!
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thirty days at least bcloie tin m\t term ol the
Supreme .liiilieiul Court, to he hidden ::t Ih-lla-d,
within and for the County o! Waldo, on the third
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JOHN C. BEALS, Searsport, for Knox, Lincoln, and Waldo Counties.
\i! Orders sent to him 1‘rotiiplly atlended to. j
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Its extreme simplicity, being entirely devoid "I
intricate mechanism, make it. easily operated; itfreedom lrom liability to get out of order its com
pie!e arrangement lor regulaf ing ami eontrulling the
consumption ot the luel, in conjunction with its
admirable and uneipialled performance (d .11 the
services of a < ’ooking Sto\ e, combine to pronounci
il the lone ought desideratum ol the age.

married to Israel M. I lender son, then o! I .i nr dm lie
in the County aforesaid, and that she hail, nlwavs
behaved towards bin, as a chaste and fail bfnl w il’e.
^ et tin* said Israel M. Henderson, ln-rh e! ing bis
marriage vows and duty, and wilhout any iu-tiiiable
cause therefor, on tin* Ith dav id .1 uIv, A. I«.
left your libellant and went, ashe has bet n inform
ed, into the Momiiiiiui ol ('anada, and has since Iiiat
time wholly neglected to return to jonr lil llant,
to make any provision lor lo
support o- ven to
write to lor; whereforevourlilull-.ul pray: lhat the
bonds of matrimony now existing between her and
the said 1 srael M. If endi rson may he di"idveil; and
she avers and believes the same u mild be r-a .nab'*
and proper, conducive to domestic harmony ami
consistent with iIn- peace and moral of sorb I v.
Kl. I ll I.A R I. HKNUKKSMN,
!
ivy in-i At im m-} .i. V* iv >\» i. i. ».>,
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EVI) HIIUABLI.
(ait stand on your kitchen table and do all you
cooking at a Cost o’l one amt per hour. All tinordinary brunches ol cooking—boiling, broiling,
and the lieatl ig ol smoothing-irons,
baking,
performed to perfection. The concentration of liellauie, and its direct application to the bottom of the
utensils overcome the nuisance ol radiation, which
in
uinmer is both extravagance and a superfluity,
while the combined action o! the water iniensilhs
both the power and the directness ol the ll.mie, thuexpcdit.ing its work, and consequently producing
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.m'.mmg soothing mil
ics ■with no dangerous ingred

hand for the mmiy pultw mnl
hru
to which llesh is heir.
1 1»Ii• A drill many other remedies,
a
had Hl< ft, hut always relieving

h-T own extensive treatment of the sick, lor
any twenty years, with groat success.
The principal diseases for which this salve Is
mnine: led
.are.
('hl!hlai»*. /Iheumutism, Pi/ii.
Si rohifit. Old I'frSuit lifiousn. Sprains, flam

W hich Burns Kerosene «»il without Soot,
Smoke < r Smell.

h'lhli a "t //.-/ t'tfst .'■•iiii! .< ./„
c-,h:
O f
\\rt (/(/,>.
l .Til BAR I. II r.NDKKSMN, of I .tin rt y, in 1 ho
J < -Oil 111 V Of Waldo :.ltd State of Maine, bin Is
and gives this Honorable Court to be informed that
on the doth day <d March, A. I>. Im'.o, al Libert}. in
the Count}' of Waldo, aforesaid, she was lawiwlly
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pain. however severe.
it is pr. pared by Mi*■* Sou-ycr, who hus used

THORP’S PATENT

nr hoi sk am, orTitritdiings orni|.i, d l»y tin- -mb ,Tiber m <r
t Im depot in I tel fa -t. a I.- o our 11 .1»
three Harnesses, on- frock Wimm. .me t;?.}n,
Wagon mul on,- Kxpress Wagon. also :i Im ,<! hard
aud solt wood, and kindlings hu tin market.
Jjti) All I In.above will hr -old u!
tor
I,.
Apply to tin* subscriber >>u in- p,«mi-. -.
II l-.N l,‘ \ \VV.U\.\.
l'cllust, Aug. ‘I, ls7l.
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At a l’rob.ite Court, lo l.i ii Ih li.i'l, wit li.n ami
for tin; Count* ot v\ 11 I.>. <• ti
nTu,. lay
ot August, a. i>. i-; i.
A AIKS IKHn.l
Admlni-t lulur ol ihr .dilrrl
Waller b Dodge, late ol hi. imi.i, in .-aid Counnt. I h
:n
ty ot Waldo, deceased, having pi.
account ot adininisl rat ion oil said esiai. for il.oV
! ‘ML

J

Ordered, Thai the a id A dm ill el ra tor ;; ve noI iee
to all persons in I crest cd by cm mg a copy ol tin
older to l.e published three week' -nee.
iv ely in
tin- Republican dour mil, primed a! itei ii-t, that tin \
may appi ar at a i’lobalr< null, to he held a: lh 11a i,
within and lor aid County, on tin
eoml Tuesd.iv
Of Sept, next, at (ml Ol t he clock belnre no.»U, a lid
shew cause, ii any tin v have, why tin
.me -dioiild
not lie allnWt d.
AS \
II
Ki.ot <. II .1
A true ropy.
T.
Attest
!'.. T. !• 11 l.i*, !h i-!. r.
■,

At a IVnh.itc Court held at lh.!la-t, withiu and tor
-i.-.nid
«i
the County ol Waldo, on t!
ol
August, A. D. 1-. I.
MI S< l.\ A i.I.I.N, I*: n ecu tor oi t h.
-tau- id
Hannah Allen, lah ol Montv ill*- in ild
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t
t•
liavillg presented
ty uf Waldo, dm
..Inn i.i ml *n on -aid .-tat. !.*'• allow
account of
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RAILROAD COMPANY
DR. E. R. CLARKE’S

for sale a bond which combines these advantan unusual degree.
The route lies between

ages to
Mobile,

I

i

\

\l.ibamu, and Houston, Tex.c- -passing
through N. vv Orleans, the New \ ork ol the Soutli.
Ol the whole line ol E miles, about two-thirds are

:

i Am j:

Sherry Wine Bitters.

already built, and the Stockholders have expended

Tili! BEST MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.

nearly TEN MILLION DOLLARS in the work.
I lie bond- now ollered utv secured by a mortgage
upon all that part of the line west ot New Orleans,
which has m normows traffic as-und to it from the
;11is being tli only rail connection by which
the coltoii, Colli, cal tie and otli i' p.'Oiluclious ol
i'' \as
in ivach New Oilcan..
So important is t lii
road considi red to Louisiana,
that the Stat»* has made very liberal grants in ,hl
-tut,

£3

&£
§

P
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J

enlerp! i-e, by direef donations, by endor -emnit
.uni mortgage !• ads and by subscriptions

he

licit Iln ,-aitl l-.xe.allor live I..!
to
interested by eausin
cop* ..| in .>rdi
published three weeks sue.. i\.l\ in iln
Kepubheau dournal, printed at !h !i i, that they
may appear at a Croh n.- < 'ourt, to be held at loilasi.
within and for said County, on the are..ml I'm da>
of Sept, next, at. ten ol tin* clock bcloi. m...n. and
shew cause, if any they have, why tin- ,me hould
In allowed.
ASA TIllIKI.Ol
II, dudge
o
A true copy. Attest I’.. 1* Mii.lij, I;* i-t. r.
Ordeiad,

all per
to hi

.!
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(mounting in all

to

.soeatin,

ov.

eight million dollars.
I lie KirH Mortgage

Ei»lit IVr (Vni. i)Oii(l s
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At a rroh.ite (Jourt hold
tile County of Waldo,
August, A. 1». IS I.

Kelfm:, within and
on I lie
.•■-.m.l Tin-day
at

tor
ol

IWl'dlN, widow ol David Ih.ivdoiu
J late ol Stock'oii, in
aid < ■mnly ol Waldo, <h
ceased, hav ing pn i-nti d a pi t it ion tor an allow .oice
from the persomil
late ol said deceased.
.ill
Ordered, That tin- said Clai i.-a give mui..
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order
to lie published three w.-eks
-mvcs-iv.-ly in the
Republican Journal, print, d at lleila-d, tn.il they

C1KAKISA

IP

..

may appear

at

a

ITobate

Court,

to In-

In

Id

at

itel-

tast, within and lor aid County, on tin- second
Tuesday of .Sept, next, at ten ot the clock ejore
noon, and slow cause, it any they hav* why tin
same

should

A true copy.

not

be allowed.
ASA mt’lM.Ot (.11 .1*1.1
li. K. Mu i.n, Register

Attest

N’mv offered,
milo, rind are

nr*1

limited

for

in aimmnl

Ior

£-.*o«)

l.»

each,

C.

At a Probate Court held -it. I.eltast, within and toilin' County of Waldo, on ili<* see.-md Tin- day ol
August, A. D. I.sn.
A.
SllLPll L/{1>, widow ol < ’. <*. Sio n
J herd. late of Lincolnville, in said County ot
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition lor an
allowance irom (he personal est.-te ot said d a ea-o d.
Ordereil, That tin* aid I.ydia, give notice to
all persons interested hy causing a copy ol this order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at P-ellasI, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Mellast,
within and for said County, out the second fuesday
of Sept, next, at ten ot the clock before noon,
and shew cause, il any they have, why the prayer
ol said petition should not be granted.
ASA Tlirttl.nl.(ill, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—i». I*, l’noi.u, Register.
0

IVl>i

At a Probate Court held at P.elfast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, oil the second Tin s.lay ol
August. A. D. tsn.
COX, Guardian ol the minor .-liildren of
William and Klizibeth C. Cox, late ■>! Liberty,
in said County ot \Valdo, deceased, having presented
his first account ol Guardianship lor allowance.
Ordered, Tliat the said Guardiaii give notice
to all persons interested hy causing a copy ot this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Uelfasl, that 1 hey may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Relfa-t,
within and for said Co inty, on the second Tuesday
of Sept, next, at ten of the dock Indore noon, and
show cause, if any tin y have, why the same should
not be allowed.
ASA Til LKI Ollt ill, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—1». P. l- n i.n. Register,
r,
1C subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she lias been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
ol the estate ol Stephen AiHplmel, late ol Frankfort
in the County of Waldo, deceased,hy giving bond a-,
the law directs; she therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
.‘IwO
SARAH II. AHSPLUNl*.
to her.

1856.

able .1:) 1111:11*3 and

-Inly, »t tin- r.11• id S per eent. <*urreney or 7 pi 1■ i-. i.t. (i dd, :u tin- opt ion of the holder.
Bonds registered it desired.
Among tin* I.‘::diu^ Stockholders of tin- Company

D. Morgan, Kx-Govornor and Kx-U. S.
II011. .John A. Griswold, Ex-Lieutenant
Governor, Troy, N. Y ; Hon. Oakes Ames, M. <
Massachusetts; Messrs. Morton, lilise & ('<)., I \ on
11olTiu.tn & Co., ,J. & \V. Seligman & Co., Harrison
Darker, and others, oi New York; Benjamin I I
Bates, [’resident Bank ot Commerce, Trankim HaSenator;

President Merchants' Bank,Boston,anil otliers,
well known.
The above statement of facts proves the SA M\ 1
of these Bonds. Their 1‘KOEIT is equally manifest

j
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R ,< k li
a
-dr- iparilla, Rock R,.s,f
ii, I * ami.-li.U r I iliorry, Thorough
kt\
\-• i. I |• I ii Ram, Rhubarb, ck1.
I 1 Unikncsi, Loss of
JuunHeadache, fsour Stomach, Pile*
b m 'toil-'
llumoi''., and ill /V«*-«*<’« whit-ft
"/<•'»• •'
or
tio- Stoma U
/ /;/•.«./,
il ‘i
\» l.i.-li valuable Roots uiul
II
1 i1.
kn.-.d-dg« ,*itlifir grout service to
>'■'
'-un.
in
>
l t..o thankful
i*. ■ in nuii-t
ho wi-d> provided us with ill
Him

\\

mil ii,i.
it. I’M

things.

also

upon e\f minaf ion. They are sold lor the present at
WO, and accrued interest from duly 1st. At this
price they afford a certain income lor lorty-live years,
of nearly nine per cent, upon their cost.
One thousand dollars invested in these eight per cent, bonds
will give the purchaser more than seventy-sean per
rent., greater annual interest than the same amount
invested in the new Government Five l*cr Cents,
while holders of Government Sixes will tint! a decided profit in selling them at present high prices,
and re investing in the New Orleans, Mobile and
Texas Bonds,
.Subscriptions will be received in Belfast, by

A. H. BRADBURY,
Cashier Belfast National Bank.
Information concerning the Company and the
Road, and pamphlets containing map and full details
of the enterprise, can be obtained of the undersigned
or

any of the

Company's advertised agents.

W. B. SHATTUCK,

Banker,

AND
fr'in

in*-ial

Ageiif.H. 4k.,

No. Si

Nassau

^

.fl.

& T. It. II. C'o..

Street,New York.
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milK subscribers hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that they have been duly appointed
and taken upon themselves the trust of lOxecutors ol
the last will ol John Moody, late ot Searsmont, in the
( ’minty ot Waldo, deceased, by gi\ ing bond as lie law
directs; they therefore rc<piesi all persons who are
indebted to said deceased’'estate to make immediate
payment, and those who have any demands thereon,
to exhibit the same lor settlement to them.
WM. It. FOCI. Kit,
3wo
i,UC\ ANN Alt >OL»\

D.

•? h! /.on per
fnten-d j>:i\

vens,

-e.

EZRA

MAKUIED.

MARKET.

fFor the week ending Wednesday, Aug. O.J
At market lortlie current week—Cuttle2170; Sheep

LOST.

cure af:
such evidence of its possibility
in the worst cases, and moral certainty in all others, is
sinful. Hr. Scheiuk's personal statement to the! acuity
of his ow n cur.* was in these modest Words:
.Many years ago 1 was in the last stages of consumption: unfilled to my bed, and atone, time my physicians
thought that 1 could not live a week ; then like a drowning
man catching at straws, I heard of,and obtained the preparations which I now offer to the public, iuul they made
It seemed to me that 1 coiild led
a perfect cure of me.
them penetrate my whole system. They soon ripened the
malt rin my lungs, and 1 would spit up more than a pint
of oileiisivo yellow matter c\ cry morning tor a long tune.
As soon as that h gun to subside, my cough, fe\» r, pains
and night sweats all began to h ave me. and my appetite
became so great that it w as with diflleulty that 1 could
keep from eating too much. I soon gained mv strength,
ami have grown in flesh ever since.
••
I was w eighed shortly after toy recovery," added the
jioctor, “then looking like a mere skeleton; nn weight
w as only ninety-seven pounds; ray present weight is two
hundred and twenty-live (-'-Jo) pounds, and for years
h ive enjoyed uninterrupted health."
Hr. Seheiiek has discontinued his professional Isits to
New York and Boston, lie or his son, Hr. J. 11. Seheiiek,
.Ir., still continue to see patients at their cilice, No. ir>
■North Sixth street. Philadelphia, every Saturday from D
Al. to ;; i*. iu. Those who wish a thorough examination w itit the Ke spirometer will be charged $.r>. The itespirometer declares the exact condition of the lungs, and
patients can readily learn whether they arc curable or
To

nil.

At this season of the year, cramps and pains
in the stomach and bowels, dysentery, diarrho a.
Ac., are quite common, and should be cheeked
at once. .Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment is the
best article that: can be used in all such eases,
and should be kepi in every family.

j Wjt AS

1 he second tiling is, the patients must stay in a warm
r.ioin, iniiil they gel well; it is almost impossible to ptv
., nt taking < "hi w nen the
lungs are diseased, but it must
be pr. ented or a lire cannot be effected. fresh air and
riding out, especially in this section oi the e .iinti in the
tall and winter* season, are all w rong
Pin si.-iaiis wlio
recommend that course n-se their patients,’if tin ir lungs
are li.nlly discus* d ; and
et, because they are in tin house
the v must not s.t down quiet: tiny must walk about the
room as much a id as fast ns the strength will bear, to get
The patients inu-.i k. ep
up a good circulation ol blood.
hi
...id spirit•• be del ■rmiiud to get wa ll. This ha*, a
great deal to do with tin appetite, and is the great point to

—=

(treat harm and discomfort is caused by the
use of purgatives which gripe and rack the system. ‘’Parsons’ Purgative Pills” are free from
all impure matter, and are mild and heallh-givlug in their operation.

Ol'iiiOOl^RLOOi).

..we. .1 Tonif, in conjunction with !he fills.
< s
and assimilates with the food, t'hylni. aii..u i-.
l»ji;. tj.m
proi/iv; Mug, without its pr. ions tortures.
s
bet ii..
p.iiuh v-', and th** cure is seen to be at hand
'1 lime is no in-.re flatulence, no.exacerbation of the >t.>
iiia
An appetite sets in.
N
comes the greatest Blood Puri tier ever
yet i-iv.-n
an indulgent father to suffering man.
Seheiiek'.-, fui
m
.a
Sirup comes iii to perform its functions and to
ii. ieii a ml complete llu* c ure.
ciders at once upon its
■u.rk. .Nature cannot he < I mate l. Jt collects and ripens
the imp.au. d and diseased portions of the lungs, lu th.
form oi gatherings it pr. pares them for expect oration,
an.ilo! in a v. n short, time the lualatry is vanquished,
the rotten throne that it, occupied Is renovated and made
ii.-w, and the patient, i.i all the dignity of regained vigor,
steps forth to enjoy the manhood or womanhood that w as

one

Wm.v

MI'I'LY

ie

'hlorolmni. Spirits of (kamphor.
Tincture '-I Lupuiin.'. oil ul' dumper :m*l AI<•
'•nlial. ThD
tin*
iiiiji miii I in uiic.pi iIIimI in
imi:i! of nit*.Iii*m<• for I lit* cure «»f Nervous or
Sick
I!<•:!.In.-In
Neuralgia, Trembling or
Twitching i*f lli;1 Nerses, ami .ill Ven ous
tl
j Disease*.
«-i

I

I

i;

you

aling proper!
A remedy at
A..ii»ii|- uid

t.

I

:•

Eastern Agent.
1 ickets may be had of J(MIN S. C’ALDWEI.E, or
W. .1. COLBURN, Depot Master, Beltast.
Bangor, duly dJd, l«7l.

n:i:.o\N aim
iikijm-.v i-okp.im
‘ten harltoriii;' or trustin'.'
n l.M. i>.,% i. -(
minor, bound to m ns hr Irit no- mul my busincwithout any cau-v, 1 shall |.;i\ nod,-1.1- v.lmtiv, i. oi
liis contracting;.
llloMAs mavis,

ltf.KHM>.

now

If*

I»r i; T -•

STI\(i

in...

■

\»

T

!. r.

Hi
lci

22 West Market Square, Bangor.
WM. FLOWERS,

llie^im,

C'MtV's.
Imagine foi a moment whal agony
endured I mill (’oiii-, I'liition'. ingrowing
Vails. Sore Instep-, Bli-b ivd 11. els, Calbvsitie'
Ml the sales of the feel, Am.
Then You will
under land why there i- a rush for Dr. ■).
Brigg-' Corn and Bunion lieim-die-. .Sold hv
1»

AO

The work of cure is now 1. '/inning. The dialed and
miaous deposits m the bow.-Is and in
m u
mil are ej. ted. The liver, like a clock, is woiiu.l up.
it
.ii >u-<s from its t.>rpi.!dy.
The stoina.liai ts iv*-piinsiv. n
and the patient be.ins to f. el that lie is getting. at last

is

11 I-'. V

Dr. Greene’s Medical Pamphlet, descripdiseases and their proper treatment, will
be sent free to invalids.
Address, R. GRFFM.’. M. i>
31 Temple Place, Boston., Mass*

this

l' >ni uid Mandrake fills are the lir t two
m
w
'i u
is h tin* citadel of the malady is a.-'.dl.-d
:birds «T Hu- eases of consumption originate in dvs
and
inn. non.illy disordered liver
With this
en th.
bronchial tubes “sympathize" with the
> respond to tiie luorbilie action of tlie
Her*- then ..me*, the culminating i\ nit. and tne
■
in, wnh all da distressing symptoms, of
•s,uv.

Si-: \ Muss I<\\hivk from pure lri-h Mo- for
Blanc Maiife. Puddings, < u-lard-,
reams. ,\e.
The eheapcsi. healthiest. and most d< liWe.
eioil' food in the world.

Druirgisls.

Two through Express I rains leave IT lll iml (Lilly,
Sunda\> im pteil, viz
At 7.1" A. M
on arrival of flic night train having
ltd last at 7 o’clock I’. M.,) arriving at Montreal
.it
r. M., saute day.
\f 1.1" !\ M., connecting at Yarmouth nml Danville
.hi net ion with the train which haves Itungor at
s.i;» A. M., arriving in Montreal at 5.•in A. M.,
the following day.
These through Express Trains make certain eon
nectious at Montreal 1'or Toronto, Detroit, Chicago,
and all points West.
The Grand 1'runk h
IMPORTANT NOTICK.
now re-hud with steel rail, and is in excellent run
is greatly inthe
ol
running
speed
liing condition,
creased and connections are certain.
PULLMAN’S CARS, known, appreciated, and
sought tor everywhere, are run on all Express trains
on the Grand Trunk.
Excursion return tickets to all principal points on
the Grand Trunk, and to Chicago. Also, through
tickets by the SAliNlA LINE OF STEAMER.'* at
reduce d rates, are now on sale.
The fares hy this Road are always lower than l>j
Re sure you get your tickets by this
any other.
route.
I o be had at all the principal ticket offices in New
I ngland, at the Company’s Office,

tive of

o

lm-

SU“c|tius< Par?, kt.

ii'nv I'lillmaiis Palate, Parlor ami

Kheumutism, Paralysis, Spinal Diseases, Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Female Complaints,
Faint Stomach, Erysipelas, White Swelling,
Salt Rheum, Canker, Deafness, Kidney Diseases, Seminal Weakness, Ac.

Xam

of N|H‘t>il. ;*i»«l
of Track.

oil

Iirov(‘iu<‘iii

t.ddy remains,

■

|

II.' r.i t

>«

\ H \
I, I.I'.
The Democrats of the town
Sw.niville, are requested to meet iu Caucus at the
ro\v.\ Uol SE, in said town, oh Thursday, Aug.
24, at a o’clock, 1*. M., to chouse delegates to attend
tin* County Convention, to be holden at Belfast on
the “I'.lh inst,.
Per <frih-r of Town (Y.mmittce.
Swam die, Aug. II, Is." !.
fcVi

lins-

It i- th intent i >n id' the proprietor, Mi
m.-ilv tin- Park
llmi-i- one of tin
need i. ..ii.miii. d au I |•>*|mhit* dining and lodgi11:• hnii-e- in lie-city
The price- e-tabli-hed
11-• r.• are ei
a-.mi dde.

iynl

i>4 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON, MASS.
Tho object in establishing this Institution
was to attain the greatest, perfection in the
preparation, practice an* l use of Vegetable
Remedies, and io secure r permanent placo
where Families, Invalids, or any person couM
obtain the best, medical advice. and such remedies as each might r*.‘<piire, wit!:<>ut the use
of poisonous drugs.
Dr. Greene has boon Physician of the Insti
lute since its foundation now more than
twenty-five years. Few men have had so
large experience in the treatment f chronic
diseases. Dr. Greene is in his fifty-fifth
year
and has devoted his life to (his branch of hi ;
profession, and his success, we believe is without parallel.
Among the diseases to which he gives especial attention may be noticed Cancer, Scrofula, Catarrh, Bronchitis. Consumption, Heart
Disease, Neuralgia. Asthma, Nervousness,
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sh'jivici-: or ti:m\s
roll rni-: suMMKi! or i"Ti.
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■' II i .1 It i'OHT. The democrats of Frankfort are hereby requested to meet at tin* SClIOUb
IIOI’SF, in District No. 1, on Saturday the loth
iust., at 0 o'clock, in the alternoon tor tin- purpose
of choosing delegates to attend the Senatorial and
County Convention to be hidden at lU-ltasl. mi
Per order.
Saturday the Jnth.
Frankfort, Aug. 11, Is; 1.
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as| I In• finance
employment ?
Mr. Hichborn.
Ye- ; or, wnr e still, < MIlIViillce of I Ih* ('ll V (Mimed
reported
ha \'■ heeu obliged to h*avc their homes tin*
appropriations lien1 •ary h»r th«* pivs
amt >t*ek a living elsewhere and in otliei
• Hi
municipal \car. In order 111:11 tin
pursuit-. One hundred mechanic- have ■'.""'I people u| I la n »r may midersl and
game from llii- village within the year.
lh« stride-, that their <• ity government is
You surprise mi*
Han this be I making; in ihe
Corn?-.
|:iJ11 of relrenclmienl. ami
true ol other towns ?
economy, w
present in the following 1 iIt is.
Some .‘>0,oii0 I►!** these appropriations together with tinMr. liichliorn.
mechanics have heen obliged to leave the appropriation-; of ilie municipal year
The deState for lack of employment.
a.ia'.i):
pression ol our shipbuilding has so
IsiiO.
IsTl.
I I ..Min
40.5011*
hampered every other industry that il lias II L'llW l\ I ».
I*. j.*i
ill
I'’ire
and
our
i;,si
20,7:5
property
fearfully depreciated
r.a.no
mo
prevented an increase ot population duc- Schools
7,non
IT.ooo
tile last deea.de.
;.hm
Hi.i io i
Torres.
Isn’t this the natural elfe.-t of I III. IV I
in.uan
21 ,000
the war?
11JHIII
I l.ooo
tion is

Jlucken p» r lb.is to
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Duck per lb.
20 to
no
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Hay pci ton. $20 to 20
$1.20 to 00
I*ot;it<M‘.*, Now 75 t O 1.00 Lime,
1 >ri«*<l Apples.
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iiO to 0.00 I'uwas’d
:’.::ti)
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Cooking, <ii».
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Lulled
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0. to 01-2
CluVsr,
1alt Skins, 10 2-:> to 00
l.^s,
I-a 1.1,
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iVood, hard,$0.00 to O.oo
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>ry 1‘ollock,
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Grand Trunk Railway. MiSo SAWYERS SALVE.
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Weekly for the Journal.

Hkliast, Wednesday, August H'., l>rl.
11
s?--s.00to 11.00 Round llojr,
10 to
1‘orn Meal,
UlcurS'l i'oi k$is to 20
Kyo Me;il,
l.r.i to o.oo Mutton per lb. 0 to
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10
1.10 to 1.15 Lamb per lb.
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if in pity they sought to cover with
remnant of life the decay around
them.
Through their deserted streets
rides occasionally a somnolent-looking
farmer, and in their fields stand once successful sea captains, musingly leaning upon
hoe or spade, and looking wistfully
away at the heavens, as if expecting that
therein might be reset for them a bow of
as

promise.
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steam-boxes, and thistles grow among the
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minor heirs

*•. 1
Col lars.
C the 111 ian•
cost ol coil
Aiianx is \i,la>wkii •»\ Esivnsoi
Philo .1.
st ruction tin- oldv cause of this
depres- iioul-l, late-d Monroe; Emerson McDonald, late of
0
sion
l.im.dnv il!e;
Eiijili It. Croekrtl, late cu Pros’’
Mr. i11-•!i!»*»i*ii.
1 h it. j.lu m slug- peel; William llodgdun, late ot Troy; Hollis
i^11 condition of commerce.
1'«>r four 'I II ig.-ins, l.de ol n. itasl ; Ehen ti. l.ahbidge,
late of Isleboia., minor heirs of Samuel k, (Sun;
years we were de dr »\ ing instead of jh •»
< I Hi *i n
which
materiall
lessoned
our
Annie L. Ulood, minor; Isadoc- It. ynolds, minor.
14*,
y
i"
busine>-\
lint this gap wo have very
Wii-otv.
ok—Levi O.
Ai.i.owamk. M.\i>k
Itowden, lali of Winterport; Alon, > E. Fletcher,
nearly tilled, and there is a, very fair tie
man*j lor ships; hut this high laritV pre- Lit of Northport; John S. Cummings, late of I reovents ii' iv.nn competing with foreign- d >m, Samuel Tripp, late ol Senrspm
siepheu .J
hllill vessels.
Kedilee this tarilf so as l,. karker, late ol l'rov.
it
n i.N ok Do a i.i.
(.N E-r\ti: oi -Francis
increase ovpnrts and imports, unlettoi
our ships, and all business would at once
Darby, late ol Iteli-.i-f.
Wll i.s 1 *i;«»l;A
l* oi
I,dm Mo >dy, late ot Se;irj
resume ii- wonted channels.
Curres
Then vmi hit not a.none-that muni William Nickels, I.df ot Sear-port.
Lici-nsi:
to
Si
i.i
|{i at. Emati
Minor heirs ot
number who allege that llnu'e i- now a
IVrcival (Jinn, late ot l‘ro-pect; minor heirs ol
surplus of vessels -more than then1 i
Edmund
late
ot
Itcltast
Etta
Wilson,
;
Knight, heir
business lor
at Law ot Nama .1. (’/earner; FrancD Darhy, late
Mr. lliohhorn.
No.
I’ntie onr hands
and we will soon show that there i^ plen- (d llelta*t.
tv of business for all the vessels we can
f!olf;jst Police Court.
build.
('•>rres.
What reply have you to make
l.Vportc»l l<>r the .Journal.
to the charge that wooden ship have had
Aiif. 10.
Ih nin l!. Norton. lor an assault on
theii
I a \ ami are to be ilper-eded by
( lin-1oj.Ii.t Y. < ntlivll, Jr., was lined g’:*. and
iron ones
Mr. llichborn. 'That 1 have no idea costs. «*n tlit• llili In* w as sixain brought boI’oiv Uii* ( ..m i. !i;,r
.l w nil threatening to kill
lhal wooden ships have gone by; that
his will-.
Ilo was ordered to give $o(»t> bonds
the natural material for the vonstruetion
of a vessel is wood; that a well-built to keep tin- peace for one year, and pay costs
wooden ship has, on an average, as Iona'
Attempted Murder.
a life, as an iron one; that for all kinds
of cargo il is more safe, and that they
Thom \ sid\, Mr... Ait". 1 !.
are built at a much less cost.
Tin* furore
This altornoim tut Irishman liy tin' name
for iron ship
wa- apart
of England's
of Tdm
Milan, stubbed his wile. Seme
plan to break down American commerce. month ago lie refused to live with him,
Had England been a country of wood inon ac-otnil of his lirutal treatment of her,
stead of iron, we should never have heard
and intemperate lialdl-. The ael appears
t he scream of iron ships.
to have keen a premeditated design to
<'orr>And does not Mr. Lvneh’s re: murder, as lie stepped into a shop before
port show that, notwithstanding all this 'tartiny, and
sharpened a shoe knife to a
cry, there i- in England an actual inpoint. Iier ree«»\ ery is doubtful, lie has
crease
>f wooden vessels;1
been arrested and is in custody.
i liehborn.
M
It docs.
t'orres.
Allowin'* that iron ships an*
to lake the place o! wooden ones, why
can't we build them in America?
Tin- Dcinoev its ot M.uuock County are reuueatcd
Mr. 1 liehborn.
We can, and just as to m.-rt bydelegate-* in ('.invention
m Hancock Hall
in rilsvvnith. on Friday tin first, day of September
well and a- cheaply.
Ii ha ; been well
ne\i, a! ten o'clock, A. Mto nominate candidate-'
authenticated that
of equal for
.sheet,
Slieriif, clerk ot tin* Courts, one County Comweight and thickness, of Pennsylvania mis-ioner, < .unity Treasurer, turn Senators, and to
transact -m il other business us may properly come
iron is from one Tilth t«* one-si\lh strongtii-fore the ('onvention.
er than any iron
entering into the eoniiiasis, each city, town and plantation one dele"ate, and one additional for every ‘.*5 votes cast lor
po'ition of a l'ritish ship.
the | i.-nmcrntie eaudidate for (Governor in ls;o. A
t-'orres. Are *iur machinery and me
majority tract i.»u will give an additional delegate.
ehanies as well adapted to tin* work i'
I
I .i; \ s u
1! nM \N
Democratic
WAmtKN lv ni
have heard it slated that we would never
County
[’Committee.
Oi-.p.n lh\i i.ii \.
be able to build anything equal to Clyde
Fib worth, Aug. lu, i>;l.

«-

I*

and practically knew how to do the work,
;ni:l ;i luilfj times as much as was
expendAll 111ineeded the skill it is the poliev ol
ed m l«i;o.
Has Bangor increased in
the present system of legislation to eradiwcaliii and population so much as to warcate.
rant this extravagance?
Wo pause for a
Comes. Can you explain to me just
reply.
how the laws have operated to ell'ect this :
ih‘* appropriation ivrominendod for
Mr. Ilichhorn.
To so increase the cost
Schools i< nearly two and a
‘[uarter t inics
ol all ship-building material as to render
as great as in 1-SilO.
Bangor has not as
it impossible lor ns jo
scholars
now as then.
Does her
eompete with for- many
eign ship- I understand Messrs. Car- increase, in wealth warrant this extravator. White ami Illauchard as
We
Danse for a rcplv.
saying licit gance?
the c s,. is nearly double, and il is true.
Corros.
also
Prohate Court.
are
e.imPlioy
say they
pelled to mail, supply, lit and repair tlieir Asa I'm i:l "I Oil, .1 ildge. |{. |*. p, M», Kegisfd !
ships in foreign countries.
I
Mr. 11iehl»«»i ii We are all compelled to | Tin* tollowing business was transact'-I at. tin* i
do the aim thing.
I mov have a ship in
t
erm
ol
said
August
Court—
New York from which the copper i t<> he ! Apmimm'i:ati,»\ on hi i; Esr \ n-.s oi Luther E.
he
to
lateol
reand
sin*
sent
to
(liay,
Stockton,
j
stripped,
Kurope
Maggie ,I, (liav, Admintsfra
eoppeivd berauo \\. can do il from one- j trix; Stephen Ausphtnd, late ot Fiankfort. .Sarah
A ship il. Au>j.In-ill, A.imiiii -tr.iti ix ; Daniel l.ow, late "I
half to t wo-thirds cheaper there.
last year brought copper ore from Chili t<* W inicrport, Joel W, Low Administrator.
!
Lianas Tksiamkn i«>ky n.N iiu: Lam Wii.i*
lJoslon. and needed coppering, The exJohn Moody, late ;of Searsmont, W illiam II.
so
>
in
was
this
of
high
doing
pense
i-ogi-i ami Lucy Anu Moody, Executors.
countr\ tii.it die put her metal in Imnd.
Hi AimiANs \ 1‘i‘oix riii, -tVtiT W. Av.-r over
took it again. on sailing, out of bond,
minor heirs ot .lohn Vickery late of tJnity,deceased;
carried it to Kngl.md and had it prepared
Miles S. Staples over minor In irs of Elliot 1*. Thmnpfor her own use.
<
And you think our govern- -oi, !at. | Crooks, deceased; Newell r.agh y, over
Corres.
lulii 1.. Eciauld, minor; William A. Pendleton
ment doe aid make much from uieh pr«>over Etta (J. ilouialman, minor; Alon/.o Drake over
cee.lings.
Eranklin I'ince minor;
.nn-s Fowler over des-e
Mr. lliehborn. Xo.
Our mechanics
an intemperui e p. iron.
lose tlieir labor, the merchants lose tlieir Wl'itmore,
Invi.n I'OIUKS Eli.in on nn. Em \ I-1- in
Lev i
profits and our country loses the gold «>. IlOxvtleii, late of Winterport Culliver'L Nhep
which it most need
Kverv dollar that herd, late of Liiiroh.vIlk*; David
Uowtloin, 1 tie of
we pay |o I'ngland i a balance against
Stockton; Samuel li. W oodbury, late of Waldo

TO ALL

PERSONS,

BOTH SICK AND WELL.
If a Lon" l.it'e
Health ami lluppluvss
.I.1, !• t these Ritters be taken, particularly
Sj,rin>/ ", II :r v <i*ohh of the year, ami
•per ally by t!i• following elassos of people
The HKCll t Mt', who, from his constant in
‘l‘*<»r labor.-, ii.it having -uflieient aeeess to tint
bracing ami ivlV.-shing air out of doors, becomes
weakened at the
h, nervous, pale and sickly,
his f. od u.it rdi-hing ie-r properly digesting. lie
should take these Ritters, ami freely too, in older to pet Instein up, right and strong, and in
prune condition to go through the warm weather
in g.! shape. with hi- voii.-tant daily labors. The
exhilarating and demising power of the Dock
Root. Dandelion, l'oplar, and Prickly Ash Bark,
i- what will bring him up, and make him.
ph\»i
.'ally speaking once mure a man!
The
>■■1-1- OHKU1T1VK will fuul this Medicine
tie very tiling to cleans.* the blood and
strengthen
the sy-tem.
ml
y mi!,! an,f pleasant to t.iJc.
I he
PA1.I. A\l> U\t
ltlvtl Tim
L tl»t lias hut l>i take this
compound freely, und
she will be speedily restored to heulth, beauty
nii<1 buoyancy. The 1IOA FNT FAIOlFlf,
thf- tl.llttautv and LAtVYKB, and
MIA OF SKIM'.YTtKY HABITS-tin.
is your Medicine! After once using it, you will
never he without it.
It will improve you twentylive per cent.
I’lie MAltl.\KR will tind it the
b. -t m. dieine in the world for his use; it makes
him, while at sea, hearts and rugged, and eupuble
of great endurance and exposure; and when on
shore, it renovates his blood, and restores and repairs his system.
The Tairgcst Bottle, tin I.tnusl Price,
ami flat* most F.flVetuul Itemed)
in tin* World.
11

Dip! an awarded by the Massachusetts Chart
table Mediant Association.
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ROCKLAND, ME.
Role l’ropi i.-toi* «d‘ Hr. K.
table Slicrry Wine
manufactured in Sharon,

Steamer

Argo,

Finely adapted for the above purpose Can scat
comloi tably -loo persons.
Awnings lore ami air.
Can be ha.I every MONDAY, SVKDNKSDAY anil
FlilD.W afternoons and evenings.
For terms ami
4»EO. U. H’KLI.M,
engagement apply to
•‘ml
Pll»‘ul\ How.

Clarke’* I cgtBitters.
Formerly

It.

Mass.

FAI’TIOA lATRA.
Owing to the great
ot llies.* Ritters, worthless imitations may conn- up in the market, bill as you
value your life ami health In -nr.* and get the genS.
uine Sherry Wine Ritterth .f the lVutrait of
/
Dr. (’lark** and my /./.
i.matures are upon
the lab. I of a. I. bolll.
oilier
genuine.

popularity and sale

SOLD BY

DEALERS IN

MEDICINES.

Little

Feet.

Two ! i! 11 lii'! >■* small tint both may nestle
In niic caressing hand—
w
tn<hw If.': upon the untried border
< •;
late's mysterious land
1 *
i’’,1:i .I and soft, and pink as peaeli-tree hlos■

‘•mils

In
II""

April’s (Variant days;

white row 1'f‘t along the doubtful future
Must bear a woman’s load :
Mus ! sin,, woman has the heaviest burden,
And walks the hardest road.
I.ovr, tor a while,will make tin path before them
All dainty, smooth and fair.
Will all away the brambles, letting only
But

roses

eyes

Away from sight of men,
\nd these dear iivt are loft without her
ing.

in the glass,
and then to get close and
examine his chin critically or torture a

lather and

are

guid-

'-

Will they go stumbling blindly in the darkness
«>f sorrow's tearlul shades?
• >r find the
upland slopes of Peace and Beauty,

Where sunlight never fades
Will they go toiling up Ambition’s summit.
The eomrnon world anove,
< »r in some nameless \ale,
securely sheltered.
Walk side b\ side with Love?
truek

Whirl) liml hut pleasant ways:
'•mne iiearts there be to wbieli this life is only
A roll lid ol happy da\ s.
But they are lew.
For more then4 are who

an

1

ran to the window and
and saw it out. losing two shillings
on tlie result in bets with the other barbers, a tiling which gave me great satisfaction.
lie finished lathering, meantime
getting the brush into my mouth only
twice, and then began to rub in the suds
with his hand; and as he now had his
head turned, discussing the dog light with
the other barbers, lie naturally shoveled
considerable lather into my mouth without knowing it, but I did. He now began to sharpen his razor on an old sus-

good deal on
account of a controversy about a cheap
masquerade hall he had figured at the
night before, in red cambric and bogus
ermine, as some kind of a king. He was
so gratified with being chatted about some
pender, and

was

delayed

a

losses,

ilow shall it he with her. the tender stranger.
Fair-faced and gentle-eyed,
P fore whose imstain. d feet t lie world’s rude

arm-chair,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

FALL

Mt. Desert & Macliias.
TRIP*

pi:II

CAMPAIGN!
NOW IS THE TIE TO SECURE

DEY

MEEK.

^LEWISTON,
Kailroail W lms f. Portland, every
Tuesday and Friday Evenings, at 10 o’clock, or on
arrival of Express Train from Boston, (commencing
K'tU inst.,) for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, So. West Harbor, (Mt. Desert.) Millbrid-e.
Jonesport and Macliiasport.
Returning will leave Macliiasport every Mondav
and Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock,
(commencing
15th inst.,) touching at the above named
landings'.
The Lewiston will touch at Bar
Harbor, Mt.
each
trom
June
Desert,)
30th to September I.Mh
trip
in addition to her usual landing at So, West Harbor.
For lurther particulars inquire ol BOSS it STl'DIVANT, 170 Commercial Street, Or CYRUS STl'DlVANT, General Agent.
Portland, May, 1871.
tt :4
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Capt. H. S. RICH,
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Faros and Freight Reduced!
«i:0. 44. W KLLN. ■%«•«*....
tf
Belfast, April H, is: l.

REDUCED PRICES!

.-

FIRE

l ’A UKS

b.

DIt.

WILSON’S PERUVIAN BITTERS.

Agents!

WE

^

Read This!

3

TRIPS

I: I >!

SUMMER

PER

WEEK.

KAII.UOAl).

1871.

ARRANGEMENT.

THE STEAMER
SUCCESSOR

>Oityoi Richmond

TO

Caj.t. 1 > KN NISON,
imngur every .Holiday, » I'uui silav mil
mornings ul C» o’clock, touching ;:t till the
usual landings on the river and I.ay, ari i\ ing at Porthmd in season to connect with the f. o’clock steamboat Express Train, arriving at Boston at 10 o’clock,
same evening.
i.eavca

Simonton Bro. & Co.
Would inform his
patrons and the
public that he has
marked down his
all
prices on
kinds of

Friday

Will leave RAILROAD WHARF,
Returning
Portland, same evenings, at 10 o’clock, or on the
ol Steamboat Kxpress 1 rain from l'.oston,
touching as above, arriving at Bangor at about lo
o’clock next morning.
arrival

Connections can be made in Portland with all
Railroad and Steamboat Lines,
doing East, sure connections can he made.it lidfast with the Belfast & Moosohead R.
and Ktiropeau & North American Railway at Bangor.

FREIGHT TAKEN AT REDUCED RATES.
FARE.
Railroad

SUMMER GOODS
And is determined (o close out
the large and
well selected
stock thus early
in th“ season, in
order to make his
Fall and Winter
purchasers, and
take advantage
of the prices that
are steadily ad-

Belfast

to

Portland $•*.<>(».

By Steamer from

Ihls Served

mi

I lie

Fort

IV, Boston by
land, jpj,;.'..

Plan.

bini|ieaii

ROSS & STUDIVANT, Agents, 17’.» Commercial
Street, Portland,
June 1,1871.
,‘17

Farm for Sale,
IN
NORTH l’OKT,
SITUATE
miles from I el fast, containing
about t'o acres of land ; a large orchard of the best Fruit, drape, Cranberry, and
other small fruit. Well fenced and watered.' Buildings good ; House and L., m w. Will keep a Horse
and l'J to If. head Cattle. An excellent Brick Privilege bordering on a brook. Near a School House
and in a good neighborhood. Will be sold cheap
and on the most liberal terms it applied for soon.
Apply to J. C. LEWIS, New Castle. Maine, or on
the premises to THOMAS WATERM A :\. or .loll X
M. WOODS.
limoMT*
May -1,1871,
g 1-.'

EASTERN

Steamboat

vancing.

Line I

THE STEAMER

A R G- O
Cajil. (I. 1'. KlSiiAN,
WII.l. COMMKNCH lil .NNLVi; KItOM

GENTS

ELLSWORTH TO
On

BELFAST,

Monday, June 26, 1871,

Leaving FUsworth utGo’clock

M.,<m Monday*.
rt.
Wednesdays, ami Fridays, touching ;it Mr. 1
Brookline, Sedgwick, Deer Island and fastine, arriving in Belfast in season to connect with Sanlords'
Independent Line tor Boston ; also connecting with
the Maine Central Railroad lor Burnham, Kendall’s
Mills, Watorville, Augusta, Cortland and Boston.
Returning- Will leave Belfa-t lor Kllsworth on
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings on arrival of Steamers Cambridge and Katalnlin, touching at the above named landings.

A large stock on
hand that will he
sold cheaper than
they can he hail
in this city such

A.

Fare from Ellsworth to Boston, by Sanfords’ Line, $4.00. From Ellsworth to Bel-

fast, $2.25.

as

Shirts,
C

e r s,

o

Draw11 a r s,

Cuffs, Neckties,
Hosiery, Gloves,

SUMMER

DRESS GOODS.

FKKIG1JT TAKKN AT FAIR RATLS.
a
4bf*The Steamer
good, subst-ntial,
side-wheel Boat ol' iif»0 tons hurthen, with good accommodations for passengers, and in tirst-rate onh r.
W O. M< DON A LI), Agent at Lib-worth,
I
GKO. G. WFLLS, Agent at Ih.Hast.

<

1

I T

I

-1 JEnrticott

Determined to conhne ourselves, us heretofore, to
lie' use of yarns -pun from tin choicest m l strong
cst t- lax, by the best nv.u
uniform

hinery obtainable
in weight and elasticity Manufactured ant bleach.
under our own superintendence
U„ «• n-miu w

OFFICE,
tiie same
which the

(Opposite
Dr. \V, II.

j

Afedical

PAUK1CR,

J. N. RICHARDSON, SONS & OWDFN.
am.."'
Mo. 15, 1*71.

Assistant

tiro years.
for «‘uin

"Vm.ojivs
II

•Dr. WALKER'S CALIFGRN

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other

Hundreds of Thousands
I’..'

JAPAN SILKS!
at 75 cts. per

yard.

MUSLIN

and
CAMBRICS at
12 1-2 cts. per
yard, former
price twenty cts.
Fresh arrival of
Toilet Quilts and
Bed Spreads pur
chased below the

NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR
buy an Farth Closet, which is a substitute tor
the water-closet or common privy, and places within reach of all, rich and poor, in town and in the
country, a simple means lor providing, in the Ionise,
a
comfortable private closet, all'ording comfort,
neatness and health. Prices $0 to
Send t->r
Circulars to
to

v

j
i..mu

RAO-

\wm

l'»iii|»:iny,
1"

i

M ) AN

J'l

ST.,

lyrll

A Hook for Etenhoil).

UNFORTUNATE,

>

<•

>

mi:v

M nni:u

It.

K.

AHRAXOEMRm

SJI.

low.

Call and
immense
stock of all Wool
Hose just arrived
do not fail to ask
the price. Linen
II n ndker chiefs
all Hemmed sellsee our

at 10 cents.
Lace Collars at
8,10 and 12 cts.
Cotton
Flannel
fit 14 cts.

ing

>

A Great

Hemp Carpetings, Straw Mat-

Discovery.

niO.n IN would give notice to the public generally that he has returned to the city of
Belfast, whore he will continue to manufacture ami
sell the AMERICAN CANKER AND SCROFULA
SYRUP.
Take notice all orders tor Medicine, address DR.
NELSON THOMAS, Box 187.

DU*.

Oil

Cloths,

Feathers,

CurFix-

and

Notting-

tures,
ham

Laces and

Cornices,

con-

stantly

on hand.
Now is the time
to secure great
bargains at

Greo. W. Burketts’
HAVFMtD BLOCK. Church St,, Belfast.

dan.

1,1X71

1

Price, $1.00 per Bottle. Six Bottles
for $4.00.
All orders promptly attended to, when the money
is sent in advance. Agents, William O. Poor & Son,
Belfast; S. A. liowes & Co., Belfast; Crosby & Co.,
Depot,) Belfast; Levi M. Robbins, Rock(Opposite
land; Geo. J. Robinson, Thomaston; W. L. Ahlen,
and B. T.Bradbury, Bangor; Geo. Parcher,and S. O.
3nvl7
Wiggins Ellsworth.

pETER

& STEPHEN THACHER,

Counsellors & Attorney at Law.
14 PEMBERTON
:ini

SQUARE,

BOSTON.

Belfast,

< *.

K

> (

\

LA

I

»

STEAM-MILL CO.,

Nki

I

k 3 Ml MOCK,

IVT

E

L

!

...

^imptoms, are the offsprings of Dyspepsia.
They imifforate the Stomach and stimulate

CORN, MEAL, OATS AND RYE !
♦j»-M KAI. at Boston Market Prices, ami I. !i\« n <1
to Shippers at tin- wharves, wittmut
S:\Tll %
ClIARCiE.
All orders promptly attended to.
(^EO. *1 t VO.
1 yr-?
lUK.'k I. A M>, MI
July IS, 1H71.

in

curative effect.

Vitiated Blood whenever you And Its
bursting through the skin In Pimples, true
cleanse It when you And It obstructed
and sluggish in the veins; cleanso It when It Is foul,
'. your fo lings will tell you when. Keep the bl
pure and the health of tho. system will follow.
PIN, TAPE and other WORMS, lurking In the
•ust, :n of so many thousands, are effectually destroy
eland removed. For full directions, read carefully
t!
circular around each bottle, printed in four lm
g i.i_o
-English, Herman, Freuch and Spanish.
Cleanse th
s

Sores

ns or

>'
,!. W \1.KER, Pr iprletor. R. H MCDONALD Si
Dniggisls and toil. Agents. San Francisco, Cal.
! »•> and Al Comm.we street, N,*w York
J/c-mM.I) m Al l. RRIGGISTS AND DfcALtttte.

t>(

II4V It

IIU

Wl.l

•S.W t

Wil

1

ut

V«»UK ANl» (i I. AstjOW,
nd. ndirry to land Mails ami Passen

Steamer.-

of thi- favorite line

conveiii.

passengers.
IS Ci Kill N< V,
R V I S, P.W Mil
TO GLASGOW LIVER Foul.
I.' >.\ IX >N DEKK
FIRST CAP IN, .■?'>'» N. S’<. according to Location
(\uhin Return 1 ieket-, »1
curing bt -t n uinm

Also

hand.

!

Attoi’ixey

111_*

ihujonl

Ladies T

A

have your

Dresses, Sacks, &c.,
DYED. CLEANED, & PRESSED,
Without,

ripping, also with the trimmings

tor Dyspepsia. ( onMipal i<>u.
positive
Imli^oj'tion, Milieu.' Complaint and
l>irtt*asos having tin ir origin in .in
impure fit.ito ol the Illootl.
y’• l>
curt'

Dyed

or

Still) li\ HI o, I'liiii; \ sn\.
«^“l’.e\v:ire 0‘Counterlritfi.

Huy

1 ’ric.

on.

Cleaned,

A 1 THE

Steam

Dye

only

r>() (

E. BARBIER & CO.,
Fancy Good Store, No.

o;

lyr.'M

or

retail

at

A

(

’ui'cs

the lowest market

Magic Solve
TETTR!

ONE TRIAL

*.

-kin,
-, 11

idm>

itN «
l!i

>

s

Adhesive Phenol Salve,

Is put up iii rolls, lilted for lamily use, and no tuiuilv
-lionId I-1 without it. It-healing properties are nu
.(lllllled l-y tiny Salve --t ei before iu use. Its aditvivo -|U;ilities are uch. that it cannot he wu.-hod otl
id exposed MtrPtce- 1 ik<- wounds on the hands, 4c.
It iniiii.-.li.ttfly -i-olli? and removes the puin t-l mi
inilaiiied Sore, and -piickly puts mi end to all syinj
t.-1u- ol malignancy,
Pry .t and you Will never l>
willing to be w itlu-ut it-

WING’S

>

PEKNOLINU,

rt

CONVINCES !

Volatile Solution ol' Tar

411

of the

Til

HO

IT

UA(.^

TAR & MANDRAKE TILLS,
For use in connection with the 1.1 l\ 11.* I A I: icombination ot the TWO most valuable A I I I l.‘ \
TiVE Medicines known in the Prolcs-inn,
t
renders this 1*111 without exception the v«r\
ever ottered.
Send lor Circular ot PONITIVK « 1 HE*
to

your

Druggist,

Is an nnsurpiis-ed healing Vegetable Lotion, frfrom -tain, and it. healing properties are such, that
it once one becomes acquainted with them, they u i.
alwaxs k.-.-p it on han-1
For
Hands. Pint
Soia- Lip-, Sore Lyes, and L.-sioitph on tli. a.
of (‘utaneons ami Mucous surfaces, it Is the most
poaiiiw urg. \mong -ill the medicines tor ntarrh
nothing -ppro.iehe- the l-euign action ot this at
It
plication.
jtiickly restores the glands ol the
nun on- membrane «-t the nasal cavities to a uoriuai
No family should be without it
ami healthy a-’tion.
a single day.
Full directions accompany each arti

ele.

Sold

by Druggists.

l\ injr’s C;ilIn.limn, The lin-al

SEWING

MACHINES!

110 K. 22, St., AY»'

T II K

York.

H.llltkMCN

Rniosl*

*/?/•

stamps.
Also, DR. CULVERWKLi/S “Marriage tiuitle,”

Price 25 cents.
Address the Publishers,
CHAS. J. C. KLINE & (JO.,
lil llAHery.NeH ¥ork,F. O. Box 4

Iyr8

X HOW K

MACHINES

v.

Incapacity,Impediments

hr Pam.

or to

SOLE) PROPRIETORS,

Manhood: How Lost, How Restored.
Involuntary

llniit-ily

It has a wide range of application. The sure and
IndisiHiisible l-■
most immediate relief from pain.
Cold--, rough, Diarrh-c, D\ nterv t'nolcra, 8u\
Mad-- expressly tor those who want the best and
know after flux get it. Norn others need buy.
IN.-rv person ought to have it, whether at home ot
abroad. Sold by all Druggists.
March JO, 1>:I.
lyrSfi

L. F. HYDE & CO

per

__lyr21

Just published, a new edition of Hr.
Pnberwell’t1 Celebrated K«Nay on the radical cure (without inedi
cine) of Spermatorrhoea, or SemiSeminal Losses, Imponal Weakness,
tent v Mental and Physical
to Marriage, etc; also, Consumption, Epilepsy,
and Fi rs, induced by sell-indulgence or sexual extravagance.
^S'Price, in a sealed envelope, only f» cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable essay,
clearly demonstrates from a thirty years’ successful
practice, that the alarming consequences ol sellabuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use of internal medicino or the application of the
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
certain, and effectual, by means ol which every
sufferer, no matter what his condition may be, may
cure himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
49*This Lecture should be in the hands of every
youth and every man in the land.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, postpaid on receipt of six cents, or two post

s
lli>
IAIN
Kin uni thsui huh s away by the n*e
of tlii- l.inino l.t -o rapidly ami so permanently that
oil it, is a.-ionishcd at its salu
to.ryoin- a ho ii.ftai y t!
Hi
MAAI'.lt PI LLS n-atore ail the secrctionan.I il. au-.- the blood, making a complete cure and
preventing ar.tuniot the diffuse, try them Sol-1
I»y alt lirug.gi.-l-.

Wing

F:111

tie

WIND'S
1*11.Ls
approx

».

T1IK COMPOUND

Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded.
For sale by all Druggists and country stores.
F. it. 11IESKELL, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
Hanti. (J. (ioodwin & Co., W holesale Agents,
cents

A -;.«-

For INHALATION without application ol IIFAl
A remarkably V ALl'AHLI'. iiscove-y as he wind,
apparatus ca.i be carried in th» vest pocket, r» :.d> at
any time for the most etl'.etual iml positiv. i> nnattve use in

ITCH! ITCH!! ITCH!!!

To

r!*

in-ailing
therefor

Chapped

aud

Ktysipelas, Scald Head, Ringworms, Ulcers, Burns,
salt Rheum, Chillblains, Scalds, Pimples, Blotches,
Frosted Limbs, Inflamed Eyes, Piles, and all Eruptions of the Skin. Also good for Scratches on

Price

lion I

n

>

price by

i:.

,i

cold in thre< to six hour- and also by
I A 1 I
ami SUM
V1TA LISINO, PI K\\ \ I N
effects upon tin- general Sy.'.t hi, is reni:»rk:d,|
cacious in all
IIINEANEN OF THE
1*1.00 0.

tiaa

Street, Boston, Mass.

it

Including Scrofula and 1.nipt ion- id'
Diseases ol tin- Diver ami
Disease, and (leneral Debility.

Cl'HES

Box.

11

de

I

recent

A. J. 1IAURIMAN & CO.,
No. 60 Main St.
Belfast, Maine.

over

\V

mu

r \ u.

UNK<V»UALKD in ( oughs, Coin
Itroiichitls, and Consumption.

pepsia,

(Oil,!

TETTER!TETTER

FS.

v.
FIRST ANDONH SOLUTION
one mixture o't 4 1.1. 'i'll K 1 %% El.%
able active principals ot Hie w. II Iomhui

A

»t

Myalgic Liniment, Myatgic Pills
Myalgia i- d- rivi-.i ir-un ! wo wril-, out
muM U
in.I tin other j-.iui or pang, it
means tuu-cle pain
Among tli.’ mi'tlit’iii-h lor Kli- umatism,
M'lAIOiIIMMI.M ami AM \ I • H
stauil tar ahead ->i all otliiTH, UO!u* even

GARVIN S

pinp tbee

\\

II
UnfiF

WING’S

V,

Vli'ilual

E, F

M-

RHEUMATISM !

('ill s.

Hotel,

GEO. N. & H. S. TERRY, Proprietors.

lill’K

;*nvl

Belfast,
to Ids care will meet
ot n t. rcueea given

Tho Groat Remedy For

SOLUTION AND CMPOUNDO ELIXIR

guests.
I he location is more accessible to all parts ot New
\-*rk and Brooklyn than any other house in the
city. The Broadway stages pass the Hotel every
three minutes besides various lines ot street ears,
one of which intersects e\other route in New
York.
It being hut two blocks from Fulton Ferry, makes
it convenient lor those wishing to visit the “City of
Churches,” as from this Kerry diverge all the principal railroad routes in the city ot Brooklyn.

wholesale

OR.

GmoUU*

United Slates

lt«*nii«-<kl

In (

lituok.

i.rA

NEW DISCOVERY

17

Cor. FULTON AND WATER STS.
Ni.au Fulton Ferry, NKW YORR.
This well known and favorite Hotel has recently
In en renovated, remodeled and furnished new and
elegantly throughout. It is kept on the European
plan, and has ample accomodation tor four hundred

L.%<

'I' 1 I

House.

Office at B. E. WELLS’S
Main Street, Belfast.

$
Id t'oun
For tui
BID >111
Kllll*

LUCE,
at
L,a.w.

Mock

All lm<int
entrusted
prompt aiteuti.m. Pe
>|uin I.

GENTS GARMENTS THE SAME.

Kid Glovos

S.

A.

W. T. COLBURN.

can

| STKKKAUK,

Fartii s -ending lot- t heir friends in the (
try can purchase tickets at reduced rates.
thei- pariit'iiiar- apply to II LN DLR.S* ».N
FRS.r Rowling '»i*t n..N. I
or COX v
I iiMiran.'e A:‘eiils, P hast, Maine

Bags.

You

\

-<

and Travelling

Ladies I

«*\

nee uf

11’LRMLDIATL,

1*C1.

built

are

up in

Sole & Upper Leather.
Calf Skins. Splits. Lasts.

Bellast, April

S \d I’l. BA \

|.re-sly lorthe Atlantic Passenger I’rude, ami fitted
every respect with nil the modern improv,
ments calculated to iii-ure the safety, coni fort, and

stand,

on

NTIttllll*

-N I-.SI*

N L\V

Culling

High Street,

constantly

th« t.

and bowels, which render them of unequal to 1
cleansing the blood of all impurities, ant
imparling new life and vigor to the whole system
FOR SKIN DISEASES, Erupti,'US,Tetter, ha!:
Rheum, l’.lotchoa, Sp ,‘.s, Pimples, Pustules, Bolls, Cur
bunch*. Ring-Worms. Scald-Head.Sore Eyes, Erysip
claa. Itch, Scurfs, Discolorations of tho Skiu, flumo.-t
and Diseases of the Skin, of whatever name ornatui
are lit orally dug up and carried out of tho system m
lihort time by the-He of these Hitters. One hottlulu
such cases will convince tho most incredulous of their
liver

*■ tile tie

■

IN

AND l>K.W.Ki;s

where may be found a \ery largo and well selected
stock of the above articles, embracing about every
variety and style n the Market, lie invites his old
customers and all others in want ot anything in the
SIIOK line to giv him a call before purchasing.
A good stock of

Ami all kind of !• hidings

spirit'*

"*•

,-

lie
the old

I ro«*I

iiiul U<-1iih(’ Liquors d'Mtor, d spiced und aw.
the taste, culled
1'ontcs,
Appetu
|.u .i
Restorers.” Ac.. t!i it lead the tippler ou t
era,”
ilrnnlioimis-i and ruin, but uro a true Medicine,made
from the Native 1 toots and Herbs of t'allfornla, tree
Irnni nil A leoliolie SiiiiiiilnulH.
rhoyareth(.Kl\r 11I.OOD 1* llil FI Kit and A (.IFF
(HVINU PRINCIPLE iperfect Renovator in
Inviirorator of the System, currying off all poisonous
mutter and restoring the blood to n healthy conditio
Nil person can take these Hitters according to dir,
lion and remain long unwell.
S 1 00 will be given for an incurable case, provide 1
mineral polaou oi
',«• i..
are nut destroyed by
ii.i
means, and the vital organs wasted beyond tn
I dnt of repair.
I'm Iiiflntiiiiintory and Chronic Riieuiuuti»ni a ml (.mil, Dyapeptiu or Indigestion
IlilioiiM, It eminent and Intermittent Fever*
l>i-.cnscs of the IKIoud, Liver, Kidui yw, and
Ilitici H uvi: been most succe*
llludder, thi
I'd.
SikIi l>i«*cam s ft"- caused by Vitiated
..-.Itucd h> derangem-.
IMood, which iagencril!-.
i-f ih
Digestive Oi'Kaim.
OR
DYSPEPSIA
INDIGESTION, Head
riche, Pain in the Shoulders, Coughs, Tightness of the
Cla :t, Dizziness, S.mr Eructations of the Stomach.
Pad taste in tin* Mouth, ltiliuua Attacks. Palpltuti
i!
II,
t, Inflammation-.f the Lung*. Pain In t>«:
regions of the Kidneys and a hundred other palutu;

ti

Boots, Shoos, Rubbers &o.
at

\\ liinkey,

Rum,

nor

\ vh.k

DRINK,

»it.ul t

M.p'ir.t

M i\mri i'Ui i:^ oi-

3¥o. 21 Eutlicutt K|., 11 onto ii.
All letters requir ng advice must contain one Jolto insure an answer.
Boston, Jan. t 1s,’1 1 yr.

The subscriber is still

niit

»

I liK LADIES. The celebrated 1>R. I.. DIX
particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medii'iiI or Surr/iral advi-er to call at his Rooms, gl
Kndicott St., Boston, Mass., which they will find
ai ragged fdr their special accommodation.
DR.D1X having d voted over twenty years to
this particular branea of the treatment, of all diseases peculiar to lemales, is now conceded by all,
(both in this country and Europe,) that he excels
all other known practicioners in the safe, speedy
and ellcotual treatment of all female complaints.
II is medicines are prepared with the express purpose ot removing ill diseases, such as debility,
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of
the womb, also discharges which How from a morbid state of the blood. The Doctor is now fully
prepared to treat ii his peculiar style, both medically ami surgically, all diseases of the female sex,
and they are respectfully invited to call at

la

lor S: 11

r

m

The Sell 11)A MOKTON. ol
tm,-.
o. lu.huilt ol white oak, ami in p»nd n
^
dor, will be sold at a bargain. Kii'iim
!•'. A. KNOWMOM, Agent.
March 1, Mr 1
U::i

R <

yr.

rp»
I

liieskcH's
On and after JUNK f»th, next, passenger trains
will leave Belfast ior Boston ami Portland, at S.:»)
A. M.—at
1*. M., connecting at Burnlium with
night Express with KNilliuan Nleepiiig Car
attached, for 1‘ortland and Boston.
Freight Train leaves at (’. A. M,, connecting at
Burnham at 8.110 A. M., with mixedtrain lor Bangor
and Dexter.
Trains are due at Belfast—At 7.10 A. M. Night
Express from Boston, (this train will arrive » very
morning except Mondays). At li.-lii 1*. M. Mail
Train from Portland and Boston. Freight Train, at
6 P. M.
Through Tickets will be sold to Boston and baggage checked through, and to all Stations on any of
the lines managed by this company.
EDWIN NOYES, SupT.
U. U. LINCOLN, Ass’t Sup’!.
1147
May 27, 1871.

TO THE AFFLICTED!

tains

Boston,

1'Yb. H, is.i.

correspondingly

>\ S( 11«>o i

am.

FANCY

pid

the strictest secrecy and continence, whatever may
he the disease, condition or situation ot anyone,
married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail -md Express to all parts ot
the I uited States.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to insure an answer.
Address Dk. I,. Dix, No. ’1 Kndicott Street Bos-

1)>

Maine

regular market
price and sold

tings,

charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly confidential, and ad may rely on him with

At

Central

?

Entitled SKX1JAE I’ll YSiOlJ ><: 1 OP WOMAN
AND JIEK DISEASES, or, Woman ti:i.a kd or
l’ll Y.SIOLOOU ALLY AM) PATIloI.OOU M.I.V, Inin
I.Ni VNi v to Old A.:k, with elegant In r- 11:\.V»o pages, bound in 1
tivk Em kayin-.
iniilul
French cloth. Price
>u.

Fluttered L»y the reception of, and gr.-at demand
for, the above valuable and timely treatise, and ah.
to meet a great need of the present age. the author
has just published a m w hook, treating e\clusi\ elv
b.o
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
Ol NEKYOl S AND MK.MA1. DISEASES.
cloth. Price s?l.()o, or sen r n i: on receipt ol
pp.
who know but little of tin* nature and character of
for the other two hooks, postage paid.
Special Diseases, and less to their cure. Some ex- ir.»These are beyond all
comparison, the most \tr
hibit forged Diplomas ol Institutions or Colleges,
imbli-h.-d.
ordinary works on Physiology evt
which never exi-ted ii< anv part, of the world; othThere i- nothing whatever that Ihe >1 \i.i;ii i>
ers exhibit Diplomas of the Dead, how obtained,
mn
Si
ni lk, of Err11 m: Si a can either
,r w iunknown; not only assuming and advertising in
to know, hut what is fuily explained
uni many
names ot those inserted in the
diplomas, but to furand inti m .-tina
ther their imposition assume names of the cclebrat- 1 matters ol the most, important
character are introduced to which noallu o n
ed physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by
can be found in any other works in our ianguagi
All the N kw Disi ov uni i-.s of the author, win
ox
QUACK NOSTRUM-MAKERS,
through false certificates and references,and recom- nerienee is such as probably never before 1**1! to the
lot ot any man, are given in full. Mo person should
mendations of their medicines by the dead, who
I
be without these valuable books.
cannot expose or contradict them ; or who, besides,
We have ree.-ived the
“Vai.I AIII.K Hooks.
to further their impositions, copy from medical
books, much that, is written of the qualities and ef- valuable medical works published by the Pi abmly
These books are ol actual mer- j
Medical Institute.
fects ol different herbs and plants, and ascribe all
it, and should lind a place in every intelligent lamithe same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics, &c.,
not
the
are
cheap order of abominable
iy.
They
ot
if
not
contain
most
which,
all,
Mercury, because
trash, published by irresponsible parties, and pur- j
of the ancient belief ot its “curing everything,”
chased to gratify coarse tastes, hut are written by a
kill more than is cured,” and
but now known to
responsible professional gentleman ot eminence, as
those not killed, constitutionally injured for life.
a source ol instruction on vita! matter-,
one.-ruing
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
which lamentable ignorance exi-t s. riie important
*ii
iv r. ivcv.
iv u iti --u
subjects presented are treated with delic e
ability
as an appendix. many useful pr.Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, and care, and,
scriptions lor prevailing complaint are add. d
knowing no other remedy, lu relies upon Mkh« ky
ami givi s it to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, &c., i [Coos Hepublican, Lancaster, M. 11.
“The author ol these !»>»..k* i-on.- <d lh<- mot
so tlu* Nostrum-maker, equally
ignorant, adds to learned
and popular physicians ol the day, and ihi so-called Extracts, Speei;ies, Antidote, ^k.c*. both
entitled to the gratitude ol our race tor tin-.• in\ ,!
its
effects
ineu
a
tew
in
a
ing
relying upon
hundred, j liable
productions. It seems to be hi aim to m.lu.
it i’ trumpeted in various ways throughout the laud; ]
men and women to avoid the cause of those di-» as.
but, alas nothing is said of the balance, some ot to
which
they are subject, ami he l.-IU ilu-ni ju-i
whom die, others grow worse and are left to linger
how and when to do it.
[ Chronj.-I.-, l- armington,
and sutler lor months or years, until relieved or
Maine, Sept. 7, 1
cured, it possible, by comp* tout physicians.
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
HUT AM. QUACKS Alt KNOT IGNORANT.
M. 15. The author ol the al»o\e mum .1 medical
Notwithstandingthe foregoing facts are known to works is the Chief Consulting Physician <>l the j
Peabody Medical Institute, and i~ so constantly emsome quack doctors ami nostrum-makers, yet, regardless ot the life ami health of others, there are ployed in consultation with invalids lrom all parts
of the country, that lie has no time to att.ml to
those among them who ron perjure themselves,
contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or mere business details. Therefore all h-tt. r- --hould
be addressed to the PEAKoDY MEDK Al. I\sll
that it is contained in their nostrums, so that the
Tl TE, or Dr. W. II. PAKKEK.the Medical A
“usual fee” may be ubtaimd for professedly curing,
sistant ot tlie author, and his Ku-inc- Agent, who,
fraction of it.” may be obtainor
the dollar,” or
as well as the author himself, may be consulted on
It is thus that many are deed for tin- nostrum.
all diseases re.piiring skill, ler- ey and \p. rienc-.
ceived, also, and spend large amounts tor experiments with quackery.
In viol Al’.i.i: Si-:< i;i:< a and Ci uaix Ki- mm.
DR. DIVS
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lie not robbed and add to your sufferings in being
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations,
lalse promises, and pretentions of

To Femalosin Delicato Health.

Dr. Dow, since 1S-15,having confined his whole attention to an oHicc practice tor the cure of Private
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledge* no
superior in the United States.
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or
they will not be answered.
OHicc hours from S A.M. to p. M
Boston, July 25,1S71.
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cians many of whom consult him in critical cases,
because of his acknowledged skill and reputation,
attained through so long experience, practice, and
observation.

Trunks, Valisos,

DR. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No.: Lndicott street, Boston, is consulted daily lor all diseases
incident to the lemale system. Prolapus L't'-ri or
Falling of the Womh, Fluor Alims, Suppression,
and other Menstrual Derangements, are ill treated
on new pathological principles, and speedy r<-lie!
guaranteed in a few days, .So invariably certain is
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and the alllieted person
soon rejoices in perieet health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in
the cureoi diseases ol women than any other physician in Boston.
Boarding accommodations lor patients who iuay
wish to stay in Boston a lew days under his treat-
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VINEGAR BITTER

an

TUI. SCIENCE <*P LIFE, OK SM.I -PKi.M JO
VATION. A Medical treatise on tin- ; atis.
tl
Cure of Exhai s ed \'itaut\ On
m; i:i
In
< link In
MAN, NkrvoI and I’mvm> \i hi
ITY, Ilv i*o< uondkia, and all ot tier disc
ing from the Errors ok V«»: r11, «.;. hi Ini,c kktions ok Exoi ssks of mature years.
I it.
indeed a book lor every man. Price only >!.
bound
in
cloth.
pages,
A IBook far every Woman

engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so
we are known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel Proprietors, &e., that he is much recommended, anti particularly to
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knowledge for everybody.
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durability and satisfaction in the
genuine goods have always afforded.

Belfast, Ireland,

No. 4. Bulfinch Stroet, Boston.
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AFFLICTED AND
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Street, Jtowton,

boldly asserts,fand it cannot be contradicted, ex
eept by quacks, who will say or do anything, even
pe rjure themselves, to impose upon patients,) that
he is THK ONLY REGULAR UKADUAl K PHVSP IAN
v

PUBLISHED BY TIIF

M

L so arranged that patients never see or hear each
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his office is
No. 21, having no connection with his residence,
consequently no family interruption, so that on no
account can any person hesitate applying at his
otliee,
DR. DIX

O \

In all qualities
and styles, will
be sold regardless of cost. Special attention is
NO CAPITALIST IS TOO RICH
called to our
NO FARMER IS TOO POOR,
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Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Ayerient
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LINE.
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PRIVATE MEDICAL

&C., &C.
Wo feel ourselves called on again to CAUTION
CONM MKK8 against the indiscriminate use of
Irish l;tl-r
mad' up to imitate our goods in told
tra il
mark. 4!,d general appearance, and to warn
Com, that their only safeguard is to see that the
authentic seal of our linn,
d. N. KI( ilAUDSON, SONS A OVVIUaN,
is stamped on each urtieb
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Itcto Atibcrtiscmcnts.

Constitutional and other Weaknesses in

youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
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Scientific and Popular Medical Works

Their effects and consequences;
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worth a number of dead
She has lost the power of
women yet.
speech, and the right side of her face is
high-wav
Si retches s,. strange and wide;
partially paralyzed, but her mental faculA i. w ho ina\ read the futu|v?
For the darling to sireien me sian, maxing a nanuieoi my ties are evidently as acute as over.
1 >y
M C «Ta\
ill blc'-iugs •Wirl
nose now anil then, bundling and tumbling means ot her hands and her eyes she conAn ! p>- v that lb* who feeds the erviug ravens
W
my head this way anti that as eonvcnienee trives to express herself as clearly as any
cm |e 1 lie baby’s feet.
in shaving demanded, and “hawking” and dumb person could do. and, as her hearexpectorating pleasantly all the while. ing is unimpaired, she perfectly compreThe Family Man.
As long as he was on the tough side of hends everything said to her. She reads
Iti. Ml low in- app are I in the Washington
my face I did not sutler; but when he be- her prayer hook—the lh'otcsiant Episco»
of
wv.
«l.
!:i-l
:i
r:i<lit
:tl
edited
b\
k,
*|-it
]»:i|n*r
gan to rake, and rip and tug at my chin, pal—and seems to derive great comfort
1' 111 I'i ill :in>I (mor-e Alfivtl Towiw-ml.
It is only within a day or
the tears came.
1 did not mind his garlic, therefrom.
I'heiv w ;i~ :i famous tanner nmv,
because all barbers eat garlic, 1 suppose; ! two tIra she lias been able to articulate a
W’hi' li hi' name was ({rani,
but there was an added something that single word
••Mary." the name of the
W 11'■ in i a mum'rous family
made me tear that he was decaying In- eldest daughter- -but it is the opinion of
W il it inn.me tlia! w as scant,
l’<»r wliih* hi- skin wa> always full.
wardly while still alive, and this gave me Dr. Lewis that the hemorrhage which has
Hi pocket 11:ink was “aunt.
much concern, lie now put his linger in- led to the loss of speech, and tin* paralyto m}* mouth to assist him in shaving the sis of the face, will gradually become abI’ill tiii' turner w as a li-htiM
>f \\ i.11' h• rluI r«• n;»\vii.
corners of my upper lip, and it was by sorbed, and that, eventually, she will
in kilim- ..if his
.|ilifi's
have fully recovered in these respects.
this bit of circumstantial evidence that 1
II. u on- a laurel cr.iwn ;
The only thing now remaining to comdiscovered that a part of his duties in the
\ ii I was mir ii*iii ral in nmimaini
Wh« ii rebeldom fell ihtwn.
shop was to clean the kerosene lamps. 1 plete all that surgical skill can dolor her
had olten wandered in an indolent way is the attachment of the silver plate which
Vii■ l
a -rati fill people
whether the barbers did that, or whether is to cover the ghastly caverns above deM i'i.* him their I’lV'i.h-iit.
it was the boss. About this time I was scribed, and prevent the brain from ex\l»* 1 lil 'l In Ii \ni a < asev
Ami tin n In- li\i*d a D.-nl.
amusing mysell trying to guess where he posure. A loss of about one and one-half
Thi-ii lor forty-' -olid i-oiisjns
would he most likely to cut me this time, ounces of brain substance has been sus! 1«* m.-.mi iiii-n! !\ w .m.
but he g»»t ahead of me and sliced me on tained since Mrs. Degnan received the
|
I'hi-il aim- I In* |noil' < Ml bin
I he
ml of the chin before I had got my I injuries, and, as there is no source of
W.lh 'in ilia!i.m riio.
mind made up. lie* immediately sharp- supply* :l vacuum and depression is the
W in- i.n order of hi' hrok.*i
ened his razor he might have done it be- result. This is to be math; good by a
I >k iiiilo himself a wifi—
1 did not like a close shave, and corresponding
fore.
I n\
protuberance of silver
:.•.I in Hi. lainilx
would not let him go over me a second from the lower side of the plate, so that
\ti* 1 from Itoiilwi II -of the knife.
I tried to get him to put up his if the lady have less brain she will have
time.
I In-n hroiln-r < >rvilh*. called 111. awful.
• »f 'infill <
razor, dreading that he would make for more silver, and she will be different
'hic-a--o,
Wa' slim- oulsj.li- an odi.-e
the side of my chin, my pot tendei spot, a from the average of man and womankind
And in grabbing was not 'low:
place which a razor cannot touch twice it the compromise does not prove t>» be
And '«> slupi 11 \ In- did il
without making trouble.
Hut he said he entirely satisfactory.
f Ii w as killed by 1 h-lano.
only wanted
just smooth oil' one little
The ! i'i of all thi' family
roughness, and in that same moment he
I Ii ti am one eotild 'i*e,
slipped his razor along forbidden ground,
W i' a
niiiiish
r
»'|ie|
and the dreaded pimple signs of a dose
I II t! a inini'ler would he.
shave rose up smarting and answered to
And so when half sea' over,
I r|- the '.-as went h •.
the call. Now he soaked his towel in bay
i rum. and slapped it
all over my face
in lixin- up lhe family
I I' M hrool; no 'low delay ;
nastily; slapped ii over as if a human be- ;
|
Tie- while hi' I nrle Samuel
i-'»y tut It mi.-,
< ■«!/»/. ll.ni ! r.
t
| ing ever yet washed ids face in that way.
Was tilled w ilh wild dismay.
‘•NoHiinir m) fiKM-ossiul."—T. Miai’.u r
1
Then he dried it by slapping with the dry
trim .'!</, Post mi. I Or. Miiliiejuleti 1<\ Dr. O. W
To lind his soldier President
Il<dines. It
n.i, '*ix. J03. 2U21IETTAC3.
part of the towel, as if a human being ever
in the family way.
Doslou. M.i
by all dm :;i-.t-.
dried his face in such a fashion; but a
barber seldom rubs you like a (’hristain.
Through a Window.
Next he poked the hay rum into the cut
INSTITUTE <>" Yoi.uk j
AI APLFWOOD
m la >risi: < ii \
Mori.Tiiv.
Ladies, 1'itt'il' Id, Mass,, long and widely
place with his towel, then choked the
tor •rreat beauty of loe.ition ami superiority
known
wound with powdered starch, then soakK. v. C. V. NPFAK, Principal.
ol instruction.
I lie hi re at rest in my chamber,
ed it with hay rum again, and would have
And look through tlie window aitain.
on
soaking and powdering foreverWith eyes tha! are ehan-ed sinee the old time. gone
Hats, Caps, Hells, Shirts, Hail- |
And the stin- of an exquisite pain.
more, no doubt, if 1 had not rebelled and
ges, Trumpets, &c., lor .SV/v/r.
ami Parade. At the old Manu !
oil*.
He
whole
face
begged
powdered my
“I’i' not niileh that I <.*e for a picture.
factory, 1 b; Graml Street, N. Y., j
Send for ( irculurs.
Through hoii—h'- that an- -reel! with the now. straightened me up and began to
hair
with
his
hands
plow my
sprin-—
thoughtfully
\n old harn w ith ils roof-ray and mossy.
and examine his lingers critically. Then
And a l*o\ e it a hiru on the win-;
he suggested a shampoo, and said my hair
< U\ lift in1 observed
needed it badly, very badly.
my head a thought higher,
">•111" hill' and a villa-.- I know.
that 1 had shampooed it myself very
A nd over ii -d! th.- blue' heaven.
thoroughly in the bath yesterday. I “had Chicago, Rock Island, and Pac fic Railroad
With -i white cloud lloatin- below.
him” again. He next recommended some
Company.
In tin- old days the roof seemed a prison,
of “Smith’s Hair (rlorilier,” and otiered
M\ mind and the sky were free.
to sell me a bottle.
I declined.
lie
(>(>(),n<>() Acres
My ihoii-hts with the birds went Ilyin-,
praised the new perfume, “Jones’ Delight
\ nd m\ hop.-- were- a heaven to me.
ot the Toilet,” and proposed to sell me
\'o\v I < oim- from tin* limitless distance
I declined again.
He
some of that.
This Company is now ollering for sale about six
M here I followed 111V youth’s wild will.
hundred thousand acres of the finest agricultural
tendered
me a tooth-wash atrocity of his
Where they pn*'S the wine of delusion
The Company sells only t<>
lands in the West.
own
when
J
oilerand
declined
That you drink and are thirsty still:
invention,
actual settlers,and the prices are exceedingly reasoned to trade knives with me.
lie returned able, ranging from s ') to sh‘> per acre—the average
And I know why the bird with the springtime
The greater part of these, lands
to his business after the miscarriage of being about
T" the gnarled old tree comes back—
the line ot its railroad between
are situated
this last enterprise, sprinkled me all over, j the cities ofalong
lb- Iris tried tin* South and the summer,
l)es Moines and Council Hind's, and
lb li-i' felt what tin- sweet things lack.
are in the most accessible and fertile region in the
in
and
hair
defiance
all,
legs
greased my
of my protests against it. rubbed and State. made lor
'S* I eotnc with a <ad
cash or on credit long enough to
Sales
contentment,
scrubbed a good deal of it out by the roots enable any industrious man to pay lor the land out
\\ ilh eyes that are changed, I see:
Tin- roof means p. are. not prison.
and combed and brushed the rest, parting ol its crops.
These lands are held under a title direct from the
And heaven smiles down on me.
it behind and plastering the eternal invert- General Government, and are not mortgaged or ened arch of hair down on my forehead, and cumbered in any way. Full warranty deeds given to
then, while combing my scant eyebrows purchasers.
For maps, pamphlets, or any other information
About Barbers.
and defiling them with pomade, strung respecting them, address FHFNIO/FK COOK, Hand
Commissioner.
Davenport, Iowa.
out an accout of the achievements of a
\ Mil CASK <>l KACf.U. Alll.ICTIOX.
KX1M.OUING TICKKTS are sold at the Com- I
Mx-ounce black and tan terrier of his till
ticket
office
at Chicago,and all other principal j
All tilings change except barbers, the 1 heard the whistle blow for noon, and pany’s
stations on its line, and it the purchaser buys land ;
tor the ticket is applied on the pur- j
the
amount
of
paid
and
the
of
barbers,
I
knew
was five minutes too late for the
ways
surroundings
chase money.
b trbei
These never change. AVrli:tt one train. Then he snatched
away the towel,
■
■xpcrieuees in a barber’s s)kiji the first brushed it lightly about my face, passed
In in he enters one is what lie
always ex- his comb through my eyebrows once
pel iences in liarlier simps afterward till more, and gayly sang out “Next!”
lie- end of his days. A man approached
Fifteen year’s successful experience proves beyond
This barber fell down and died of the
possibility of a doubt, tlint by the prompt ami
tli door from Jones street as I approachI am waiting timely use ol
two hours later.
apoplexy
ed. ii I,miii Main—a tiling that always hapover a day for my revenge—I am going
WINCHESTER’S
I hurried up, but it was of no use;
pento attend his funeral.
[Mark Twain in
lie entered the door one little step ahead
of me, and I followed in on his heels and Galaxy.
OF LIME AND SODA,
saw him take the
KVKUY
ASK Of
only vacant chair, the A Woman, Given Up for Dead, Insists
one presided over
i
by lie best barber. It
Living.
Upon
so.
1
sat down, hoping
always happens
can
that I might fall heir to the chair belonglXYimifi! do
f From the Chicago Triburn1, July ss. i
^
to
the
better
of
the
two
ing
remaining
not tail to give this celebrated Remedy an immediate
barbers, for ho had already begun combThe recovery of Mrs. Ann Degnan, af- trial. You will be charmed and surprised at its
ami beneficial effects. Price One Dollar per
ing his man’s hair, while his comrade was ter the frightful injuries received by her prompt
bottle. Sold by all druggists.
not quite done
rubbing tip and oiling his at the hands of her divorced husband, on
customer's locks. 1 watched the probabil- the 13th of June last, may be classed as
ities with strong interest. When I saw one of the marvels of the period —the !
No. j was gaining on No. 1 my interests ease being almost on a par with that of
When No 1 stopped a the man who experienced the novel sengrew to solicitude.
moment to make change on a bath ticket sation of having a crowbar shot up I
for a new comer, and lost ground in the through his chin and out of the top of his j
v ice,
lie got well with the exception of
my solicitude rose to anxiety. When head.
No. 1 caught up again, and both he and his right eye, which was thereafter blind,
his comrade were pulling the towel away and Mrs. Degnan has also been restored
and brushing the powder from their custo- to life and a condition which promises to
mer's checks, and it was about an even leave her as good as new.
I iuU‘r a 1Ciirninu' Nun, where Bilious affecIt will be remembered that, while sit- tions a ml Fevers oi various descriptions so generally
tiling which one. would say “Next!” first,
breath
still
stood
with
the
susin
her
house
at
No.
194
Carroll
my very
street,
ting
lint when, at the final culminat- on the morning of June 13, her ex-huspense.
1
No.
to
a
from
whom
she
been
had
divorced
moment,
band,
ing
stopped
pass
Has been successful beyond all parallel. Hence the
comb a couple of times through his custo- on account of his drunkenness and cruelphysicians of the tropics give it their emphatic sancmer’s eve-hrows, 1 j;iw that tic had lost ty, forced entrance to the room and forth- tion, prescribing it in preference to every other
the race by a single instant, and I rose in- with began a tirade of abuse and denun- aperient in use. The patients, of course, gladly acfor this preparation is one. of the most dedignant and ipiited the shop, to keep trom ciation. Mrs. Degnan quietly remonstrat- quiesce,
lightful, as well as mihl and cooling cathartics,
has yet devised, and possesses every meditailing into the hands of No. 2; for I have ed with him to leave her house, remind- chemistry
It
cinal virtue ol the lar-fumed German Seltzer
none of that enviable firmness that ening him that the time had passed when is d powder that only requires the addition ofSpa.
water
ables a man to look calml y into the eyes of he could legally maltreat her. The man, to produce in an instant a delicious, etlervescent
a waiting barber and tell him lie will wait
by no means intoxicated, was roused into beverage, as well as an invaluable medicine.
for Ins fellow barber’s chair. I stayed out. a state of fearful frenzy, and linding that Auk for ami amqit nonehut tlie genuine
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
lilteen minutes, and then went back, hop- she was firm in the exercise of her rights,
ing lor better luek. Of eourse all the his rage assumed a deadly bent. Seizing
CHAPltl AH’SC’liolera NyrupCures
chairs were occupied now, and four men a heavy rivet hammer that lay upon the
Dysentery, l>iarrho>a and Summer Complaints
sat waiting, silent, unsociable, distraught,
Uoor, with one blow he felled her, and of Children. Price 50 cts. GKO. MOOUK, Prop’r,
and looking bored, as men always do who then with a fiendishness almost inconceiv- Great Falls, N. II, Sold by all druggists.
arc waiting their turn in a barber’s
shop. able, he struck her again and again on
I sat down in one of the iron-armed com- the head with the hammer, the blood and
COLBY'S
partments of an old sofa, and put in the brains spattering the floor at every blow. PILE B.E3ME oY.
time tor a while,reading the framed adver- Tired at length of this, he threw the ham- Is warranted
to cure the worst cases of Piles. Price
tisements of all sorts of quack nostrums mer aside, and with a stick of heavy wood, $1 per bottle. Sent free on receipt of price. JOHN
lor dyeing and coloring the hair. Then I broke the left arm of the unconscious M. COLBY, 1)5 State Street, Boston.
read the greasy names on the private
bay woman, and then strode away convinced
rum
bottles; read the names and noted that his vengeance was glutted, and that Try me O.K<!E an«l you will AkAllVU
the numbers on the private
shaving cups he had killed her.
in the pigeon-holes; studied the stained
Nobody supposed that the woman Warranted the best Tonic and Restorative in the
and damaged cheap prints on the walls, would live an hour, and this opinion was world. Sold by all Druggists. Wholesale Agents,
GKO. C. GOODWIN it CO., Bo-ton, Mass.
of battles, early Presidents, and
voluptu- shared by the physician who was summonous recumbent sultanas, and the tiresome
ed to attend Mrs. Degnan, and who has
and everlasting young girl putting her had the case in charge ever since—Dr. P«"rrk| fO solicited having strong and valid
I H 1
| O claims. Difficult cases a specialty.
grandfather’s spectacles on ; exeeraled in C. ,J. Lewis. It was found that there iV. K. SIMONDS, 3-15 Main Street, llartiord, Ct.
and
the
the
cheerful
heart
diswere
of
the
two
fractures
skull.
canary
my
complete
tracting parrot that few barber shops are The first was on the left side and near XTilMPkOTHEIT, Hu inea« for all.—
without. Finally, 1 searched out the least the crown of the head, where the ham- .1 lA Best Industrial S-pagc No rspaper. 50 cts. per
Send stamp lor copy.
/‘A T/:\r STA A*,
dilapidated ot the last year’s illustrated mer had crushed through, cutting the year.
Boston, Mass,
papers that littered the foul centre-table, meningeal artery, and scattering the
and conned their tin justifiable misrepre- brains on the floor, and
leaving an uglysentations of old forgotten events.
At shaped fissure, through which exuded the
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I llC DUUIV to readjust now, is The Science
his
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der it.
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collar and fixed a towel there, lie ex- ed.
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plored my hair with his claws and sug- tures, the head had been struck in four Physician
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SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies.
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and
Body; I
Pimples on the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Ner-
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tIUU DIX if failing to cure in less time an :
any other physician, more effectually and per- |
exposure to all weather, with sale and pleasant med-
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occasionally, walking
Her eye was bright and
about the room.
in
appearance, her complexion
healthy
denoted returning health and vigor, and
about
her indicated the fact
everything
that she
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cal attendant at once set"about
assisting
nature in the ellort to recover from the
shock.
hi order to do this, the
rough
edges and angles ot the skull were trimmed off, and the large pieces of detached
bone, which were imbedded in the brain,
were “fished out” with the
force]). In
performing those operations the beaten
track of surgery was abandoned to the
extent of administering ether, it
being
generally supposed that amesthesia cannot
be safely or judiciously produced incases
of injury to the brain or skull. The plan
proved l<> be eminently successful, and,
by the aid of an.-esthetie dressing with
carbolic acid, the condition ot Mrs. Dognan improved rapidly, until, at the present time, she is entirely out of danger.
A Tribune reporter visited her house
on Carroll street, yesterday morning, and
found her dressed and sitting up in an

damsel whom he had smitten with his
charms, that he used evert’ means to continue the controversy lit pretending to lie
annoyed at the diallings of his fellows. 'The
matter begot more surveyings of himself in
the glass, and he put down his razor and
brushed his hair with elaborate care,
plastering an inverted arch of i! down on
his forehead, accomplishing an accurate
part" behind, and brushing the two
wings forward over his ears with nice exIn the meantime the lather was
actness.
drying on mv face, and apparently eating
into my vitals. Now he began to shave,
digging his lingers into my countenance

iiiiwoiinded

Withoiii a hope or friend.
Who timl their journey full of pains
And long to reach the end.

regarding himself

now

one
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in ten thousand.

All that
humanity could suggest was done for the
woman in the way of
dressing her wounds,
but it was on the score of humanity that
the attending physician forbore to set the
broken arm for a day or two. She could
not live, he argued,'and it was needless
to subject her to the operation.
lhit she did live from hour to hour,
from day to day, and, as her
system began to show signs of rallying, her medi-

stayed

Who shall direet them then?
I Tow will they he allured, betrayed, delink'd.
Poor little untaught feet,
lino what dreary mazes will thev wander.
What dangers will they meet

feet there !e which Walk Life’s

the ratio of

attention, and lie

blossom there.

when the mother’s watchful
shrouded

mune

1 came back at him
who cat it.
promptly with a “You did!” I had him
there. Then lie tell to stirring up his

pimple. Then he lathered one side of my
face thoroughly, and was about to lather
the other, when a dog light attracted his
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ever

ner,

stopping

an I hey walk among the briery
tangles.
Ldgiiw the wori.i’s rough wuysV

slight, delicate female, whoso chances for
opening her eyes in this world again
seemed, in the judgment of the various
physicians who saw the patient, to be in

He yearned over it reflectively a moment,
and then asked, with a disparaging man-
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THANK YOU CITIZENS OF P.LL1 AST,
and those wtto have favored me with then- patbeen
ronage, for tlio past twenty-one years I have
with you, and bid yon good by.
DR. U. I*. LOMU A It D, who lias been associated
me lor
as partner in the practice ot Dentistry with
the past year, will occupy the same oflice.
to
tallest
Doctor
your
the
recommend
1 cheerfully
confidence as a man who Is thorough in his prole-( Aid IN MOOKK,
sion.
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POSITS made on or before the 1st ol any
month, will be placed upon interest every
month, (except May and November! and Interest
computed upon flu* same in dune and December.
Deposits received daily at the Hanking Itoom,
from 1* to 1A. M., and to4 P. M. Saturdays Iron*
‘.I to It* A.A1.
JOHN II. QITIMHY, Treas. ASA FAUNCE, Prest.
til
Belfast, duly 13, 1K7U.
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